
NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

February Ik? 195% 

dilutes of joint meeting of NAEB Network Acceptance Committee and the 

In-School Program Committee. 

These minutes are not complied in the usual detailed fashion* An at¬ 
tempt is made to outline the general working procedures of the two committees 
and to incorporate a number of miscellaneous items that came under discussion* 
The main statements and recommendations are reproduced in the following series 

of appendixes; 

Appendix nA,! Statement of purposes of the NAEB Tape Network. 

Appendix ”Bn Statement of program acceptance standards* 

•Appendix ”Cn Recommendations of ins«chool program committee on 
charges for and distribution of in-*school progracB 

by network* 

Appendix Recommendations of the two committees on specific 
methods of implementing basic recommendations on 
purposes and program acceptance standards* 

Appendix !?En Recommendation of program acceptance cozjsriittee or 
auditioning of programs by network headquarters* 

WORKING PROCEDURES 

The meeting of the NAE§ Network Acceptance Coxonifctee and the In-School 
Program Consnittee was called for 12;00 noon, Thursday, February ?, at the , 
Memorial Union of Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana* 

Those present net informally for lunch* The first regular meeting con¬ 
vened at 2*00 P* 11*, February 7, with Miles presiding* Present were; Miles, 
Paulu, Dawson, Gaines, Henderson, Fleming, Salley,. Day, and Rider* Miles 
discussed routine housekeeping problems in connection with the meetings end 
presented background material on the Kellogg grant and the present state of 
development of the project* MacAndrew and Buck joined the meeting at ap¬ 
proximately 2 ;1S>* Stanley joined at approximately In;00 P. M* 

Paulu took the chair at 2 ;20* The chairman read the minutes of the 
Board of Director’s meeting authorising the meeting of tbs present committees* 
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There followed a bi?ief discussion of the general problems to bo considered* 
It was agreed tc first establish a general plan of operation and a tentative 
working agenda* The operational plan was to provide for meetings of the two 
committees separately^ and some sessions in which the coranittees operated 
as a committee -of-the-whole* This plan, was followed throughout the meeting 
period* 

It was agreed that the important problems could be considered, under 
four major headings; 

It* Purposes and goals of the network* 
2* Basic standards for programs© 
3* Operational problems* 
U* Exploration of new possibilities * 

Discussion generally followed this order* 

Votings were held according to the foiling schedules 

Thurs* Feb* ? 2:00~£:30 
B;00-11s00 

Fri* Feb* 8 9:30-12:00 
2:00-6:00 
Ss00~llsi£ 

Sat« Feb* 9 9:00-12:00 
Adjourned Sine Die at 12:00 noon Sat®, Feb* 9 



MISCELLANEOUS CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDSTIQNS 

lo General purpose of the network® It appeared that the consensus of 
the group was that the network should devote Its major effort to the dis¬ 
tribution of well-planned and executed progress of significant educational 
or cultural purpose* It should not attempt to cospete with the major oora- 
inercial netowkrs in timely reports on world affairs* Nor should it attempt 
in any way to duplicate services provided by commercial broadcasters u:.i 
sufficient quantity* Rather, the tape network should seek to supplement both 
commercial broadcasting, and its member stations* programming* 

This does not exclude programs of a timely nature, where they are 
of value and in such quantities as can be readily handled, but such programs 
should not receive major emphasis* Major emphasis should be on long range, 
substantive programs*. 

2® Federal Security Agency series. The committee was unanimous in 
their opinion that tins series was considerably below the desired standards 
in the writing and production* A lengthy discussion was carried on about 
the inherent }*propaganda51 nature of programs originated by governmental 
agencies and similar organizations* It was felt that no general policy of 
excluding such programs could be justified. Rather, each series shod' be 
judged on its individual merits* 

The committee doss not object to programs originated by govern- 
nental agencies, international organisations, or foreign governments * .It 
feels that the network should not be used for indiscriminate promotion of 
such organizations* Series originated by such institutions should be 
judged on 'the same bases as other programs. 

The present series was rejected not because it was done by the 
FSA, but rather because it is, in the opinion of tbs committee* a poor 
series of programs* 

3* The committee felt that its recommended procedures for selecting 
prograss to be offered on the network should be universally applied* To 
avoid conflicting consnittraents, occasions of inability to deliver as 
promised, and similar embarrasing situations all. negotiations for programs 
should be channeled in accordance with the procedures outlined in 
Appendix nTJv’ a 

Ii* Music programs* The comittees generally agreed that music offer¬ 
ings by the network should consist of programs of a distinctly unique 
character* The network should not waste its time, money, and facilities 
distributing music performed by artists and consisting of compositions 
normally available can commercial transcriptions, or recordings* 

There is some doubt as to the desirability of distributing more 
or lass traditional music performsd by the best college and university 
groups., This would bear further examination* In fact, some study needs to 
be made before a final policy on musical programs can be delieneated. 
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5>« The in-school committee recommended that a ques tionnaire study be 
conducted to determine deadlines., and scheduling problems for in-school 
programs» 

6* The Network Acceptance Committee recommended that network head¬ 
quarters issue a memorandum on the following; 

a* Dubbing of network programs for re-use® 
b. Dubbing of network programs for non-broadcast use* 
c. Policy against supplying non-merger stations with network 

program • 
do Policy against use of network programs by campus wire-wire- 

less stations* 

It further recommended that such information as is applicable be obtained 
from the originating source and distributed to the roar-bar stations* 

7* Both committees spent some time auditioning programs* 

With the in-school committee this resulted in the selection of 
three of the desired four programs to be included in the first school 
package® The fourth program is to be selected at the earliest possible 
date by mailing audition copies to committee members* 

For the Network Acceptance Committee the group auditioning 
proved to be an excellent opportunity to apply the general standards which 
had been established® This was of considerable value to committee members 
and to the headquarters staff® Such occasions enable the committee members 
and the network staff to reach a higher degree of understanding on schedul¬ 
ing programs on the network* 

8* There was general agreement that the package method of distribution 
was not satisfactory- but that it should be continued as the most rorkabl© 
method pending the installation of a mss duplicator® 

Report prepared*by; DR 



APPENDIX "A** 

The NAEB Tape Network is a cooperative organization devoted to 
the^ dissemination of outstanding radio programs* It is operated by the 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters for its member stations*, 
which are owned by educational institutions, municipalities, and public 
service agencies® It provides for the interchange of the best programs of 
its member stations, and procures and distributes programs from other 
sources© 

The NAEB Tape Network Acceptance Committee and tee Xn«School 
Program Committee have drawn up tee following statement of purposes and 
objectives of the networks 

1® The interchange among member stations of programs they 
themselves produce* This is done to provide a wider range? 
of program material, to stimulate the upgrading of local 
program standards, and to encourage the productS-on of 
broadcasts in needed subject areas® Programs thus cir¬ 
culate cl will include: 

a® Outstanding programs in all subject areas* 
b® Programs from member stations utilizing special 

local resources or staff skills® 
c® Special events recorded by the station to which 

the events are most accessible geographically® 

2® The distribution to members of programs produced under 
NAEB auspices for tape network use# 

3* The distribution to members of programs from non-NAEB 
sources© 

In addition the Tape Network may distribute educational 
programs to non«*menibsr stations, both commercial and noncommercial, and 
make available such programs for non-broadcast use© 



APPENDIX "B" 

STATEMENT OF PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS 

The following statement is intended as a guide in the selection of 
programs for use by the Tape Network* Obviously few programs can meet all 
the standards listed below, and some programs excellently suited for the 
Tape Network may meet only a few of them* 

The Network as now constituted is to a large extent an outgrowth of 
the first Allerton House Radio Seminar of 19h9} therefore, it is fitting 
that the Committees should accept the basic educational programming prin¬ 
ciples determined at that masting. As phrased by Robert 3. Hudson, 
"The Allerton seminar asserted that the aims of educational broadcasting 
are the broad aims of educations 

"*..education in a democracy has the responsibility of lifting the 
lev©! of understanding and appreciation of the people, of giving 
the individual a knowledge of himself arid his society, and of the 
tensions and perplexities in each; 

"...in a free society it is essential that the individual have a 
continuing sense of belonging and participating, of keeping up 
with a complex and fast-moving worlds 

"..frit is the responsibility of education to foster and further that 
feeling of belonging and counting." 

The committees further agree that programs chosen for the Tape Network 
should conform to certain minimum standards as to 5 

1. Network suitability 
2. Engineering standards 
3* Audience appeal 
ho Subject matter 
5’. Presentation 

1* Network suitability. The programs distributed should be of wide¬ 
spread interest and should be selected to supplement the program resources 
of individual stations. 

2. Engineering standards * The engineering standards of the programs 
distributed shall coriForm to "the standards drawn up by the MSB Tape Net¬ 
work Engineering Advisory Group, 

3* Audience appeal* The programs should attract and hold their in¬ 
tended audiences • 
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U. Subject matter. The programs — again in Hudson’s words — 
should be "distinguished by * * « hipti concern for integrity in the selec¬ 
tion o • « of materials, and by * * * consistent dedication to social 
purpose. '* 

Subject matter chosen should have the effect ofs 

M(a) informing5 
"(b) stimulating the individual to organize and give meaning 

to information* 
"(e) contributing to the understandings that make for better 

human relations and adjustment, 
”(d) broadening participation in the culture of our society, 
"(e) acting as an outlet for the varied expressions of the 

community which the station serves, and acting as a force 
Hi thin the community to help it solve its problems, -acid 

!,(f) leading the way, by experiment, towards new forms and 
activities of broadcasting." 

In choosing subject matter it should also be recognised, "that 
people cannot come to like what they have never experienced," for which 
reason wo, "must provide a variety of experience which permits and en¬ 
courages the development of tastes and interests o'* 

*>• Presentation. Programs should meet high standards of presenta¬ 
tion in writing, performance, and direction* 

a. Writing: 

- - should be well organised 
- - should be stimulating ’and challenging 
- - should fulfill the requirements of an effective oml style 

(simplicity, clarity, brevity) 
- - should be free of superficiality^ self-consciousness, 

and stereotyped situations and characterizations 
- should be suitable in style to subject matter and intended 

audience. 

b. Performance: 

- - should be understandable and intelligible, with suitable 
speech patterns 

- should be, in the case of dramatic and documentary material, 
plausible and consistent 
should be free of stereotyped characterizations 

- should maintain a high level of performance skills * 

Co Direction: 

- - should reflect a mature, intelligent grasp of the objectives 
of the program 

- * should demonstrate an effective command of the principles 
of timing, pace, perspective, and effective integration 
of music? and sound effects* 
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ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR 
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMS 

The In-School Program Committee recommends the following additional 
standards for evaluation school programs* Such programs should; 

1. Enrich instruction in a given subject area 
2o Be geared for fairly specific school levels 
3* Stress simplicity in both writing and presentation 
ho Be paced, for group listening 
5* Utilise vocabulary on an acceptable level 
6* Be accompanied by all available teacher material. 



APPENDIX **Cr 

IMiOMMENMTIONS OF IN»SGHOOL PROGRAM COMMITTEE OH CHARGES FOR 
AND DISTRIBUTION OF IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMS BY NETWORK 

lo COSTS 

The In-School Program Committee recommends that? 
Eo ,'School programs he offered to member stations in the 

form of semi-annual packages® 
bo The network offering of a certain number of packages 

during the year include the two school packages« Any 
subscribing station may elect to include the in-school 
offerings in lieu of a comparable number of non-school 
fhr the basic annual service assessment fee® 

Co If a subscribing station elects to take the 3j.v*school 
offerings in addition to the full amount of non-school 
offerings, there will be levied an additional assessment 
fee, the amount to be determined by the Executive Gommitteeo 

ADDENDUM* by Rider _ 
On the present basis, eight packages per year might be considered 

a yearBs service paid for by the regular assessment fee® Adding the 
two school packages will make a total of ten® Each station is entitled 
to eight packages per year® If all ten are desired, it seems warranted 
to add a fee equal to one fourth of the annual assessment® 

This method will require modifications when individual distribution 
is possible, but some similar basis can undoubtedly be arranged,. 

2o ' DISTRIBUTION 

The In-School Program Committee recommends that* 
a© The present package-leg method of die tribute, on h© used for 

school programs® 
bo Each SHIPMENT of school programs contain one complete term 

serie^ClSTrograKieJo 
Co Teacher aid materials be sent directly to the member - station 

as soon as that station indicates its choice of the series* 
do It be made clear that this method of distribution is strictly 

temporary, pending future operational aid equipment develop¬ 
ments at headquarterso Moreover, that the stations be in¬ 
formed that tills is a temporary distribution methods 



APPENDIX "D1 

HEGOMffimTIONS OF THE NAEB NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE AND THE IN-SCHOOL 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE ON SPECIFIC METHODS OF IMPIEMENTING BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

ON PURPOSES AND PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS 

lo Methods of determining programing needs* 

A* Polling of member' stations* (Recommended that this be dona.) 
B, Recommendations of committee members* 
C, Securing the recommendations of subject matter experts* 
D, RecomisBndations of MEB officers and headquarters staff* 

Specific methods of selecting programs for network offering. 

A. General programs* 

(1) The NAEB Network Acceptance Gorarnittee id. 11 meet at the call of 
the chairman in consultation with the headquarters staff. The 
headquarters office can request a meeting of the committeeo 
Apart from such meetings as may be called the committee will 
continue to be a consultative body for the headquarters staff. 

(2) Network headquarters will compose offering schedules in accord 
with the followings 

(a) Headquarters will noraalfy select the programs to be dis¬ 
tributed* 

(b) It will refer to the members of the committee all programs 
of a doubtful nature, or which involve points of network 
policy, or for which it desires the weight of committee 
support for its decisions* 

(c) It will inform the committee members in advance of offering 
what programs are to be included* 

(d) Committee members reserve the right to request an opportunity 
to audition any program* 

(e) Committee members will continue to make whatever recommenda¬ 
tions they ds812*8 to the network staff* 

(f) Network headquarters will endeavor to make arrangements 
which'will enable it to offer the bulk cf network programs 
at least three months in advance* This is not intended to 
exclude such programs as must be handled on a more immediate 
basis * 

B« In-School programs. 

(1) It is the recommendation of toe in-school committee that it meet 
semi-annually* These meetings to take place the two days pre¬ 
ceding the Ohio Stole Institute and the top days preceding the 
annual NAEB Convention* (There is involved a question of 
financing some or all of the expenses of committee montoers* The 
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times were picked because many of the committee would be attend¬ 
ing anyway* However* at least two members of the committee are 
not permitted by their institutions to attend any meetings at 
the institution1 s ejspense.) 

(2) All in-school programs will be selected by the in-school committee 
at the meetings delineated in (1) * 

(3) Between meetings of the in-school committee school programs will 
be given a preliminary screening* so that the remaining programs 
can be given a careful evaluation at the meeting* 

3o Specific program recommendationso (These suggested needed areas of 
programming are listed in the order given* and do not imply ary land 
of priority*) 

( 1) Social Sciences—areas such as mental health* child development* 
family relations* etc. 

(2) International understanding* To include background materislon 
on crucial geographical areas of the world* 

( 3) Artistic and eultitral|programs of uniqueness and high quality* 
( h) Historical perspective on current world affairs. Interpretati 

of currant affairs in the light of historical parallels. 
( 5) School programs—more programs designed for elementary grades. 

Less emphasis on programs in area of social studies. 
( 6) School—natural sciences and nature study, 
( 7) School—rhythmics» (BBC program, MUSIC AND MOVEMENT* with Ann 

Driver suggested as excellent prototype. It was suggested that 
we check with BBC on whether this program might be made available. 

( 8) Commonly useful areas of assorted inf oamation. programs designed 
for the lay-listener in legal problems* house buying and build¬ 
ing* budget for a family* and similar areas. 

( 9) School-physical sciences for High School level. 
(10) National problems. More detailed elaboration of -these .and inter¬ 

national problems. 
(11) Folk music. 
(12) Music. Confined to unique programs not available from usual 

recording sources. 
(13) Dramatised history. (Such as YOU ARE THERE.) 
(Ik) Make greater use of one shot* or non-series programs. It was 

felt that a considerable number of programs not part of organised 
series could be utUAzed by the stations. 

(15) General health programs. 
(16) School— development of social attitudes at upper elementary level* 
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RECOMMENDATION OF PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE ON 
AUDITIONING OF PROGRAMS BX NETWORK HEADQUARTERS 

The KAEB Program Acceptance Committee recommends thats 

Before a series is accepted by Network Headquarters* as wide 
a sample of individual programs as possible should be care«» 
fully auditioned® 

The above is not intended to preclude the offering of 
occasional timely series without previous auditioninge 

20 Every effort should b© made to carefully audition all individual 
programs before they are distributed to member stations0 Such 
auditions will be conducted by a responsible person© 

3o Based on the auditions Indicated in 2* the Network Manager wills 
a© Withdraw any undesirable programs © 
be Notify stations well in advance of my material that may 

raise quest! 051s of taste.} obscenity* ethics $ and similar 
problems® 

Co Notify stations in all cases where individual programs have 
not been so screened® 

U® Network Headquarters will solicit* secure, and distribute 
available scripts aid other descriptive materials about series 
and individual programs® This should include all materials 
useful in the promotion of NAEB programs® 

5o The above measures will apply within the limits of time and 
personnel© 

60 None of the above is designed to relieve station managers of 
any responsibility® The network cannot guarantee that all 
programs will conform 'to individual station policy or to the 
strictest rules and regulations in all cases© Both legally 
and morally the broadcast licensee assumes full responsibility 
for everything broadcast by its transmitter® This is intended 
to be assurance that Network Headquarters will do all it can 
to make the editing ^ob as easy as possible® 



NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

February 18, 195>2 

TO: NAEB BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TAPE NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE 
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
MEMBER STATIONS 

SUBJECT: Summary of proceedings and recommendations of the NAEB Tape Network Com¬ 
mittee and the In-School Program Committee* as approved by the Executive 
Committee of the Board of Directors 

The committees met jointly on February ?, 8, and 9 in Memorial Union of 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana,, Meetings were held the afternoon and 
evening of February 7> morning, afternoon, and evening of February 8, and the 
morning of February 9* 

Present at the meetings were: 

Tape Network Acceptance Committee: Burton Paulu, Chairman, KUOMj 
Bernard Buck, ViNiXOj Northrop Dawson, Jr., KUOMj Homsr Salley, 
WFPLj Ray J, Stanley, Jr., WHA. 

In-School Program Committee: Alvin Gaines, Chairman, WABEj 
Marguerite FliSang, KSLH| Mo McCabe Day, WFSHj John Henderson, 
WBAAj James MacAndrew, WNYE. 

From NAEB Headquarters: James Miles, Executive Director5 Richard 
' Mder, Network Manager 

The principle findings and recommendations are included in the following 
attached materials: 

Statement of Purpose of NAEB Tape Network (jointly compiled) 
Statement of Program Acceptance Standards (jointly compiled) 
Additional In-School Standards (addendum to above by In-School 

Committee) 
Recommendations of In-School Committee on Distribution of In- 
School Programs 

Recommendatic.is for Program Selection Procedures (both committees) 
Miscellaneous Recommendations 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF NAEB TAPE NEM>RK 

The NAEB Tape Network is a cooperative organization devoted, to the 
dissemination of out standi., ng radio programs o It is operated by the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters for its member stations, which are owned 
by educational Institutions* municipalities * and public service agencies* It 
provides for the interchange of the best programs of its manber stations* and 
procures and distributes programs from other sources* 

The NAEB Tape-Network Acceptance Committee and the In-School Program 
Coiriraittee have drawn up the following statement of purposes and objectives of the 
Network* Subject to such directives as the Board of Directors may lay down, and 
in accordance with whatever conditions may be imposed by the originating sources* 
copyright holders* or unions involved* the Tape Network shall provide for: 

1. The interchange among member stations of programs they themselves 
produce* This is dor© to provide a wider range of program material* 
to stimulate the upgrading of local program standards* and to en¬ 
courage the production of broadcasts in needed subject areas* 
Programs thus circulated will include: 

ac Outstanding programs in all subject areas* 
bo Programs from member stations utilizing special local resources 

or staff skills* 
c« Special events recorded by the station to which the events are 

most accessible geographically.* 

2* The distribution to members of programs pi-educed under NAEB auspices 
for Tape Network use* 

3. The distribution to members of programs from non-NAEB sources* 

In addition the Tape Network may distribute educational programs to non- 
member stations* both commercial and non-commercial* and make available such pro¬ 
grams for non-broadcast use* 

T7"^ait~sentence added by Executive Committee. 
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STATEMENT OF PRO (BAM ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS 

The following statement is intended as a guide in the selection of pro¬ 
grams for us© by the Tape Network® Obviously few programs can meet all the 
standards listed below; some programs excellently suited for the Tape Network may 
meet only a few of them. 

The Network as now constituted is to a large extent an outgrowth of the 
first Allerton House Radio Seminar of ±9h9; therefore, it is fitting that the 
coramittees should accept the basic educational programing principles determined 
at that meetinge As phrased toy Robert B« Hudson, "The Allerton seminar asserted 
that the aims of educational broadcasting are the broad aims of educations 

education in a democracy has the responsibility of lifting the 
level of understanding and appreciation of the people, of giving 
the individual a knowledge of himself and his society, and of the 
tensions and perplexities in each; 

t cin a free society it is essential that the individual have a 
continuing sense of belonging and participating* of keeping up 
with a complex and fast-moving world; 

«„*„it is the responsibility of education to foster and further that 
feeling of belonging and counting."!/ 

The committees further agree that programs chosen for the Tape Network 
should meet certain minimum standards as to: (1) network suitability; (2) 
engineering standards; (3) audience appeal; (U) subject matter; and (5) presen¬ 
tation, 

1. Network Suitabilitye The programs distributed should be of wide¬ 
spread interest ard should be selected to supplement the program 
resources of individual stations* 

2<> Engineering Standards® The engineering e ;anaards of the programs 
distributed shall oonfora to the standard; drawn up by the NASS 
Tape Network Engineering Advisory Committee. 

3® Audience Appeal* The programs should attract and hold their 
intended audiences. 

U® Subject Matter. The programs - again in Hudson’s words - should be 
"distinguished by*..high concern for integrity in the selection... 
of materials, and by® • .consistent dedication to social purpose*,{ 
Subject matter chosen should have the effect of: 

"(1) informing, 

»(2) stimulating the individual to organize and give meaning to 
inform lion, 

17 Hudson, "Allarton House 19ll9, 1950", Hollywood quarterly, Vol. V, 
~ Moo 3, p. 239° 
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"(3) contributing to the understandings that make for better human 
relations and adjustment* 

"(U) broadening participation in the culture of our society* 

"(£) acting as an outlet for the varied expressions of the community 
which the station serves* and acting as a force within the com¬ 
munity to help it solve its problem?'* and 

"(6) leading the way* by experiment* towards new foms and activities 
of broadcasting*” 

In choosing subject matter it should also b© recognized “that people 
cannot come to like what they have never experienced*” for which 
reason we %ust provide a variety of experience which^permits and 
encourages the development of tastes and interests®"£/ 

So Presentation® Programs should meet high standards of presentation 
in writing* performance and direction* 

a* Writings 
- - should be well organised* 
~ - should be stimulating and challenging* 
- - should fulfill the requirements of an effective oral style 

(simplicity* clarity* brevity)* 
- - should be free of superficiality* self-consciousness* 

and stereotyped'situations and characterizations* 
- - should bs suitable in style to subject matter and intended 

audience. 

b. Performance; 
- - should, he understandable and inte] ligible* with suitable 

speech patterns* 
- - should be, in the case of dramatic and documentary material* 

plausible and consistent* 
- - should be free of stereotyped characterizations, 
- - should maintain a hi^i level of performance skills. 

c. Directions 
- should reflect a mature* intelligent grasp of the objectives 

of the program* 
- - should demonstrate an effective command of the principles of 

timing, pace, perspective* and effsctiv© integration of 
music and sound effects. 

2/ ibid., pp. 239-kO. 



ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR 
IN-SCHOOL PRO (HAMS 

The In-School Program Committee recommends the following additional 
standards for evaluating school programs * Such programs should? 

1« Enrich instruction in a given subject area, 
2o Be geared for fairly specific school levels. 

Stress simplicity in both writing and presentation, 
l*o Be paced for group listening. 

Utilize vocabulary on an acceptable level, 
6„ Be accompanied by all available teacher material» 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF IN-SCHOOL PRO (HAM COMMITTEE ON CHARGES FOR 
AND DISTRIBUTION OF IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMS BY NETWORK 

lo COSTS 

The In-School Program Committee recommends that: 

&o School programs be offered to member stations in the form of semi-annual 
packages«. 

b» The network offering- of a certain number of packages during the year include 
the two school packageso Any subscribing station may elect to include the 
in-school offerings in lieu of a comparable number of non-school programs 
for the basic annual service assessment fee,, 

c« If a subscribing station elects to take the in-school offerings in addition 
to the fall amount of non-school offerings* there will be levied an addit¬ 
ional assessment fee* the amount to be determined by the Executive Com¬ 
mittee* 

ADDENDUM: 
On the present basis* eight packages per year will be considered a yearTs ser¬ 
vice paid for by the regular assessment fee* Adding the two school packages 
will make a total of ten* Each station is entitled to eight packages per year. 
If all ten are desired* it seams warranted to add a fee equal to one fourth 
of the annual assessment« 

This method will require modifications when individual distribution is possible* 
but some similar basis can undoubtedly be arranged. 

2. DISTRIBUTION 

The In-School program Committee recommends that: 

a. The present package-log method of distribution be used for school programs, 
b* Each SHIPMENT of school programs contain one complete term series (11* 

programsJ7~" 
c. Teacher aid materials be sent directly to the member station as soon as that 

station indicates its choice of the series. 
d. It .be made clear that this method of distribution is strictly temporary* 

pending future operational and equipment developments at Headquarters. 
Moreover* that the stations be informed that this is a temporary distribu¬ 
tion method. 



RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NAEB NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE AND THE IN-SCHOOL 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE ON SPECIFIC METHODS OF IMPLEMENTING BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

ON PURPOSES AND PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS 

7 

lo Methods of determining programming needs* 

a. Polling of member stations* (Recommended that this be done*) 
b0 Recommendations of committee members* 
Cv Securing the recommendations of subject matter experts* 
d. Recommendations of NAEB officers and headquarters staff* 

2. Specific methods of selecting programs for network offering* 

a* General programs* 

(1) The. NAEB Network Acceptance Committee will meet at the call of the 
chairman in consultation with the headquarters staff* The headquarters 
office can request a meeting of the coraaittee * Apart from such meetings 
as may be called the committee will continue to be a consultative body 
for the headquarters staff* 

(2) Network headquarters will conpose offering schedules in accord with the 
following: 

(a) Headquarters will normally select the programs to be distributed. 
(b) It will refer to the members of the committee all programs of a 

doubtful nature, or which involve points of network policy, or for 
which it desires the weight of committee support for its decisions* 

(c) I*t wiD. inform the committee members in advance what programs it 
intends to offer. 

(d) Committee members reserve the right to request an opportunity to 
audition any program* 

(e) Committee members will continue to make whatever recommendations 
they desire to the network staff. 

(f) Network headquarters will endeavor to make arrangements which will 
enable it to offer the bulk of network programs at least three 
months in advance* This is not intended to exclude such programs 
as must be handled on a more immediate basis. 

b* In-School programs. 

(1) It is the recommendation of the in-school committee that it meet semi¬ 
annually* These meetings to take place the two days preceding the Ohio 
State Institute and the two days preceding the annual NAEB Convention. 

(2) All in-school programs will be selected by the in-school committee at 
the meetings delineated in (1). 
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(3) Between meetings of the in-school committee, school programs will be 
given a preliminary screening, so that the remaining programs can be 
given a careful evaluation at the meeting® 

3„ Specific program recommendations® (These suggested needed areas of programming 
are listed in the order given, and do not imply any kind of priority«) 

a« Social Sciences—areas such as mental health, child development, family 
relations, etc* 

b* International understanding« To include background material on crucial 
geographical areas of the world* 

c* Artistic and cultural programs of uniqueness and high quality® 
dc Historical perspective on current world affairs• Interpretation of current 

affairs in the light of historical parallels* 
e» School programs—more programs designed for elementary grades* Less 

emphasis on programs in area of social studies* 
f * School—natural sciences and nature study* 
g* School—rhythmics * (BBC program, MUSIC AND MDVEMENT, with Ann Driver sug¬ 

gested as excellent prototype® It was suggested that we check with BBC 
on whether this program might be made available* 

ho Commonly useful areas of assorted information* Programs designed for the 
lay-listener in legal problems, house buying and building* budget for a 
family, and similar areas® 

i® School—physical sciences for high school level* 
National problems* More detailed elaboration of these and international 
problems® 

k» Folk music* 
1* Musice Confined to unique programs not available from usual recording 

sources * 
ra® Dramatised history* (Such as YOU ARE THERE*) 
n® Make greater use of one shot, or non-series programs* It was felt that a 

considerable number of programs not part of organized series could be 
utilized by the stations® 

a* General health programs® 
p0 School—development of social attitudes at upper elementary level® 
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RECOMMENDATION OF PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE ON 
AUDITIONING OF PROGRAMS BT NETWORK HEADQUARTERS 

The NAEB Program Acceptance Committee recommends that: 

1. Before a series is accepted by network headquarters* as wide a sample of indi¬ 
vidual programs as possible should be carefully auditioned* 
The above is not intended to preclude the offering of occasional timely series 
without previous auditioning* 

2o Every effort should be made to carefully audition all individual programs before 
they are distributed to member stations* Such auditions will be conducted by a 
responsible person* 

3* Based on the auditions indicated in 2* the Network Manager will: 

a. Withdraw any undesirable pro grams • 
b. Notify stations well in advance of any material that may raise questions 

of taste, obscenity, ethics, and similar problems* 
c. Notify stations in all cases where individual programs have not been so 

screened* 

k* Network headquarters will solicit, secure, and distribute available scripts 
and other descriptive materials about series and individual programs • This 
should include all materials useful in the promotion of NAEB programs* 

The above measures will apply within the limits of time and personnel* 

6* None of the above is designed to relieve station managers of any responsibility.. 
The network cannot guarantee that all programs will conform to individual sta¬ 
tion policy or to the strictest rules and regulations in all cases* Both 
legally and morally the broadcast licensee assumes full responsibility for 
everything broadcast by its transmitter« This is intended to be assurance that 
network headquarters will do all it can to make the editing job as easy as 
possible* 
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MISCELLANEOUS CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1* General purpose of network * The network should devote its major 
effort to the distribution of well-planned and executed programs of significant 
educational and cultural purpose« It should offer a distinctive service of sub¬ 
stantive programs having relatively long-tam value * 

Tliis does not exclude programs of a timely nature, which require 
special handling, but such programs should,* in view of present facilities** consti¬ 
tute a minor portion of the service* 

2* "Propaganda” programs® A lengthy discussion was held on the in¬ 
herent "propaganda” nature of programs originated by governmental agencies* foreign 
governments*, and similar organizations. It was felt that no general policy of 
excluding such programs could be justified® Rather* each series should be judged 
on its individual merits® 

The committees do not object to programs originated by governmental 
agencies, international organizations* and foreign governments ® It does feel that 
the network should not $e used for indiscriminate promotion of such organizations. 
Series originated by such organizations should be judged on the same basis as other 
programs® 

3* Salley recommended that networks and other organizations producing 
programs be approached regarding the release to the tap© network of such outstand¬ 
ing series in their archives as, CBG’s YOU ARE THERE, and NBC * s dramatizations of 
great novels® 

h» Music programs® The committees generally agreed that music offerings 
by the network should consist of programs of a distinctly unique character® The 
network should not waste its time, money, and facilities distributing music per¬ 
formed by artists and consisting of compositions normally available on commercial 
transcriptions, or recordings* 

There is soms* doubt as to the desirability of distributing more or 
less traditional music performed by the best college and university groups® This 
would bear further examination® In fact, some study needs to be made before a 
final policy on musical programs can be delineated* 

5® The in-school, committee recommended that a questionnaire study be ' 
conducted to determine deadlines, and scheduling problems for in-school programs® 

6* The Network Acceptance Committee recommended that network headquarters 
issue a memorandum on the following; 

a® Dubbing of network programs for rs-use, 
bo Dubbing of network programs for non-broadcast use® 
Co Policy against supplying non-member stations with network programs® 
d» Policy against use of network programs by campus wired-wireless 

stations ® 
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It further recommended that such information as is applicable be obtained from the 
originating source and distributed to the member stations„ 

7* Both committees spent some time auditioning programs* 
With the in-school committee this resulted in the selection of three of 

the desired four programs to be included in the first school package.. The fourth 
program is to be selected at the earliest possible date by mailing audition copies 
to committee members * 

For the Network Acceptance Committee the group auditioning proved 
to be an excellent opportunity to apply the general standards which had been estab¬ 
lished* This was of considerable value to committee members and to the headquarters 
staff o Such occasions enable the committee members and the network staff to reach 
a higher degree of understanding on scheduling programs on the network© 

8, There was general agreement that the package method of distribution 
was not satisfactory* but that it should be continued as the most workable method 
pending the installation of a mass duplicator<> 

* 



September 4$ 1953 

TO* Program Acceptance Comalttee Ambers 
USES Directors and Officers 

FROM* L J» Skoraia 

What is your pleasure on the attached* gentlemen? 



SJLLJ 

THE RADIO VOICE CP 
THE UOTERSITI (F KANSAS CITY 

Kansas City 4, Missouri 

S&ptmb^ l, 1953 

National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
Gregory Hall, University of Illinois 
Urbans, Illinois 

Gentlemens 

The Community Relations Bureau of our city has asked 

us to join them in protesting any cooperation in making 

available the "Prioress* Tale" of the "Canterbury Tales" 

produced by the British Broadcasting Caagsany* Vfe agree with 

this public spirited organization that anything that ldll 

tend to promote religious prejudice or discrimination should 

never be approved by any organization with such high ideals, 

as the National Association of Educational Broadcasters* We 

hope you will do what you can to see that the "Prioress* Tale" 

is withdrawn from tbs available list* 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Henry H* Mamet 

Henry H« Mamet 
Director of Radio 

H*H«Me/pal 



December 3* 1953 

Mr. George Frobst 
Of rice of Enivereity Broadcasting 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, miooia 

Dear Mr© Probsi* 

Our telephone conversation day before yesterday was feezed by the cacophony of two 
electrical typewriters, other phene mil®, and various conferences. I was literally 
forced to my knee© and one elbow. Testament to cur crowded condition* This will confirm 
our conversation. 

I. I understood that the Radio Office would furnish copies of "openers" for the Chicago 
programs. These openers will bo read live by local announcer©* 

IX* I hope the American Language tapes can be here soon. We have offered them to the 
stations, and the first program should be duplicated and in the mail within two weeks 
of this date* 

III. As you s&y, there is seme material which simply will not fit into any standard format 
without mutilation. But, unfortunately, we have in the past received numerous odd- 
length contributions which could and should ham boon cut to sice. When we did cot 
cut it ourselves (and usually it has been a matter of only a few seconds deletion), 
we received complaints. 

The program format "requirements" are, X believed, an accurate reflection of desires of 
member stations. X must, therefore, urge that they bo adhered to by contributors-when 
possible. But X cannot "decree" them, nor am X certain that X should bo permitted or 

l/ asked to. The Hetwork Acceptance and Xn-School Program Committees will, of course, 
take format into consideration In their evaluations and decisions* but certainly no 
possible contributor should be forMdjflen on grounds of "format" from making a sub¬ 
mission which lie thinks maybe of value to HAEB. 

This format problem does seem pedantic, but it is important* It involves basic 
attitudes, prerogatives, isd duties. X am trying to give ray own polst-of-vlew a rather 
wide circulation in hope that it will help lead toward the general clarification that is 

i/ necessary for the improvement of the network®s service. Xour reaction will be greatly 
a predated® 

It was good to sm you again at Konaaa, and X hope we will meet again before too long. 
JHido 
©es Mr. Thomas Parrish 

Executive Director 
Executive Board 

^tv^rS^Aclepl^S Committee 
Sfetwork l&snager 

Xn-SchooX Program Ccmmittoo 



September Zl« 1953 

Professor Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WKM 
University of 2€chiga» 
Ansi Arbor ^ 2&ekigaa 

Dear Waldos 

I tarn beard the various officers talk abort the fact that 
the ISetwcrk Acceptance Cotsaitt©© is* by concensus* to &©rv® m 
a brooder group* as a Program Planning Ccssoittea* In view of 
th© resent closing oat of the Mult Education Comaitte© of II4E0, 
X therefore believe it is to you that X should address program 
proposals like the attached® 

The firsts you will find* is a proposal fa? a Jeffersonian 
Heritage type series as outlined in the attached letter from 
Laura Elisa Bliven of Cedar Rapids* Xowa* and forwarded to m 
from VU S* Novik* who was this recipient of this proposal® The 
second* of which \m have not mo® copies* with the result that 
recipients of copies of this letter to you will not mo it* is 
what looks like a possibility on sn appraisal of Russia as done 
fcy the St* OQtaf School of the Air In Warthfield* Hlnnc&ota. X 
have no idea whether such a series would be of interest* a© far 
as policy is concerned* but have heard of Da?* Cressay* who was 
the lecturer* Tbs material attached on him and as reading sup® 
plasents arc for your reaction only® 

Xt is pleasant to know that the Center is to bo located in 
Ann Arbor* X hope this mam that w© shall quite frequently 
see each ether* Best of regards® 

Sincerely* 

Harry J* Skcrnia 
Eaaeoutive Director 

HJStjk 
Enclosures 
ccs ffetverk Acceptance Coraaitt©© Msmbera 

Grsydon Ausmus 
Frank Sohooley 
Jim lilies 



— 

M. S. Novik 

Sept. 1®, 1953 
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National Association of Educational Broadcasters, 

650 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 20, New York 

To Whom It May Concern: 

While listening for the second time to the superb NAEB series THE 
JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE as broadcast here over WSUI, the conviction grew 
in my mind that there should be a comparable series about another great 
democrat, the late, Olympian Mr. Justice Brandeis. 

Since Louis D. Brandeis, perhaps more than any other individual, had so 
much to do with the expanded horizons of our present way of life, from 
the standpoint of social, economic and industrial legislation, certainly 
he deserves so much recognition? Considering his background and the 
absorbing humanness and individuality of the man, the drama and conflict 
of his life, there should be ample material for an inspiring and. 
informative series titled, perhaps, BRANDEIS: DISSENTING PROPHET. As 
lawyer and justice, LDB was first a determinedly free American and a 
singularly conscientious citizen, yet nearly all that the average 
supposedly^well-educated, well-informed individual knows about him is 
that he was a Jew and a Supreme Court Justice. In view of his monumental 
contribution to the American way of life, isn't it about time something 
was done/bring the facts home tb a thoughtful few at least? 

to 
May I suggest that Claude Rains would be an admirable choice to portray 
Mr. Brandeis.? Or Raymond Massey. And as technical adviser who could 
possibly be a better choice than Dr. Alpheus Thomas ’ ason, currently 
McCormick Professor of Jurisprudence at Princeton University? Dr. Mason's 

BRANDEIS: LAWYER AND JUDGE IN THE MODERN STATE and BRANDEIS: A FREE MAN'S 
LIFE are authoritative, definitive — and superb reading! They could, I 
should think, form the point of departure for a superb radio series to 
supplement and implement THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE. 

Sincerely, 

(Laura Eliza Bliven) Postoffice Box 405 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
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Tfa© mSB Tap® I&twerk ±B the most iapcrtot, the vast -vital ftotioa of 

the MSB. It brings a real service to every member station. While m haw had a 

few stations withdrawing this year because of the high cost of the service, they 

are greatly in the minority. In order to maintain our matorship, and to increase 

it, saa© changes should be made both in the selection of progress and in the rules 

and regulatiac^ of the Tape tfetwork. 

The Fall Prqgma Cfferlnga for 1953 are a case in point. toy are mighty 

thin. For OTesjle, in Package #39f four hours of Music Frau Interlocshen are 

offered. These should have been divided, with port offered during the sussasr and 

part in the fall. Che fourth of to entire offering was music — all i^om one 

institution. This is badly balanced, and shows a lack of ccmsideratioii for variety. 

In to mao offering was a series of plays in a foreign language. Such 

programs are acceptable for use in language classes — but do not attract adequate 

audiences to warrant toir imtiooal offering by to Ustwork. 

The other five offerings ware continuations of previously used programs, 

nothing new, nothing startling. Good programs, but routine. 

Issue #40 offered French Itoic Festivals, Ways of Mankind, and to Payne 

OocsiEmication Award programs* Qrtv ana qf tlm iris ra»otfsmg*d qy art T3AE3 

otatiflsa* To quote from to Statement of Purposes of to MSB Tape Jfetwcrks "The 

Tape Iletwcrk shall provide for* (j) to interchange among member stations of 

programs thev vrm produce. This is done to provide a wider rang© of 

program material, to stimulate to i^grading of local program standards, and to 

encourage to production of broadcasts in needed subject areas.* 



Busing tiia past six months* lass than oswMmlf of the network aCferlngs 

have been produced by Maber ErtaUaua. 

It Is a source of paid© to a iim&m? station to have am of its program 

accepted far the 22AEB Sap® lietwcrk. Too constant rejection of mail programs will 

discourage stations £rm siflx&tting proposals* Wbm the Mucatioml Center takas 

over the FAE productions — Voices of Europe, Mays of Mankind, The Jefferson 

series — and when stations also begin receiving foreign prqgrazas from the inter¬ 

national infamatim services, we will have nothing to fall back on if the MASB 

raoaber stations don't subnit proposals* If w® do not have active contribution and 

participation by our am group, the HAEB will have lost a very vital functioa. 

In this caraectim, I jwrsanslly received nine audition tapes £raa the 

KAEB, all suhnitted by nenbor statics, during the past stasaor* I was given a very- 

few day’s to veto on Uses. I voted favorably upon all, with rosormtions cKSnoorning 

just one. But th® 3®adquarters staff put only am of these prolans on tho Fall 

offering list* How did tbs other srnbers of th® Acceptance Corasittoe vote on these 

programs? Bid they jjJ]* vote isifavorably^ I ask this because I have never been in- 

£aemd (xancorning th® vote of th® sobers of tho Acceptance Comaitt®® on any single 

proposal. Or did HAEB lieadquartors singly diisaiss our veto* 

Th® offerings of tho MSB Tape network for this Ml lack variety, and they 

are very think picking* I cannot underatsusd why j^mbors have not yet been offered 

tha Fund for Adult Education tomtaKbWdjd programs. Vfe were required to have them 

all at 2IAE3 H^dqtmrters hy August 1st at th® very latest. There must he at least 

seven series of progress that are available. They were chosen because they we 

©aoollant program* V&y aren't they being distributed? 

frankly, it would soon to m that th® Fund for Adult Education would get 

disgusted with th® Tap® Bstwork* Tl» Fund put up §80,000 and all it has received 

so far if a report. Th® member stations who won am*rda have all broadcast their own 



programs or are going to shortly, tut the rest of tho mentorship has not even been 

offered those programs* 

X undMPStand that there 1b © j$An to release &n at time, *mrt r?aim 

a Mg splurge In the papers. That’s bad. all Isms a big splurge in the posers, 

but if we gat all of these programs at cm time, It in going to crowd our indi¬ 

vidual ^bedulee. So wSy are those programs sitting in the Morgue? Gregory Hall* 

At the vary least, tbs Ifetwork Acceptance Coraaittoe should be continually 

Informed about the status of grants-to-aid programs. 

The Coaaitte© raises another question* are we not getting too 

material frcta abroad for the Bctucrk, and neglecting our member stations? X agree 

that the BBC plays and foreign music are outstanding* They are very, very good. Bfcfc 

I don’t think m ought to taka everything that is offered just because it originates 

in a foreign country . Certainly m should encourage interchange of prqgaaaas inter¬ 

nationally — but let’s make sure that they are geared to American audiences. And 

let’s not go so overboard on foreign programs that our hame-^rodiiced programs are 

cooperatively by-passed. 

Granted, an oossallent job as been done by our cfficors in obtaining pro¬ 

grams, and the privilege of offering them, frazi foreign countries. Adequate 

foreign program are avsdlable to individual laerlrer stations £rc& the intermtional 

information services. Why should member stations pay a §400 fee to get foreign 

programs from HASH when so many can be obtained free? It is fine for the Tape 

Network to list all such, foreign programs and give stations infamatioii as to where 

they can be obtained. The XHsnctlm of the MS Tape Network, as I see it, is to 

provide programs wo cannot gat otherwise* 

There are other tendencies in pregmsrdng, noted by the Ccra&tteo, t&lch we 

feel should be correcstod. Too many long programs are being effort. Hours of music 
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and talk* Too laany lmXfr4&ar programs. 1% aaraaH mar© 15^dnute programs rmd© 

available? 

Hour regarding tfo© Program. Planrdng Comittee# It ban done a wentafbX job 

in obtaining ©aceHeat program and fSasaaiaX support from outside agencies# A 

now and equally competent omMttm should be appointed for this purpooo# How* 

ever, I think the listwork Acceptance Caarndttoo almOd not ady be amowerod, but 

also Instructed, to surest program Dories to mmber stations which could be 

produced on a cooperative basis* Program could be developed and coordinated 

through the Acceptance Cocsalttee which would be of groat vain©, with a number of 

member stations activoly participating and con&rilmti^ to the project* For ©an 

atiplG, every cm of ns has sane kind of a IxwikHanthcr pragma* If thirteen member 

stations could each develop cm in a indues — am really outstanding program in the 

particular area — wo could avoid duplication among ourselves, and perhaps have a 

much better series in the mid* Haybe such programs would be commissioned, and 

members told what to produce for a network series, and thus overcame the Imaards 

of catd>-as^i^ offering her mombera and screening by the Committee. 

At the Columbus meeting of the Acceptance Camittee in 1953# certain 

recOBsasidatice33 wore made (Appendix B, I&qacufciv© Coeaittea, 2*S^r 7# 1953)* Among 

the veoasam^tlazs um the foSlowings ■Threcy offerer is to be infeas^d concerning 

the disposition of his proposal within one month*1* This z*ooaapendation X© not being 

observed* (TOR submitted an American Family series in August, and still has 33 

tapes tied up awaiting action* Ho adaiawledgaeni of receipt of the proposal, no 

notice of disposition# And this is not an isolated case*) 

Foma to bo sent to each Acceptance Caaaitteo mt£x& we mireqgraphed at 

Headquarters# Just cm has been used, for the ^a^itpeapfpas series* Other axplip* 

cations ear® in letter fora, which fail to give the required infCRsaatim* 3ug@estians 

from the University of Chicago contain no inf cassation as to the length of the 

programs* Ife received no ferae at all, or infection of any kind, about the Africa 
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and riw«.t. Bnrim of Atda aorieo. IMquarters is lack in a nib, acglactine the 

stations iMjah offar programs* 

At Columbus, also, the Caan&tta© also rooaisasad^i, «* X quota, niist 

fursSs be provided far two additional m@tings each year" — namely, 4 castings 

in all — April at CdLsabus, lioroabor at the WEB ConvBntiai, January and My 

at lleadquajrtors* Thus we could clean up tha accunwlatad proposals ewy thro© 

laoaths. Apparently money can bo found foe tramL by MSB rep^antatiws for other 

activities, most of t&ich are not as ©spatial to the S»KB nB&mOdp as the Tap© 

network. 

Pux-tbenacro I that the Tap© Ifetwcrk Acceptance CerwittG© should try to 

lay down soras jrooadures, soiaa schedule, saa© means of voicing opinions concerning 

the percentage of foreign language offerings, grante^lnr^id progrwjs, and so on* 

He have a i^enaad variety in the type of prqp^ijas tliat aro going to be 

offered fcy the Mtwcrk to MSB aaufraB* stations* Xn order to have balance, a cer¬ 

tain proportion of offered network programs should be limited in the various types— 

inuaic, talks, dram, in proportion, to give us a bettor variety* 

It hm been a honor to be Chairman cf the lietwcrk Aecoptance 

Coesaittee, but it was a very hollow honor* Xha not at all satisfied with the way 

I perfcsc^d sty duties, or with the value of esrvioes to the KABB Txsabcws^ as 

Chateffin of this Ccwulttoo. As far as Xfia concerned, we hmnH done more than a 

few hours of work during the year, because wo hwwH bean allowed to do it, and 

because we havenH been asked to do it. 

In order to enable a future corapittoc to discharge its duties w»» 

afteotlvdy, we cf the 1953 Ik&wark Acceptance Coamittee make the following 

recamaendatioiis 3 

(1) First, a more effective system for providing committee members 

with sdeejuate iafocmUm about sedition programs subaitted. 



(2) The CcciaittoQ should bo given adequate opportunity and ttm to 

properly ovnlnato tbe isragrase* 

(3) The Oaapittoe Should be inferred concerning its final detansdn^ 

regarding audition tapes* tfe should know, at least, hmr m voted 

as a grefup. 

(4) Uhil© w© agree in plncipO© Kith the racossity of screening scejo 

proposals at ileadquarters, the CocEdttee wauld like to receive 

copies of && proposals submitted by raeabor stations, and full in* 

fcimtiaa as to why they war© turned down by Headquarters if they 

war© screened out* 

(3) The Committee recmaonds, second, that increased effort be made 

to encourage aocaber stations to submit program for network ooe*« 

sideration* 

(6) U» reooE^end that ncro attention be paid to providing better 

variety and balance in the network package offerings* 

(7) Finally, m rocscEiaesud that a bettor rapport be ostalflishod between 

the Xatormtlosal Ccem&ttoo and otter ccesaittocs and the Ifetwork 

Acceptance Goojaitteo and network Headquarters* % recognise that, 

in sceb instances, Ifetwork iloadquartars sray be obliged to mate 

decAaionn concerning program acceptance. However, the Ifetwork 

Acceptance Camittee zoust, in all such instances, be fully informed 

of such doclsicsnse Bar do such decisions by Headquarters negate 

the fundamental principle, namely, that it is properly the function 

of the Acceptance Comlttee to deaid© what Is, or is not, to be 

released to the xaedbar stations | and that this choice, and this 

decision, is not to be aommed by others. Unless we are reassured of 

this authority, we recomond that this ocenLttoo be discontinued. 
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Despite this railjor critical report, the Aooeptanoe Ocosaittee nevertheless 

feels that the ME3 Tope Mwk is a waaferful institution, qporataLnc wltii sur¬ 

prising efficdj^aQsr despite its heai?y ucrk lood* The Cooaittoe ccEfOisaGeits the 

staff, and submits this report not as a oaodw^t&Qa, but rather as a suggestion 

for mm greater achtevmafirtfc# 
§■: 

Ccsaaittoo Heatons Present* 

K, £U Sally, houjgyiXla ffreo PuKLla Idbracy, TO 

Ifcrthrcp Dawson »» Kg(H U* of litanoBOta 

Killian Hsrl^r, KHA U» of Mis. 

Waldo Abbot 

Chataaan, Ifetwodc Acceptance CcMaittee 
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A uelaieu reply to yours of .o ■ r 27, 1953. # ^ have been 
advocatii two meetings o' che Acceotar.ee Jorvuittee to oe 
held ai Urbana--to formulate elides, clean u;> accumulated, 
a 'lications, and set up quarterly offerings. Here is the 
estimated costs o* even o' suen mee tings . 

Name Home City 

Northrop Dawson 
•Villiair. Harley 
H. .. Salley 
,7 a 1,i o A L oot 

Minneapolis 
Madison 
Louisville 
Ann Arbor 

.. Tax Lx . 

DIl2.25 Pullman 
11.60 Loach 
10i>3 ,»js 
3k.95 Coach 
99.33 

Pood & 
Loddrig 

520.00 a) 
30.00 (2) 
26.00 (3) 
32.50 (k) 

TOBTTO 

(1) Inirht UrLana, 3 dinners, 
(2) 3ni hts " 3 " 
(3) 2 " " 3 ” 
(h) 3 " ” 3 fT 

3 breakfasts, 
k 
3 
3 

2 lunches, 
3 ” 
2 M 
3 " 

taxicabs 
it 

it 

tt 

Trans.orataion 9 *33 
Pood Sc Lodging lOo.yO 

T207.33 (2 meetings Di4.l6.OO) 

I would like to suggest meetings on the third Monday of 
Eebruary and of July if money is available. This would give 
us meetings: Urbans in Eebruary 

Columbus in April or Hay (IERT) 
Urbana in .July 
New York in Novemcer (NAEB) 

Hopefully submitted, 

7/aldo Abbot 
Chairman 

WAsmv 



March 19# 1954 

X 

Prom vValdo Abbot, Chairman Acceptance Committee 

To Northrop Dawson, KUOM, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Berten Holmberg, KUOM, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn® 
Camille Halyard, WBKY, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 
Harold Hill, WILL ' University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
John Holt, NAEB Tape Network, Urbana Illinois, Grayden Ausmus, Pres 

Members of the Network Acceptance Committee: 

I have received letters from the new members of this committee 
asking for information concerning the procedure of the Network 
Acceptance Committee. This is hard to outline. However, I will 
give you my conception. 

1. A station desiring to submit a program or series of programs 
for acceptance by the Tape Network of NAEB will fill out o 
copies of the submission form and forward these to the Tape 
Network, John Holt, Urbana© 

2« Upon receipt of the forms and a sample tape or tapes submitted 
by the station the Tape Network Headquarters will make dubbings 
and will send a tape together with the submission form to each 
member of the Network Acceptance Committee. 

3. Each member of the acceptance Committee will send a report 
upon each of the tapes received to v/aldo Abbot, University of 
Michigan, with his comments either accepting or rejecting the 

program. 

k. Abbot will keep a score sheet showing how the votes are cast 
upon each of the programs submitted and when a vote has been 
cast by each member he will send the final vote to John Holt 
at Headquarters and to each member of the Network Acceptance 
Committee. 

5. After the members have auditioned the tapes and sent in their 
votes concerning the programs they will return the tapes to 
the NAEB Tape Network Headquarters in Urbane. 

6o An effort shall be made to get a variety in the selection of 
programs, in other words, not all should be talk programs or 
drama programs, or music programs. We should mix them up and 
get some variety 30 that the offerings to stations will be 
varied. 

I attach hereto copies of the rejection sheet that I will mail 
to the stations submitting programs which are rejected by the 
Committee. This rejection sheet will give you an idea of the 
things that we look for in considering the acceptance of a 
program by the Tape Network Committee. You may use these for the 
basis of your reports, adding personal comments. 
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I also enclose a form which I send out if the program is found to 
be acceptable by the majority of the Acceptance Committee. 

I also enclose a copy of the submission form mentioned. 

You do not have to do anything about tho evaluation forms ivhich are 
being sent to you, these merely give you trie stations* reactions to 
tne programs which you have voted as acceptable. You can check up 
on your judgement by considering the comments made by various stations. 

There is one more thing that I should mention, and that is, that- 
certain programs to be distributed by the N4>TB Tape Network do not 
go through the Network Acceptance Committee. These are such programs 
as those arranged for by Seymour Siegel principally in international 
fields. 

I aloo would like to call your attention to the fact that while 
the Grants«in~Aid Committee will give a grant to an institution 
for a series of -programs "to be acceptable to the NAEB Tare Network,11 
that grant is made upon the basis of a written submission form. In 
some instances, the tapes, (the finished programs) do not come up to 
this prospectus and therefore, grants-inlaid programs should be 
submitted to the Acceptance Committee and evaluated, in just the 
same manner as programs received from other stations. There have 
been one or two instances where grants-in-aid programs were not of 
a satisfactory nature when listened to. 

For the first time this year we have the chief engineer of KUOM 
(Berten Holmberg) as a member of tine Committee. I think Mr. Holniborg ' 
will be an invaluable member of the Committee because he will 
consider the tapes from a technical standpoint, as v/oll as from the 
standpoint of content and production. He will help us in deciding 
whether these tapes are of a quality to be dubbed for national 
distribution. 

I’ve been informed that a small fund has been made available by 
the NAEB to pay expenses of the Committee members to additional 
meetings of the Committee. By additional I mean meetings in 1 
addition to the one held at the Institute at Columbus and the 
National Convention which whis year will be in New York City. The 
sum is very modest and was based upon the expenses of the members 
in going to Urbana. A number of the new members say they can not 
get from their own institutions funds to take them to the Institute 
and probably not the National Convention because other people 
from those institutions will be sent ss representatives of their 
station. I can not answer the question as to whether these funds 
may be used to bring members together at Columbus or at the 
National Convention. That question I am referring to Mr. Ausmus, i 
President of NAFB and Mr. Frank Schooley, Treasurer. I suggest J 
that partial expenses might be made .available for such purposes, M 
probably railroad fare to and from the place of the meeting. This M 
should not overdraw our budget because it had been anticipated that ' M 



there would be an early Spring meeting of the Committee this year 
which has not been held to date. Then, we would have another* 
meeting soy in July or August at tJrbana and the National Convention 
in October. As soon as Mr. Ausmus and Mr. Schooley inform me 
whether I can approve vouchers for your railroad fare to Columbus 
and possibly meals for one day to Columbus, I will let you know. 

I hope that I have covered all the questions that have been asked 
by the new members of the Committee. I hope that I have answered 
them to tne satisfaction of the officers of the TIA'BB. If not* I 
will send to you their corrections. 

!f there is further information please do not hesitate to write me 
and be prompt os possible in submitting your reports upon the 
tapes submitted 'to you. 

Cordially yours. 

Waldo Abbot 
Chairman, NU3B Acceptance Committee 



Station WGBri 
Lowell Institute Cooperative 

Broadcasting Council 
Symphony Hall 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 

April 5, 1954 

MEMORANDUM 

to: Harry J„ Skornia 

cc : NAEB Board of Directors 
NAEB Program Planning Committee 
NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 

From; Parker Wheatley 

1° bodkin lectures of Adial E. Stevenson 

I really appreciated your letter of April 1 about Adlai Stevenson’s Godkin 

Lectures. 

lou. did the correct thing, of course, in observing the instructions of the 
Directors. I simply did not find your earlier note clear as to reasons for 
delay and possible rejection of the lectures. Now I do. 

I do not believe Mr. Stevenson’s lectures were political in the sense of being 
partisan and ’’Democratic", excepting for a few quips to the Harvard audience 
which I would want eliminated. In fact, I wrote Mr. Stevenson’s assistant, 
William Blair, Jr., about recommending a complete audition of the tapes and made 
suggestions for preparing them for national broadcast over the NAEB Tape Network. 
I did not commit NAEB, nor did I assume approval by Mr. Stevenson, Meanwhile, 

the following telegram has been received: 
April 1, 1954 

’’Governor Stevenson’s publishers strongly opposed to distribution 
of tape recordings of Godkin Lectures. Therefore Governor feels 
he cannot give permission. Sorry but hope you will understand." 

William Blair, Jr. 

This will settle everything unless NAEB wants me or itself wants to request 
Mr. Stevenson to reconsider his decision. Personally, educationally and publicly, 
it seems to me that the United States could benefit greatly by such lectures, 

i, even if they were construed as political, which in the finest sense of politics 
they are and should be. I would defer this to better informed persons in poli¬ 
tical science and government but believe the tradition of the "loyal opposition" 
is one which thoughtful American* believe ws might well consider here in this 

country, 

Allen Miller grabbed the ball and offered to duplicate the tapes himself for a 
limited distribution. Alas, the telegram above forecloses on his generous offer 

for the time being unless the NAEB decides it wants to get busy and go after 
Stevenson’s lectures. My offer above still stands. 

I would be particulary pleased to know how many stations reply to Allen’s memo 
of April 2 offering the Godkin Lectures, The response might make a real difference 

in getting permission to distribute the lectures. 



Harry J» Skorrda •2- April 5, 1354 

II. Distribution of "Memorial Me8sags on the Death of Major Edwin Ha Armstrong" 

Tills is a good place to reply indirectly to kaldo Abbot and his kind lotter of 
March 30 about the "Memorial Message on the Death of Major Edwin li. Armstrong*" 
First, I was quite surprised to hear from Is a Ido about this because I had not 
had the slightest idea this little piece Has still being considered for broad¬ 
cast, If I had known I would have asked for the withdrawal of the original 
offer at once. Clearly, this had to be duplicated and issued within the week 
following the Major's tragic death and broadcast within two weeks. The only 
other possibly acceptable date would have been a Saturday night some weeks later 
(I don't want to take the time to find the date) when a final memorial program 
was presented on the Major's station in Alpine before it officially and forever 
left the air. Frankly I doubt w© suggested its immediate use, although we may 
have. That you did get it out apparently and that many stations did use it 
is pleasing to us but also a little pussling in view of Waldo's note. 

tialdo may be correct when he says that "the program was somewhat over emotional 
in its presentation." Certainly it would sound over-emotional two months after 
the major's death, although perhaps not so over-emotional on the day of his 
death or within a couple of weeks after it. My urge to offer it was based upon 

his very great interest in NAJKB FM development, his close association with Mr. 
Jansky who is wo11 knownto many of us and who has often helped the NAEB and some 
of its member stations, I believe, and our own organisational and personal re¬ 
lations with him. Apparently the Major is considered by those in authority to 
be one of the great inventive intelligences of all time and perhaps the last 
of great individual inventors, as I believe the Mew yoric Times put it. 

Ill* NAEB Tape Network Procedures 

It would help persons like us, certainly, and I should hope all member stations, 
if information such as you gave me in your April 1 letter were issued to each of 
us routinely so we would know the capabilities of our organization at any given 
time and sciriething of the needs and interests in receiving program suggestions 
and tapes, be have been sending things to you in the belief that we were help¬ 
ing educational broadcasting, the NAEB and interested member stations when and 
if an offering were accepted. he have no complaints at all but rather con¬ 
siderable gratitude for what we have been receiving from our members and what 
we have attempted to give. I would add simply this: that now as a non-member 
of the Board and as a member of only two committees I have a very specific 
understanding and sympathy for the reports I used to hear discussed while on 
the Board - that member stations did not know sufficiently what was going on 
and what was being decided which might afi'edt them. If I failed as a Board 
member to appreciate this situation, however good the reasons were then and now 
may be, I apologize and go on record in favor of some communication system 
which goes beyond the Newsletter and which is more direct and timely. For 



Harry J„ Skomia April 5P 1954 

example, it is a waste of time and money to send an offering when there isn’t 
even a chance of its being picked up, and the saia© is true in attempting to 
gat clearance for material which does not have a chance. X lias ten to say 
that tills won't keep us from trying occasionally when wo are strongly moved 
but to know the relative odds would be a help. 

X strongly commend to the Board's attention consideration of some plan whereby 
the NAKB when there is a subject or problem of a timely nature deal with it in 
th© sarao way that national commercial networks do. It seems to me that we will 
miss future opportunities which may occur more frequently than we expect, unless 
w© do prepare ourselves for an important, minute-man type of service when the 
need is great. Radio can do a job that television, so far as wo are concerned, 
is not likely to be able to do as well or certainly as swiftly and at as little 
cost. 

Since I cannot be at Columbus I am writing this too extensive memorandum. 
Some day we will emerge out of New England again when the next building phase 
has been completed. Right now w© are still in there fighting for NAEB. 



NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
14 Gregory Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

June 7, 1954 

ta*. Graydon Ausmus 
Radio Station WtTQA 
University of Alabama 
University, Alabama 

Dear Graydon? 

Enclosed is a proposal from John Holt for an NAEB Network 

Committee. Such a committee, as outlined here# should make for a 

much smoother and effective Network operation. 

I think the proposal and the notes which follow it give 

the picture. The proposal could easily be adapted as an announce¬ 

ment if it were decided to activate this committee. 

We*d be grateful for your reaction. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJSswc 
Enc. 

cc? Executive Committee 



Proposal for an 
KflE-B arrwcRK (cphutiows7) committee 

Purposes of the Proposed QomiiU* 

The purposes of the proposed committee are: 

To give the various committees whose functions pertain to the NAEB 
Network opportunity to better coordinate those functions* 

To do long range Network planning, make recommendations for the 
advancement of Network service, give over-all direction to the Network oper¬ 
ation, give advice and assistance to the Network Headquarters. 

(In short, this committee will be a policy, coordination, and advisory group: 
a steering committee. It is not intended to supplant or usurp the functions 
of any other committee, nor does it reduce the status or role of any other 

committee.) 

Structure of the PrPBQged GamLtte±_ 

The committee will consist of one appointed chairman plus five or six 

members• 

The Members will be the chairmen of those committees whose work bears 
directly on the Network project. At present these committees are the Network 
Acceptance, In-School Program, Radio Program Planning, International Relations, 

Public Relations, and Engineering Committees. 

These members are to understand that they are not appointed as "personali¬ 
ties*! they automatically become members of the NAEB Network (Operations?) 
Committee by virtue of being chairmen of the committees listed above. Should 
a member leave his chairmanship, his successor will automatically replace him 
as a member of the NAEB Network (Operations) Committee. 

Should the work of other committees (eg. Grant-in-Aid, TV Program Planning, 
etc.) come to bear on the Network operation, their chairmen will become members 
of the NAEB Network (Operations?) Committee. Whether or not such a committee*s 
work justifies its chairman*s membership in the proposed committee will be 
determined cooperatively by the president of the NAEB, the chairman of the NAEB 
Network Committee, and the NAEB Headquarters office. 

The Chairman of the NAEB Network Committee will not be the chairman nor 
a member of any committee whose chairman is automatically a member of the 
proposed committee. He will be the only member of this committee who is 
directly appointed by the president of the NAEB, rather than assuming his 
position by virtue of another appointment. 



The MaBB Network (Operations?-) Cogalttefl will be responsible for informing 
of its progress, decisions, recommendations, etc., members of relevant committees 
and members, project managers, directors, and executives of the NAEB, It will 
also be responsible for seeing that replacements on and additions to the NAEB 
Network Committee are completely informed of the purposes and all past actions 
of the committee. 

The Executive and Associate Directors and the Network Manager will act as 
ex officio-advisory members of the NAEB Network Committee, as they do with all 
other Network-oriented committees. 

Motes on the Proposed NAEB Network (Operations?) Ccmroittee 

The Chairman. Vfe strongly recommend that Jim Miles be given this job. 
Miles not only directs a member station and is not a member of any of the 
committees whose work bears on the Network, but, as a former Executive Director 
of the NAEB and manager of the Network, he has a great deal of Network know¬ 
ledge which will be useful to the proposed committee, and he ha© an appreciation 
of the various points-of-view involved in the Network project. He is probably 
the most qualified candidate available for the job. 

The Committee Members. Drawing more than one member for the proposed 
NAEB Network Committee from each of the other Network-oriented committees would 
result in a group so large that it would probably be unwieldy and ineffective, 
especially if representatives from other conmdttees were later to be added to 
the membership. As proposed, the membership would run* 

Miles, Chairman 
from Network Acceptance Committee - its Chairman, Abbot 
from In-School Program Committee - its Chairman, Fleming 
from Radio Program Planning Committee - its Chairman, Sckooley 
from International Relations and 
Public Relations Committees - its Chairman, Siegel 

from Engineering Committee - its Chairman, Menzer 

At present the International Relations and Public Relations Committees 
have the same chairmen, of course. If in the future they should have different 
chairmen, one more member would automatically be added to the NAEB Network 
Committee. 

This looks like a very strong working committee. Its members are 
experienced and respected people who direct member stations, and Headquarters 
should be able to work well with them. 

And Headquarters looks forward to working with the NAEB Network Committee 
if this proposal is approved. 
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June 7a* 1954 

c ; NASB HBTWOH& 

IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE 

1 
Charges for In-School. foograa® 

As in tiie past, the charge for in-school program service from the 

Network will bo one~guartgr of th© basic Network Assessment Fee* 

However- —Once again, when it will save a station money, Network Hdq„ 

will charge only its standard price for dubbing single reals (which has 

been $2*00 per reel since Jan,, 1, 1954) 9 and will c$iot charge the extra 

on«equarter of the Network Assessment Fee for in-school program service* 

In other words, if a station1© Network Assessment Fee is 1400.00 and 

its in-school program service fee is $100*00, but the station orders 

only one (!' in-school series of 28 programs (14 reels), that station Will 

be charged for the in-school series by the reel a It will pay only v28o00 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

Norman, Oklahoma 
June 11, 1954 

Graydon Ausinus / 
Frank Schooley v 
Armand Hunter 
Harry Skornia 

Gentlemen: 

Perhaps Harry's letter of June 7th to Graydon requires no answer or reaction from 
the Executive Committee* However, I can't refrain from making a few observations 
for whatever they’re worth regarding the proposal contained therein* (no snide 
remarks from the Gentleman from Illinois—Frank Schooley) 

As you know, I have felt for some time that the NAEB Network is in need of a com¬ 
plete examination and perhaps a wholesale overhauling. This thing, as I have point¬ 
ed out before, has just ’’growed”, No one is to blame except the organisation it¬ 
self. However, each year sees the network assessment growing; each year we lose a 
few members and many more are desperately counting their pennies to see haw long 
thev can stay in* 

The Network, so far as programming is concerned, has gone off on some pretty wild 
tangents at times. In most instances it has lost its original purposes of being 
an EXCHANGE CENTER between member stations of NAEB for programs. 

The so-called Network Acceptance Committee has acted in a high-handed, arbitrary 
fashion — discouraging network participation and contribution. There has not been 
one constructive idea to come from this group* For a tin® I thot the In-School 
group was somewhat better, but it is apparaent now that they,too, are mired down* 
Both of these groups yell aoout submitting programs for their so-called considera¬ 
tion* Yet when you do send in programs*..you never hear anything about than ( even 
though you may have dozens and dozens of tapes tied up)* 

Therefore, I see no use in compounding a felony by taking the Chairman of these 
groups and creating a so-called ’’coordinating committee”* True there may be some 
beautiful speeches and brilliant recommendations that will stuff up the chimneys* 
Get some new blood into this thing, forget souse of the old nesters and moss-backs, 
treats a committee that will have power tc get in there and do something, that will 
plan ahead program-wise, that will enccurftS@ member-wide participation — s committee 
that can pull these other committees up by the scruff of the neck and make 'em 
function as they should. I'll vote for that kind of a committee; the other kind is 
a mere waste of pencil and paper to put ’wi down. 

And while we're on the subject of committees*.some very definite directives were 
handed down at the last convention. Nearly eight months have passed and to my 
knowledge NOTHING has been done about them. It was not the intention of the conven¬ 
tion that we should wait until we assemble in New York to act. 



I SAKE ’EM* BRTWSOC 

14 Gregory Ml 
Strbona, tttoil 

July 1, 1954 

;m, Am Arbor, Michigan 
of Kianeaota, Mlraiaapolla 

* Kentucky, Lexington 
• Minaeaota, xinneapcOi* 

Cam md Ger-tat 

Hero cur*'- the tapes f*w the aeries 2M UsM. iA iJttfc* 806 

to be oo fused with the 6 reel Job of the suae aaae. 

These vero accepted or. hiibimwXetl on of S. Siegel. Thought 

that now that mb bars sa» tapes you sight like to beer *«ss. Thom 

ore the audio of TV ahowa, as you asy reewifcer. 

SiaewaHye 

John Holt 
Ketworfc rtansgaar 

MMP 

Network Aeooptouoe fifflurttttt , „ , , , 
Hr. taMto Abbot, WtiCH, Oblvo-eity of Hiohij 
Mr. Northrop Dawson, JJr.» KUCM, iftdvwai^r 
Hr. Harold E. will, 5AES 
Mrs. Ctetile S. nolyard, «T, Bciveraity « 
Mr. aortem A. HoMbW*, TOM, ttoioaraity o: 



July 3, 1956 

Mr. Paul Shinkman 

Senate Radio-Television Gallery 
Room G-25 
U. S. Capitol 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Shinkman: 

This is with reference to the proposed series you offered to the NAEE Radio 
Network for consideration. 

As you may know, all proposed series must be decided upon by NAEB member constituted 
committeesi the Program Planning Subcommittee which recommends series for consideration 
by the Acceptance Subcommittee. It was for the Program Planning Subcommittee that 
we requested an audition tape from you. 

I regret to inform you that after listening to the audition tape and weighing all 
other factors, the Program Planning Subcommittee has recommended that your proposed 
series not be considered by the Acceptance Subcommittee, the Program Planning Sub¬ 
committee feeling that the type of production you had was not ideally suited for 
general Network use. Accordingly, under separate cover I am returning the audition 
tape you were kind enough to send. 

Thank you for thinking of the Network in this connection. Should you have any 
future ideas regarding a series, please contact me and I shall gladly see that 
the proper parties consider your new proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Robert E, Underwood, Jr, 
Network Manager 

REUjdfc 

cc: Dr. H. J. Skornia . 
Mr. Frank E. Schooley \s 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

July 6, 195^ 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

f\ /I C-C , U 
Mr. *aldo Abbot 

Radio Station WUGM 

University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

Two AFFIRMATIVE votes — mine and Bert Holm- 

berg* 8 — for the Randolph Singers, 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

July 16 p 19% 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Hadio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

NAfcb HEADQUAR f £RS 

JUL 1 9 1954 
AM PM 

<1 
II 

Dear Waldos ___ 1 | 

Three more belated votings ^piece from Messrs. 
Holmberg and Dawson, to<Wit$ 

PHOGHAM 
\ / 

DA '’•SOS 

POETRY ITT SONG- fkitchell) ' Tm / YES 
WORLD WE WANT' f-WNYC) \ \ NOr NO 
EVOLUTION 0? JAZZ (*>OBH)\ \YBS YES 

^ ^ 

\ v-~Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
I \ Acting Manager 
I \ h 
:: NDJ^/mbf / \ 

ce^ JOhh^Holt 



Q/A' t 

July 6, 1954 

Mr. Gal© H. Adkins 
Director, Radio House 
University of Texas 
Austin 127~T5xai 

Dear Mr. Adkinst 

Dr. Skomia has given me your letter and the forms 
for Stories jin the Wind, and we thank you for your submission. 
Copies of the tapes and the forms will be sent to the Network 
Acceptance Committee before the end of the week. 

For your convenience in making future submissions, I 
am enclosing several copies of the latest submission form 
(Revisedi March 22, 1954). If you have any earlier versions 
of the form, would you please toss them out? They are adequate, 
but w© would rather use the latest revision, and we can send 
you all the copies you may wish. 

Sincerely, 

John Holt 
Network Manager 

JHtmr 

end. 



The University of Texas 
AUSTIN 12 

July 1, 1954 
RADIO HOUSE RADIO-TELEVISION 

RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

JUL G 1954 

PM 

i 
Dr. Harry Skornia 

National Association of Educational Broadcasters 

14 Gregory Hall 

University of Texas 

Austin, Texas 

Dear Harry: 

I am enclosing completed forms submitting our series 

"Stories in the Wind" to consideration for the Tape Network. 

The series could reasonably be submitted to the In-School 

Program Committee, but since it was not originally intended for in¬ 

school use I decided to try the regular network. 

The tapes are being shipped to headquarters today. 

The NAEB television scholarship is a very timely help to me. 

Finally we are past the mere "hoping" stage and can look forward 

to space and facilities within the year. As you know such a schedule 

requires the application of considerable know-how in the plans which 

must be formulated now. The workshop occasion will enable me to 

gain information relating to some of our specific problems. 

Yours very truly. 

Gale R. Adkins 

Director, Radio House 

GRA/hjm 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

Horaan, Oklahoma 
July 6, 19$k 

Mr. John Holt, Manager 
MKB Tape Network 
lii Gregory Mall 
University of Illinois 
Urbane, Illinois 

Dear John* 

A point of inquiry: why are the fall program being released so 
early? I have always contended that we should know In the early 
part of the simer what is being offered by the network so that 
we can do some intelligent planning for Fall Programming. But if 
I am not mistaken this is the first time that programs have been 
sent out before the first of September. 

I believe we are above average in the number of tapes available 
and dubbing facilities. BUT we have dubbed so many programs for 
summer use *»** both from network and locally that we are going 
to be hard put to find tapes unless we buy a lot of new ones. 
That is something which we had not anticipated and will be really 
rough on the first quarter*s budget. 

What is being done to take care of the school stations that use 
the network but are off the air for the summer months? This is 
something which I can*t understand. The network is assuming that 
m HXOHE dubs which I doubt is the case. We do because network 
offerings have never coincided with our four program periods. 
This latest arbitrary action of the network makes us seriously 
consider dropping the network completely. It seems to me that 
the network should SERVE the membership and not vice versa. 

JWDiln 
cc: Mr* Graydon Ammm 

Mr. Frank E* Schooley 
Dr. Armand Hunter 



Jt*l f 13, 1 §54 

Mr* John Siimi 
Radio Station mm 
ik»iver«ltjr of Oklahoma 
t*wmm9 Oklabmm 

bear Johns 

In reply to your letter ©f July 6, I*m ha*pj to 
that tit© •fall of faring*1 is about ready to :*o out* 

All that remains to bo done in to ditto it md put it 
in the sail* It still wouft bo going out m so#n as 
we would life© | but it wxll be a month earlier than the 
imbz ©no* it will be the earliest offering we have as 
yet put out* furthermore , I 4©m*t think it will hm 
Qore than a couple of months before we shall know what 
material we shall hm® available to complete our dis¬ 
tribution schedule for the winter and spring* 

X think you may have nisuadorstood about the fall 
offering* As in the past, different series begin at 
4iff©rent tines in each season* the object of this is 
t# keep up a steady nutxloum flow of recorded materials 
to the stations and to avoid unproductive slack mr** 
ioils here at H*t* m much m possible* 

Jtif&t be better to begin series only at four 
different times during the year, particularly if all 
stations operated strictly by seasons all beginning 
at one tiM| hut this would ultimately mean network f * a* 
caiud not make m utmh material available, because not 
all series run exactly 13 weeks—one season* 

As it is * when a series comes to an end, we try 
to fimi a replacement to begin iwediataly, or as soon 
as possible, rather than lotting our mrk load lighten 
and not beglMirng the new scries until the beginning 
of the next season* For instance, several series con¬ 
clude with Issues r 30-34, and several series begin 



Mr* Jota rmm f*£o 2 July 13, 1954 

with linnet ; 34 ml M rather thm being \icbheld 
until Instsr 40f the beginaixtg of the last 13~wcot; 
quarter of the year* 

la MM to your question concerning in- «i I 
stations that are off the air during the nmmmr monthss 
if they skip night weeks or more of the progrmm die* 
tributes! during the turner f they are charged nothing 
for iftwMhool program*# Wo also hope to release to 
them during tlm vtliter at least two or three of the 
nmmr series which they Meted# ‘We should know in 
the mxt fm days if wo cm swing this regularly. 

If you hare any ideas on this distribution prob¬ 
lem! we*d sure like to hare ’em* On the whole, the 
present method of distribution worked out by am! with 
ootli the Acceptance and In School Committees* mmm 
to be well received--as was the summer offering, in¬ 
cidentally—but nothing around here is a Motel case* 

Best regards, 

Sincerely, 

Metwork Manager 

ca . Dr* Sfesrmia 
Mr* iuemtts 
Mr# Schooley iS 
ir* fainter 



July 19, 1954 To% 

Froms 

NAEB Officers 

Skornla „ 

One I«v© been working on for some time* 

Regardso 

Siegel, please react* 

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 0 
900 Fauquier Avenue 0 

Saint Paul 6, Minnesota 
I 

July 15, 1954 

llTo Harry Jo Skornia 
Executive Director 
MSB 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr0 Skornia8 

Thanks much for the wealth of information and material you sent me on the activities 
of the NAEBo I think you have some terrific materials* Several of our advertising 
department staffers saw your brochures and their remarks were highly complimentaryo 

l811 see what we can do about getting seas© stories published in the various trad© 
magasines, but I think we have a good angle which will work in a number of newspapers 
over the country* W® this* 

W©811 do a good story on the MSB Tap© Network and send It <=*=» together with a couple 
of especially good photos — to the newspapers in each of the SO or so cities in 
which you have an- outlet* We811 suggest'to the editors that ahore51 s a significant 
national ntcry with a good Xq^jsI angle — your own F M radio ataticau* also 
supply him with the naise of the person to contact at the station, and then suggest 
he may want to get the local angle plus a picture or two on his own0 

If it works aid 1 think it will we should be able to get a number of good 
feature length stories in papers from coast to coast* Naturallythis should be 
good publicity for the NAEB and really excellent publicity for the local NAEB member 
stationo 

For the local contacts, I® 11 us® the naiaes listed in the gr®@u directory of October 
26, 1953, with the corrections on the errata and addenda sheet of 5/14/54 
supplement #3 of 6/28/54® Are there any other corrections, and do each of these 
stations carry all or part of your taped programs? 

Let me know what you think of this and if you agree, I811 do the story for your 
approval* Also, X will then arrange for a photographer to come in and shoot the 
necessary pictures* These must be really top notch, dramatic shots if they8re to 
score — or even attract the editors8 attention in newspapers over the eountry0 

Again, thanks much* 
Yours truly, 
faf Hon Anderson 
Ronald h* Andersen 
Product News 



July 19, 1954 

Mr® Ronald Andereoa 
Product Hews 
Advertising Department 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing C©« 
St, Paul, Minnesota 

Bear Mr, Andersoni 

Mies Rel&Xin© Bisson, our Network Traffic Manager, has prepared 
the following in anewer to yours of July 15* If you neod to contact any¬ 
one in ay absence hare, ©he can answer prob&bly more questions than I cm 
on this® 

The Directory of Members, together with the errata and addenda 
©nd Supplement #3 is correct exempt for the foloowingi 

George Stokes is now Chairman of the Redio-T? Dept® at 
Saylor University, Waco, Texas 

Kenneth Theses is now director of Station KS&C, lansss 
State College, Manhattan, Kansas 

Robert Earl© is Director of Rsuiio-W at Ithaca, I® I, (WXTJ) 
The University of Hawaii now ha® en I’M Station (KUGH) 

Director is Dr, Chester F, Caton (effective Sept* 1) 
Ralph Rourko is Prog, Mgr, of WFBV instead of Tumor 
THE1E IS NO LOlffiR A STATION AT STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 

There are a few Stations who do not take Network Service® 
These ere listed below* 

KRBL 
KVCR 
KCW 
KRCC 
WSI 

W SKI 
KWAR 
KTJO 
WLSD 
WBJC 
mm 
W83DK 

Weyland Baptist College 
San Bernardino Valley Coll® 
College of the Pacific 
Colorado College 
Florida Southern College 
Butler University 
School City of Vabash 
Wartburg College 
Ottawa University 
Louisiana St. University 
Baltimore Jr, College 
University of Massachusetts 

Plainviev, Texas 
San Bernardino, Calif® 
Stockton, Calif® 
Colorado Springs, Colo, 
Lakeland, Florida 
lfedlanapolis, lad® 
Wabash, Indiana 
Wawrly, Iowa 
Ottawa, Kansas 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Baltimore, M, 
Asher et, Mas©. 

Springfield, Hass. School Comsdtte© of Springfield 



=> 2 =» 

WQAL St. Olaf College 
WMMX Hunicipal Jr* College 
WPW Fordham University 
VITJ Ithaoa College 
WSF& Griffin Institute & Sohool 
VSAJ Grow City Colleges 
M Philadelphia Viral©eg Tech. 
KtHF University of Houston 
KT07 Tacam Public School® 

Horthfield, Minn. 
Meridian, Mis®. 
Bronx, H» 7* 
Ithaca, R« I* 
Springville, N. T* 
Grow City, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa* 
Koustcn, Ttoxas 
Tacoma, Washington 

Rose of the T&leviaion Stations take the NA2B Network Service, 
They are beginning an exchange through the Educational Television and 
Radio Center Cbroohur© on this is attached). 

So q© this do it? Tour idea looks fine and has our hearty 
approval. Let m know what alee we can do. 

Sincerely, 

Hairy J* Skoraia 
Executive Director 

HJSjar 

cos Biason and Officers 



NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

TO; 

FROM: 

Members of the NAEB RADIO NETWORK 

Harry J. Sk i omiail Sj ^ ' 

July 20, 1954 

SUBJECT; Postage for Network Tape Shipments from Headquarters to you* 

As you may recall a questionnaire went out to all of you on April 30 
requesting your reaction to paying postage charges on NAEB Network tapes from 
Headquarters to you, as well as the present postage charges which you are already 
bearingo At that time the reasons for needing to consider this step were explained„ 

On June 23 a tabulation of all replies was made* The results were as 
follows: 

"Yes" votes (33) 
28 stations answered simply "Yes" 
4 stations said "Yes," but it will be tough 

(1 station has answered "Yes" since the above tabulation) 
• 

"No" votes (15) 
8 stations voted simply "No" 
1 station indicated it would perhaps have to drop out 
1 station indicated it would need time to make budgetary 

provision 
3 stations voted "No" in principle, but will conform 
1 station voted "No" to paying all, but could pay partial costs 
1 station voted "NoJ" but stated it was forced to drop Network 

service anyway 

Undecided or indefinite (3) 
3 stations indicated that it would be very difficult, but 

did not specifically vote either "No" or "Yes". 

This tabulation was submitted to the Board of Directors on June 23» the 
day it was completed* A partial vote by them indicated that a majority favored 
proceeding with billing for postage, in view of the increasing need of the Network 
to take over more and more of its own expenses« Feeling that this was an extremely 
important vote, however, the Executive Director wired each member of the Board who 
had not yet voted* The last vote has just now been received* With every member 
voting, the Board has supported the member ships vote that we proceed with billing 
members for the postage shipment charges from Headquarters to the respective stations 

In the matter of how to handle these billings,« various opinions were 
expressed* The system which seems to be acceptable is the submission of a quarterly 
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bill for payment* In case billing at your ©nd cannot be handled in this way we 
can arrange to add to the annual assessment charge,, but I believe this should bo 
done only when it absolutely cannot be separately paid* 

You will therefore be billed on a quarterly be.sis normally beginning 
with a billing in October for the months of July, August, and September, etc0 
For the first bill, however, since billing beginning with July would in effect 
be retro-active, with Board approval, we shall not make billing for charges 
applicable until beginning with shipments on or after September 1. The first 
postage bill you will receive will be mailed during the month of January, and will 
cover the four-month period from September through December, inclusive. Thereafter, 
you will be billed on a quarterly basis. 

We have worked out a form for keeping track of the postage for each ship¬ 
ment, and have had it in effect, on a test basis, for our own information, in order 
to get the mechanics set up, for the past couple of months, I am sure there will 
be no difficulties in the mechanics of the procedure. 

The Board has asked me to convey to the members of the Network their 
regret at the necessity to take this step, and their hope that all member stations 
will be able to find some way to handle the payment of this additional expense. 
It will help to enable the Network to live within its income, and thereby insure 
its continuanceo 

By not starting this billing until after September 1 shipments, some 
time will be allowed stations for making necessary budgetary and order adjustments 
and a full year will not be involved for this first year. 



/J i ^ { < ~ c~e Ca~tas\ % 
July 20, 1954 

Hr* Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 
statical vtm. 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldot 

With the recent report fTom Bun and Bert, I have 
three yea* s and a nay for Poetry is Song and three yea* s for 
the Evolution of Jazg. series* Is it okay for us to go ahead 
and schedule these? 1 ask now because lfm trying to get our 
schedule farther ahead for those stations which arrange their 
programs far ahead# 

No, no reaction from Cam# Not since our Columbus 
meeting. 

I have the tapes for the Organ Music series# Also 
information, but no forms. Harold Hill listened to same tapes 
and voted early because he was about to leave cm a months vaca¬ 
tion# 1*11 send you a Little Orchestra Society ggncffrb program* 
Thought you were all acquainted with it. Apparently wrong* 

Concerning the three series from the Cooper Union 
Forum (2]ie Universe, Foreign Policy, and Ccp^rbBB ftflB&g 
M Philosophy)I Vm afraid Bun has inadvertantly crossed us 
up# I got a blanket okay from him on these shows in a letter 
dated June 15* Therefore, when making out the offering we 
listed not only Foreign Policy (first, as the series most 
likely to date) and J&g, Universe (second), but also, in the 
dif tant future. Philosophy, This can be withdrawn with no 
difficulty, as we couldnH start it tin til February 1955 in 
any case# But if we are to withdraw it cm the basis of Bun*8 
second vote, I think we should do it immediately, and I«d 
like to have the word# 

Hope you don*t think I jumped the gun in this ease— 
as perhaps I did—but we had to get that offering out, we are 
trying to work farther ahead, and, as I said, X didn* t knew 
about the switch# 

Keeping cool up in Michigan? 
inferno# 

Illinois has been an 

Sincerely, 

JHsmr 
John Holt 
Network Manager 



RADIO STATION 91.7 MC WHOM 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

July Ik, 195k E. G. BURROWS, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

Mr, John Holt 
Manager Tape Network 
NAEB 
Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Ill, 

Dear John: 
In re POETRY AND SONG 

This program is largely presented in order to 
give some music selected by Mr, Mitchell and I think is a 
rather trivial program. The only thing I can find in favor 
of it, is that it is a 15 minute program. When Mitchell 
sings he is pretty good. His voice when he makes comments 
is very poor, indeed. I think the program is entertaining 
but not educational. I think it could be much better done 
and outside of the 15 minute feature it is not up to the 
standard of NAEB Tape Network. Ifm sorry to say that I 
would vote in the negative—NO for this program. 

I enclose votes as far as they have been 
received on some other programs. They seem to be very 
slow in coming in and very slow in getting to you, but 
we have such a big backlog of acceptances that I am not 
worried about hurrying in with the reports. 

Have you ever had any reaction on any programs 
from Halyard. I don't seem to get any reports from her at 
all. 

Cordially yours, 

Waldo Abbot 
Director of Broadcasting 

I voted in favor of two of the COOPER UNION 
programs, only. I think that that is enough to put on the 
list at one time from one source. The HERALD TRIBUNE programs 
in my estimation are too long. You will also note that I 
voted against the PHILOSOPHY series from COOPER UNION. The 
letter I had from Northrup said he votes YES for the COOPER 
UNION FORUM but he gives NO vote upon the other COOPER UNION 
programs. I have received no tapes on the LITTLE ORCHESTRA 
SOCIETY or the ORGAN MUSIC of the CENTURY. I still have two 
series to report upon—THE EVOLUTION OF JAZZ and THE WORLD 
WE WANT which was received yesterday. 
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RADIO STATION WHOM 91.7 MC 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 
July 20, 1954 

IECTOR 

JUL 21 1954 

  

L 
Mr. John Holt 
Network Manager 
NAEB Tape Network 
Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Ill 

Dear John: 

"EVOLUTION OF JAZZrf--I think this is a 
darn good program but it is all together too long. I 
enjoyed it but found myself going to sleep before it 
got to the end of the hour period. If it could be 
broken up into two half-hour programs, it would be fine. 
Its interesting, entertaining, informative, I wish it 
had just a little bit more of the illustration of jazz 
music thah it does have. But, it is too long, thats all 
there is to it. I think the subject and material has 
place upon an educational station, but I don’t want to 
lose the audience from the educational station, and its 
got to be a damn good speaker that can hold his audience 
for a full hour. This is a very quiet speaker on the 
program and a very good one, but not good enough for the 
length of the program. I would like to vote "yes" on 
its acceptance but because of its length I’m going to 
turn in a vote of "no". 

Cordially yours. 

m a tSjzj 
Waldo Abbot 
Chairman Network Acceptance Committee 

WA: mv 



RADIO STATION 91.7 MC WHOM 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

WALDO ABBOT, DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

July 21, 1954 
E. G. BURROWS, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

received 
naeb headquarters 

JUL 2 2 iE04 
AM PM Mr. John Holt 

Manager Tape Network 
NAEB 
Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear John: 

According to my records the following 
program submission have been approved for us. 1*11 give 
the number of votes in favor followed by the number of 
votes cast. 

COOPER UNION FOREIGN POLICY Yes 2 - 2 
COOPER UNION FORUM ON THE UNIVERSE Yes I}. - 1*. 
RANDOLPH SINGERS Yes Ij. - Ij. 
EVOLUTION OF JAZZ Yes 3 - ij. 
POETRY IN SONG Yes 3 - ij. 
THE WORLD WE WANT No 3 - 3 

We haven't decisive votes upon the 
COOPER UNION PHILOSOPHY, COOPER UNION HERALD TRIBUNE, LITTLE 
ORCHESTRA SOCIETY, and ORGAN MUSIC OF THE CENTURY. 

I sometimes feel that we are too lenient 
in giving our nyesM votes. We are accepting more programs 
than we can distribute. I think we should be a little more 
selective. For instances, EVOLUTION OF JAZZ it is an hour 
program and it takes a good many tapes and most stations 
don't want a full hour program. You must have a huge backlog 
of approvals. Don't you think it would be a good idea if we 
sent around a questionnaire upon all of the approvals and told 
the Committee to signify the order inwhich they would place 
these approved series? So that you don't get tied-up with too 
many approvals and we can't take any new programs that come 
in which might be more desireable. 

Cordially yours, 

\yj> aJt&a 
Waldo Abbot 
Chairman Network Acceptance Committee 

WA: mv 

Av Uuc dc - DlCovvjCu s-v-ZaJLo O-chz, ^cro dire 

Fcrujcrrf^ CVUZ 0^ /ULs^XMA XASZXa 

f \XXaw}l ^ey^Oruz frerusvtsz 
-s™ - —-- >u> , 



SCORE CARD - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE - DATE July 1$, 

NAME OP PROGRAM BY Halyard Abbot Dawson Hill Holmberg Pinal 

Cooper Union-Philosophy (12) WNYC HO 
VF ♦ Yes 

(9) 
WNYC Yes 

y e> 

t \ Yes 

(9) 
WNYC Yes Yes Yes —<f Yes 

WNYC 
Too le 
No 

ng 
No No 

WNYC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ev.of Jazz WJBH 
2 
% • Yes 

Little Orchestra Society WNYC 

t 
No‘tape 
receive d Yes 

T 0 

Poetry in Song Mitchel 1 No 
2 

Yes 

Organ Music of the Century Ala* 

t 
No ‘tape 
receive 

? 
• Yes 

The World We Want WNYC 
'L Z 

0 
t % 



KAEB Grants-in-aid network Distribution 

Status as of July 23, 1954 

Ao Distributed (descriptive material on each attached) 

Series 54*4 
« 54«2 
« 54-3 
» 54=4 
* 

a 54-12 
w 54-15 
a 54-20 
& 54-23 
m 54-32 
0 54-39 

Patrioscript (Grinnell) 
Hew England Renaissance (Boston) 
they Fought Alena (University of Michigan) 
Folklore of Indiana (Indiana university) 
The American Language (university of wiiicago) 
American AdventurelKorth Carolina) 
Documents Deep South (Alabama) 
Kidnapped (Alabama) 
Africa (AHA) 
Robin Rood (IOTA) 
Great Books @f Asia (IOTA) 

Eo In the hopper 

lo Received 
lew England Anthology (Uo of Mass,) 10 half-hour programs, Interviews 
and discussions with, and readings by, contemporary American poets0 

Contour C .junfrry (WOI) 13 half-hour programs, lap© recorded on-the-spot 
documentaries of all aspects of American far® life,-, 

How8 s the Family (VSUI) 13 half-hour dramatic programs on the problems 
of family living. 

Organ Music of the Centuries (Alabama College) 26 half-hour programs of 
organ musi©0 

Washington Background (George Washington tJ0) 26 quarter-hour programs0 
Interviews with govr?nment personalities on current events, 

20 Hot yet received 
University of Chicago — (1) talk programs dealing with fiction and 
poetry | (2) drssatic readings of short stories and adaptations of novels % 
(3) productions of poetic dramas and adaptations of historical and 
philosophical works* 

.the Great Shakes — Pathway to Progress (VKAR) 13 or more half-hour 
docaaentary-dranaui on the effect of the Lakes on progress of the region, 

American Adventure — Series II (WUNC) 13 half-hour dramas similar to 
Series I 

3o Inspected som tram KTFA (produced on a previous grunt) g 

Choral Concerts — about 8 hr,-long music programs 
Architecture — about 12 half-hour talk programs 
Astronomy for the Layman — about 9 half-hour talk programs 

v 



(The UFA series have all been approved for distribution on tho basis 
of ©ample tapes already received. W© aspect KPFA to submit & few more . 
eaapl© programs, subjects and titles unknown*) 

4» Series and single programs from Uo of Ohio (1952®53 grant) not yet approved 
for distribution 

X. Encore about 26 programs, 10 to 32 minutes; readings of short 
etorleSo 

Ho Dramatic Productions 
lo "Th© Hour Glass* by W. Bo Teats, 32 mia0 
2o "Samson Agoaiates® by Milton 103 minc 
3o "The Mellon Pesos Conference", a dramatic adaptation of 

ChapQ XVII of Thucydides9 History of the Peloponceai^n Warn 
in. Refl.ecti.ons of George Qrwall — readings of four of Orwell(a essays, 

10 to 25 mine 
IV® Poetry Programs 

I® "Soho Poetry of ?0 S* Eliot" read end commented upon by Eliot. 
27 min0 

2. "Modern French Poetry" read in French and English translation 
by Wallace Fowlie. 30 mine 

3. "Chicago Poeta"—2 programs—Poets Henry Drago (12 min.) aqd 
RsueX Denny read and cement upon this work. 

4. "Two Greek Poets"— 2 programs. Discussions of Sappho (22 min0) 
and Pind&s {25 min.). 

5* "The Eve of St. Agnes"—a reading. 23 min. 
6o "What is Modern Poetry?" Headings of four BBC radio talks 

written by C. Day Lewis. 29 min. 
7. "Italian Poetry*—3 talks and readings in Italian and English 

translation. 16 min. 
6c Japanese Poetry"—a reading. 15 min. 

Vo Radio Talks 
lo The Four Ages of Janan~*4 talks, 23-25 min. 
20 What We Laugh At~4 talks on American humor, 23 mine 
3. "The Poetry of the XVIII Century," a talk, 31:40. 

VI. Lectures 
lo Some Aspects of Contemporary American Culture—6 Walgreen 

lectures by J. Bargun. 50 min. 
2o Hazards to Education in the tJ.Se—4 Walgreen lectures by R. X. 

Hutchins. 50 min. 
3® The Egoist in Tragedy—3 talk© by David Grene on "Philectetes," 

"Coriolanus," and "The Master-Builder." 
HI. Hovel Adaptstions^Ethan From© (50 min.) and The Turn of the Screw.(50 min.). 

HII. styles in Literature - about 15 commentaries and readings in English 
literature from Nashe to Maugham, 7 to 32 min. 

IXo The, Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man—3 readings of chapters fro® 
this book. 14 to 18 min. 

X. Some American Worthies*-^ programs on Sewall, Weems, Burritt, and 
Ledgard, composed from letters, diaries, etc! 14 to 17 min. 

XI. The Writer at Work - 4 programs composed from letters, diaries, etc. 
of Conrad, Dostoyevsky, S. Anderson, and Fitzgerald. 12 to 30 min. 



Mira Tap. NatMork 

14 Qj^gary Hall 

July 26, 1954 

Mr# Hortfarop Dawson, Jr* 
Hr. Harold E* Hill 
Krs* Cmall© % I'bdyard 
Mr* Barter A* HoMesf 

Cam and Gentsi 

Those of you who were m the Co mittee last year may neither 
that m received over a hundred tape© of aeries and singlo-ahots 
f*oa the tMverslty of Chloago Sadi© Offloe. Ve sent »«a b*«k 
and ackod that openers and closers be pot on than* How they have 
returned* 

lie are in this package sanding you samples of five eeriee. 
Other samples of other productions will follow* 

We have only one copy of the submission form for each series* 
To save any time and agony Involved in obtaining mo e# 1 ms copy¬ 
ing information from the forme and t*om a listing of the series 
which I have hers* I hope this is satisfactory* The dubs sent 
as samples are Indicated In the Infotrnation below. 

Sincerely* 

JiftCp 

John Holt 
network Manager 



Bmrimm WIT IS IMODERN FCETO? 4 programs, ^tOC each, Returns with read- 
Inga of poems. Discusses &sd defines Modem Poetry la a ncai-technical way, 
Sorio® 1® ba*d on a aeries of four talks fey C. Bey Lewis presented on BBC# 
f««t is road lay Prof# Alan Simpson, IT, of Chi.* poo try is rand ty members of 
tho University Radio Theatre. For general adults# portieularly student# of 
literature. Programs i 

1, Thames in Modem Poetry (sample) 
2, Some Influences on Modem Poetry 
3* Themes and Subjects in Modem Poetry 
4. Techniques of Modem Poetry (cample) 

Series* HA2APDS TO mmmw m THE mirw STATES* 4 programs, 50 minutes 
ea#i. Lectures, "These ere (Walgreen) lectures m the present haaardc to 
American education as seen ’ey Robert M, Hutchins, Each lecture discusses 
one particular problem." "Thane talks are primarily of interest to persons 
concerned with American education! we presume this would mean most adults 
today." Programs! 

1, Industrialisation 
2. Specialisation (sample) 
3# Philosophical Diversity 
4# Social and Political Conformity 

Seriesi WHAT MR UtJOF AT, 4 programs, 23 minutes each, folks with anec¬ 
dotes on American humor. Pertinent features of American humor. By Walter 
Blair, professor of English, and an outstanding authority in this field. 
Features interesting anecdotes# "tell teles," etc. in the®* four talks. 
^^x?ppeftl !° m®om Interested In Americana. Bo particular audience 
limitations, Programs* 

1. Ring-Tailed Roarers 
2. Tight-Tipped Yankees (sample) 
3# Funny Men (sample) 
4# Mark TWala 

^riea* THE FOUR AGES OF JAPAN, 4 programs, 23-25 minutes each. Thlks 
of P0®**T in the original and in translation* By Mr. Joseph 

M, Kitagawa# no ed authority cn Japan# and professor at the ?e crated The¬ 
ological Faculty of the ff, of Chi, Describes the four cultural periods of 
Japan and gl on examples of poetry from each period. Since Mr. K. has a 

these programs require relatively careful listening. 
Should appeal to anyone interested in Japanese or literature in general# 

should be good listening for students of literature. Listeners on PPM? 
vers quite inters ted." Programs* 

1, Early Japan Meets China 
2, Japan Achieves Cultural Independence fcample) 
3* Japa Meets tho test 
4, Japanese Culture Today (sample) 



Serleet W ISOICT XV TSUKim. 3 irntn*** 50 minutes ea<s*U future® 
by Eevid Orem* poet, translator, and Professor in the Ceramittea m 
Social Thought, c# of Chi* "These pe^cm* 4Lmx** a 
of trsuredy and focus on three. They ere extreaely veil dellwred. 
Probably of limited interest* v© ©end Uie® because tfchy are excellently 

1. •The miaetete* of Sophocles 
2* Cori claims (enaple) 
3. Tim :-5a*ter-Build«r 



July 26, 1954 

/I 
Mr. 1 

y OU.| 

k’aldo Abbot, Chairman 
NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 
Radio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldos 

Ab you suggest in your letter of July 21, I have dug Bun* s 
letter on the Cooper Union Forum Programs out of our files, and 
with it the rest of the Committee correspondence which pertains* 
Here is what I finds 

I. Carbon of letter to Committee dated June 3* This letter, 
which accompanied the CUF tapes, said, in parts "Here 
are the tapes and correspondence on three Cooper Union 
Forum series from WNYC.*.*The series ares"(Here fol¬ 
lowed a listing of three separate series on The Universe. 
Phlloaophy. and Foreign Policy respectively. The letter 
then mentioned that a fourth series might later become 
available*) All of these series were listed in the 
Cooper Union Forum pamphlet which accompanied this letter. 

II. Carbon of letter to Committee dated July 5* Probably 
should be dated June 5. Says, in parti "Four series 
from WNYC will be sent out in a day or twos 

Cooper Union Forums the Universe 
Cooper Union Forums Contemporary Trends in Philosophy 
Cooper Union Forums Foreign Policy Without Fear 
Herald Tribune Forum" 

III. Carbon of letter dated June 15 from Bun to Waldo. Says, in 
parts "One ♦YES* vote for Cooper Union Forum." (It was 
from this that I gathered Bun was OKing all three of the 
series.) 

IV* Carbon of letter dated June 23 from Harold to Waldo. Says, 
in parts 

"Cooper Union Forum - WNYC ("Contemporary Trends in 
Philosophy") Yes-~These Cooper Union Forum lectures 
have always been, etc*, etc." 

"Cooper Union Forum - WNYC (Foreign Policy Without 
Fear) Yes - Same reasons as above. 
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■ Cooper Union Forum - WtC (The Universei Solar 
System and the World) Yes - Same reasons as above* 
Have talked etc*, etc*" 

7* Letter dated June 23 from Waldo to John. Says, In parti 
"I*ra very much in favor of using the COOPER UNION FORUM 
series of programs.* From this I wrongly Inferred that 
you meant all three CTJF series, not one or two of them* 
And I note that on the Score Card dated July 15 all three 
series are listed as Cooper Union, not just one of them 
as you say in the footnote to your latest letter (July 21)* 

From what data I have available, Waldo, I do think I am right 
about Bun giving a "yes" to all three series* But there may be some¬ 
thing I1 vo missed or overlooked* If I*in wrong and you want me to 
yank the Philosophy series. I’ll sure do it* 

Should I attempt to verify ray conclusion with Bun? Or perhaps 
you would like to query him* 

By the way, don11 worry about our putting "four from one source 
in one package," as you say in your footnote* ’Cause we ain’t, 
exactly* Not at the same time* If we ran more than one CNF, we 
run ’em "end to end** This means one will begin Oct, 3, a second 
on Dee. 15, and the third on philosophy—unless we withdraw it—on 
Feb. 6, 1955. 

One other rather important matter? We do not* as a matter of 
fact, have a huge backlog of approvals. We have only about four 
approved series which haven’t been definitely scheduled and offered 
to the stations. I hope plenty of acceptable stuff keeps coming in, 
because we are going to need it very soon* I want to get to work 
on the next offering—time slides by too fasti 

Best personal regards, 

Sincerely, 

JHtcp 

John Holt 
Network Manager 



mm network 

U Gregory Hall 

Wbrnm, Illinois 

July 279 19% 

To* Network Acceptance Cossaittee 

Mr. Valdo Abbot 
Mr* Korthrop Jr. 
Mr, Harold B* HUl 
Mrs. Castile % Halyard 
Mr. Barton A. Folnberg 

Cast end Gents* 

Here is tbs memd group of University of Chicago Grant-ln-Jild 
tapes, 1952-53* 

X. WUCtlGiS: OF G&fftE €BU« 4 progs, 1M5 mta* eaeh. "Four 
essays chosen to show George Orwell’s eapebiHtiee as sen be 
seen from the title®, '"‘hey represst a kind of direst ocfeausl- 
catlori which should be of interest to most adult listeners,** 
•Heed t$r Mr. Stafford Barff, Director, British Information 
Service for the Midwest** Program#* 

X. Meeting a© Elephant do min. {sarnie) 
2* Baffles and HIm Blandish 20 min. 
3. nonsense Poetry 10 min. (ample) 
4* Charles Dickens 25 sis. 

The Wo samples are being sent on the ease 

n. llfj' If WE. 4 progs, 12-30 min. each, 
grans composed of seleettcais fro letters* 
of writers, illustrating their conceptions 
particular problems which each encountered 
Fr«igf«ttSi 

1* Joseph Conrad 12 :ain (simple) 
2. Feodor Dostoyevsky 30 min 
3* Sherwood Anderson 23 min 
4* P* Scott fltageanftl* 14 min (sample) 

The two samples are being sent on the same tap®, 

tape. 

.need Inge. ’♦Pro¬ 
diaries, and journals 
of f&otlcs and the 
in his writing#** 
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III* SGtt AHFJ IGAK WCftTSUES. 4 progs, Ui35 'to X7t3£. Infoiml talk 
with readings from letters, etc* "Portraits of four curious fig¬ 
ures in the American past* Based on diaries, journals and other 
bodes of personal record* I obert E* Streeter, Professor of English 
at tbs University of Chicago, Is the speaker*" Programs* 

1* Samuel Sewall, Puri tan Judge 14*35 (oaapla) 
2. Parson testae, Biographer 13i3B (sample) 
3. Ellhu Burriti, the Learned Black¬ 

smith 17136 
4. John Ledyard and HI© Trip to Si¬ 

beria 16*50 

the two sample progress are being sent on tbe seme tape* 

IV* tHE IHTEUECmi ktWimm OF AHCIEHT MAK. 3 progs, 14 to IS min. 
Audiences adult, "These are well read programs dealing with in¬ 
tellectual life of ancient Mesopotamia showing how their world 
view is tmaAmm idly different from ours of today." "these pro¬ 
grams are prepared under the directorship of Professor Thorfcild 
Jacobson of tbe Oriental Institute, University of Chicago* They 
are based on the book, Intellectual Adventure &£ Apoiont 
which was prepared by the Oriental institute and published by the 
University of Chicago Press. These programs are based on the chap¬ 
ters dealing with the good life In Mesopotamia, which were written 
by Dr* Jacobean. The text is road by Professor Josua Taylor, 
University of Chicago," The first two of the three programs ore 
being sent on on© tap©* 

V* THE PGETE7 OF THE XVIXI GBRTDKI* 1 prog. 3I*4C, A talk be Fdward 
i osenhelm, Jr*, Assistant Professor of the Humanities in the Col¬ 
lege of the University of Chicago. 

VX* ETHAK FHOHE, ty Edith Vharten - a reading. 50 sin. 

TO, THE mm Of TO semi, by Henry James - a reading, 50 min* Ethan 
From and X^St Turn g£ the Pcxm "wore adapted for radio presenter 
tlon by Tits Haggard, former actress and professor of speech at tho 
University of California,” %]gL ^1T: &£ J&£ Screw is road by Mrs. 
Haggard* 

There will be two moss shipments of about this same sis© of U* 
of Chi. 1953 Ormt-in-Aid material. 

Jtftqp 



mm Tape network 

14 Gregory Ball 

Brbaca, Illinois 

July 28, 1954 

Toi Network Acceptance Committee 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Mr.Northrop Dawson, Jr* 
Mr. Harold E. Bin 
Mr®. Caraile 8. Halyard 
Mr. Bar tan A. Bolmberg 

Cam and Gemtst 

Bara la the third srreup of tape® fro® 0. of Chicago. A® wera the other®, 
these vara done on a 1952-53 grant-in-aid. After this batch, vo will 
send you one more from Chicago, consisting of samples from two—possibly 
three—more series and three c ingle-shots. They will be followed later 
by programs produced on a 1953-54 grant-in-aid. 

I, SOME POKTf-y OF T. $. ELIOT read by ?* S. Eliot. 1 prog, 27 min. 
"This program was recorded while Mr. Eliot was visiting tha Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago. Mr. Eliot chose the poems to be read and pro¬ 
vided his own commentary.* 

II, mmm mmm POE TRT, I prog, 30 min* headings in French and 
English by Wallace Fowlie." 

III. CHICAGO PCETS 2 progs 
1. «leary Bag© read® and comments on his own poms.* 12 sin. 
2. "Feud Danny reads and consents on his own poems.” 14 min. 

I?. TWO GFEBK POETS 2 progs 
1, **A Portrait of Sappho” 22 min. 
2. "The Poetry of Pindar* 25 min. 

critical discussion of the life and poetry of Sappho and Pindar 
with readings f*o® their poetry in Creek and in English. These pro¬ 
grams are prepared and. presented by Gertrude F. Smith, Chairman of 
the Deportment of Greek, University of Chicago.* 

V% THE EVI Cf ST, AGEES by John Keats. A reading. 

VX. ITALIAN P0E1BT 3 progs, 16 min. each 
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»A series of three programs cent: irting of talks on Italian poetry 
with feedings of poms in both English and Italian ky Sergio 
Rcraom, formerly of radio Italian®. 'its® eerier? traces Italian 
poetry since the add-clnete«nth century*« 

vn. JAPIJ3ESE FOSTO I prog, 15 min* 

1 .ending and oofaaento hy Joseph 14% Kttay&wa, noted authority on 
Japan, and professor at the federated Theological faculty of Use 
Uni varsity of Chicago* 

Sincerely, 

JKiep 

John Holt 
network Manager 



July 28, 1954 

Hr* Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 
R ..- • 

V 
Ann # 

Dear Waldot 

Thought you would like to know that Harold Hill may 
be a little late getting hie next batch of votes in* (He 
suggested that X mention this to you*) He le on vacation 
until the end of July, and he will thereafter be tied up 
for a week or so with budget problems. But he* 11 be back 
In the groove just as quickly as possible, of course. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely, 

JHicp 

John Holt 
Network Manager 



HAKE T&pe Network 

14 Gi'&gory Hall 

t'rbana, Illinois 

July 29, 1954 

To* Network Acceptance CoarAttee 

Mr, Waldo Abbot 
Hr* Northrop Em*ton, Jr, 
Mrs, Camille Halyard 
Mr, Harold K, Hill 
Hr, Bar tan Kolmberg 

Casa and Gants* 

ora’s the noxt-to-laat installment of auditione of the l\ of Chicago 
1952-53 Grant-in-Aid programs* There is one ©ore series yet which 
h&anU arrived here from Chicago, 

I, BMCCI'S 23 progs, 10 to 45 min, each. Those being sent as samples? 
are indicated below. Two sample progs to the reel, 11 These stories 
are selected in eon saltation with the Huaanities radio Comitte® 
and are read by members of the ualvarsity of Chicago I ad lo Theatre 
and by oxperieneod reader® in the University community," 

1* WA Story Wlthent an End” by Anton Chehov 20s00 
2, "Araky* by James Joyce 20*00 
3* ’’Haircut** fcy ring Lardner 30*00 
4* "Demon Lover" by Elisabeth Bowon (maple) 16*00 
5, WA Passion in the Desert" by Honors d© Balsac 32*00 
6, "The Lovely Lady" by ", K* Lawrence 45*00 
7, "The Minister* 1s Black vWl* by Nathaniel Hawthorne 31*40 
8, "Hiss Brill" by Katherine Mansfield (sample) 14*00 
9, nA 1 os® for Eaily" by William Faulkner 19*00 

10, tt$il@»t Hnow, Gearst fnov” by Conrad Aiken 40*00 
11, "Tli® Great Auk* by Irvin Cobb 36*30 
12, "The Other Side of the Hedge" cy L, K, Forster 15*30 
13, "The Scharta- ©tterklues Method® by Saki (sample) 10*00 
14* "The Black Cat" by Poe 30*50 
15# "A Horseman, in the Sky* by Ambrose Bierce 20*00 
16, "Bliss* by Katherine Mansfield 30*00 
17, "The Apostate" by George Hilbum 11*00 
IS* "Gulliver’’ by Thoms olf® 25*00 
19* "The Ghosts” by Lord Punsany 14.*00 
20, nA /lunger Artist" by Frans afka 15*00 
21, "The Use of Force” by William Carlos Williams (sample} 10*00 
22, "A Medieval Komnc®” by Mark ’Twain 20*00 
23* "The Cask of Amontillado" by ft* A* Toe 20*00 
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II* 8mu m um&m& ~ A Ceiles of Beading© ftm Prose Classics 
16 progs, 7 to 32 win each. **Hiese programs produced under the 
directorship of Professor C, Bald Jftroa a history of 1h# groat 
prose elassles in the English and AsMioan tradition. Headings 
and ocR2nentarie« are provide? by skilled nmbsers of the English 
De$artasa& and the ladle Aeatre,* The programs being mi as 
samples, two programs to the mol, are indicated below* 

1. 
2. 
3* 
4+ 
% 
6# 
7* 
a* 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13* 
H* 
15. 
16. 

•An Italian revenge* by thorns Bash* 
Selection ftw. Book of Job, King James Version 
"For \fam the Bell Tolls* by John Dome (sample) 
ftm Hydro taohia pn^thirial. 'by' Sir Times Brown© 
"A Modest Proposal* by Joimthc© fwlft 

' frost XM &xmtator by Addison and. Steele 
from xte Temblor by Senoel J©hneon 
ftw 2 Jolytsqp b Boswell (sample) 
ftm Jonathon Hilda by Henry .Fielding 
•St. Mark1 s Srthedral* by John Buskin 
fta Life an ! by Mark 'Twin 
from ;©pftigaance by '.'alter Pater (©aspic) 
from Pul vis Ifeabm by Hebert Louis Stevenson 
ftom Xhc Education of Henry Adams fcy Henry Adams 
"The PostSucSmi of -enocht: tlan« by V. C. Williams 
fro-: JJgg, Supping JJa by V# Somerset Jaugham (sample) 

17 min# 
10 min , 
7 min. 

20 min, 
17*30 
If min, 

12 miu. 
18:55 
10 min* 
23 ©in* 
23 min. 
14 min. 
r :"I*. 
22 min. 
32 min. 
12 min . 

III. THE Wm OHS?., a Ifers* Play ty William Butler Yeats. 1 prog, 32 min. 
long* Presetted by the University of Chicago Indio Theatre. "This 
play lias never been produced in tide country and has hoc© perforrned 
but once in urope* It was especially adapted for radio by the Uni¬ 
versity radio production staff and supervised by Professor Edward 
Bassett. 

I?, SAMSON AC ONI:'TEE by John Hilton. X prog, 102:45. *TfcU verse drama 
Is presented uncut. It is produced under the direction of frofisssor 
Ernest Slrlucfc.* 

% THE MEUAN PEACE CGNFEH31CE I prog, 1 min* long* "A dramatic adapta¬ 
tion of Chapter XVII of Thucydides* History of the Tsloponpsslan T&r.* 

JHsop 
John Holt 
Network Manager 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

August 10, 1951+ RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

AUG 1 1 1954 
AM PM 

7l?l?lW|M|l|S||8|4l?l? 

<\ 1 
I 1 

I ! 
Forgive the unconscionable delay in voting ojct' the -last*pile-up of 
audition tapes. At any rate, nert Holmberg ahd. I have finally 
finished listening to the last couple o£ battlesi and ydju can tally 
f-.wo r oa fnllnwR# / \ X \ 

Two 
Two 

"yeS" 
"YES” 

two votes as follows: X__ \ X \ 

votes for "Contou* Cduntry" 7 WOI RddiOy 
votes for "Doorwa# to\ the/fqture” - \AJBd-Citizen' s 

_ \ \ / / 'Commission for 
X "X \ \ / / Public Schools 

"Encorfe" — tXXof Chicago. 
"T’ie Eg'pist |n Tragedy" — U. of Chicago 
’’Foi^r Ages of\ Japan” — U. of Chicago 
"What id Modern Poetry” — U. of Chica 
"Hazards ToEducation” 

votes ft 
vote s/fa 
voted fc 

"YES” 
"Yes” 
"Yes” 
"Yes"^ypte/s f 

Two "Ye^^yd^tejs f 

Two 7^0” \ 

Two 
Two 
Two 
Two 

— U. 
Chicago 

of Chicago 

votes\ respectively for the following: 

(;1) Stories^lp, th^fhLnd -- Radio House, Texas 
I 

^ In ourv opinion, this is the coy, whimsical school 
\ 
\ --f A ~ Z-9 - ~ '*'~J 9 k3 

\ cYi+dren's programming (very popular, admittedly) 
swh+en/bonstitutes an insult to the avera e kid's 

‘X„_ Intelligence. For that type of program, this is 
"well produced and presented. But when are they 
going to quit being so doggone self-consciously 
"cute"? 

(2) Samson Agonistes -- U. of Chicago 

Can't figure out how they can justify this as 
"drama”. Sounds more like a bunch of members of 
an English Department reading words without 
regard for dramatic values and impact. 

By truly dramatic standards, this is a ponderous, 
amateurish presentation that doesn't anywhere near 
do justice to Milton's powerful work. 



2- 

O) stYles In Literature — U. of Chicago 

Here again, a ponderous academic delivery without 
any concern for rapport with the listener. The 
readings had no more life than the commentary. 

(4) The Melian Conference -- u. of Chicago 

Same as above. This stuff requires people who know 
how to act, not just read. This presentation seemed 

to have a minimum regard Tor meaning. 

(£) The Hour Glass — U. of Chicago 

A muddled, messy production. Listener is not oriented 
to either the situation or the characters. Poor 
pacing, poor handling and balance on crowds, and a 
lot of frantic attempts at gaiety by the giggling 
"schoolboys". We had difficulty*figuring out what 
Yeats was trying to say, and I doubt if the average 
listener would make much effort after the first 3-4 
minutes. This was a poor choice for radio presenta¬ 
tion. 

(6) What We Laugh At -- U. of Chicago 

Material here should have some interest, but Professor 
Blair was pretty slow and soporific in his delivery. 
One auditor listening with us literacy went to 
sleep. 

That takes care of all we’ve received to date. 

Hope you’re having a good summer, and best regards. 

nd/pac 

Northrup Dawson, Jr. 
Acting Manager 
KUOM 



August 16, 1954 

Toi Network Acceptance Coramil 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Mr. Nortkrcp Dawson, Jr. 
Mr. Farc'd E* Hill 
Mrs. Jamile S# Ife lyard 
Mr. Eerten A* liolBberg 

Jam and Gents: 

Here are sample tapes and information on four more series. 

1. Ism England Anthologv (literary Society of U. of ass.~ 
Grant*in-Aid; - 10 programs half-hour each. Descrip¬ 
tive brochure enclosed. 

2. Oriran Music of the Centuries (Alabama loll Lege-G rant- in - 
Aid) - 26 prograns, half-hour each. Descriptive brochure 

enclosed. 

3* How*8 thft Family (WSUI-Grant-in-Aid) 13 programs half- 
hour each. Descriptive material enclosed. 

4# Reason and Discontent fWDOM-FAE) — 3 lecture programs, 
59:3C each. Speaker: Dr. Lyman Bryson, professor- 
emeritus at Teacher*s College Columbia University. 

1. Teaching Ourselves to be Free 
2. Bettering Ourselves in Our Own Communities 

3. no title 

We are sending you two programs from each of the first three 
series and one from the fourth. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

John Holt 
Network Manager 

JB:cp 



NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

14 Gregory Hall, Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Waldo: 
I'm sending copies of this letter to each member 
of the committee and plan to do so with all future 
"vote" letters. I think the committee might be a 
little more closely knit organization if we get 
some idea of how others voted on a particular ser¬ 
ies. We can't get together to discuss these (which 
would be the ideal way), so the next best thing 
is to exchange votes, and, most important, reasons 
for said votes. I've had occasion to see a couple 
of the letters that Dawson has sent to Holt with 
votes and note that he gives no comment on "yes” 
votes. I feel that comments are just as import¬ 
ant here as for "no" votes, so I hope he'll add 
comments. (Bun - please note). Hope other mem¬ 
bers of the committee will feel this exchange of 
votes is a good idea and will send around copies 
of their voting letters. I'll be looking for¬ 
ward to seeing them. 

Associate Director 



August 18, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Station WHOM 
University of Michigan 
Arm Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldos 

And so on ad infinitums 

CONTOUR COUNTRY - WOI (GRANT-IN-AID) 
— NO - The idea of an actuality documentary on farming 
is certainly a worthy one. However, this series (at 
least, the two audition programs) has too many shortcom¬ 
ings to overcome the merit of the idea* The choice of 
taped interviews is not good; technically many of the 
recordings are bad; the introductions to the programs 
are weak and will not help hold the audience; there is 
too much selling of Iowa - sure Iowa’s a great state - 
I was born there - but that doesn’t mean that listeners 
all over the country want to have so many boasting state¬ 
ments sho/ed down their throats - might be great for Iowa 
listeners, but not others; the two narrator’s voices are 
too similar; the timing is bad in many places; and so on 
and so on* The idea was great, but it didn’t bear fruit. 
I hope that none of us considers the fact that some of 
these shows we’re auditioning are grant-in-aid shows, be¬ 
cause 1 don’t think that should have any weight whatso¬ 
ever. On the contrary, I think it might help future 
grant-in-aid committees to be a little more cautious. 

HOW’S THE FAMILY - WSUI (Grant-in-aid) 
— NO - Several things wrong with this, in my opinion* 
Possibly the worst fault is the format - it wears a 
little thin. The dramatic sketches are too long, for 
what little they do and say, and the actual meat of the 
program (the discussion following the dramatic scenes) 
is too short (one of the audition tapes had a Is 10 sum¬ 

mary, the other was 2:40). In my opinion, it would be 
better if there were some narration, or shorter scenes 
followed by discussion. Even the format used might prove 
acceptable if the dramatic scenes were hotter. The show 
is over-written in that it over-emphasizes truisms, pre¬ 
sents a warped viewpoint of certain things, e. g* * city 
life, and sort of leaves you hanging in places. The 
acting is not so good in that some of the persons are 
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overly dramatic and the age differential in casting is 
very poor. Contrast between dramatic scenes and music 
is rather disturbing. All in all, just an average dra¬ 
matic production that any educational station could 
duplicate — and most could improve upon by a better 
format and more judicious use of material, 

NEW ENGLAND ANTHOLOGY - Literary Soc. of f* of Mass. 
(Grant-in-Aid) 

— YES - But only because I feel that our listeners 
should have an opportunity to hear some of our great 
living poets reading and discussing their own poetry. 
Frankly, I think it could be presented in a much less 
deadly fashion, but this is what we have, so I guess 
we’ll have to accept it, just to get the content. 
Only hope enough people can bear with the presentation 
long enough to get someth*P£ of the real value of the 
poetry, 

REASON AND DISCONTENT - FAE Produced (I’m confused) 
— YES - He’s a good speaker and his subject matter is 
okay, although I’m not enthusiastic. This is another 
of those where I feel that we ought to make good talks 
available. I do believe, however, that some more pro¬ 
duction ought to be done to delete local references, 
etc. I wouldn’t want to carry them on a station for 
which 1 was program director unless they were so edited. 

Tired but dogged. 

Cordial!; 

Associate Director 

HEHxep 

CCxJohn Holt*' 
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August 17, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUCM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo* 

Sons more votes — maybe ve’ll get ,em all done within a few more days* 
I certainly hope so. 

DOORWAY ID THE FUTURE - National Citizens Commission for the Public 
Schools. 
— YES - Very well presented story of the growth of education in this 
country* The one we beard on the segregation decision by the Supreme 
Court made timely reference to "last week,” but this could be corrected* 
Also, this program, and maybe others we didn’t hear, might not go over 
so well in the South, but that1 a up to the individual stations. Peel 
these are a littls over-dramatic, but maybe that’s what we need in 
educational broadcasting once in a while, 

THE WRITER AT WORK - U, of Chicago 
— HO - The extreme jgglgiion in length of these programs is such that 
it would be almo- t*?or individual station program directors to use them 
"as is** except as fill for other programs. And the Hq. network staff 
certainly doesn’t have time to prepare fill for these to make them uniform. 
Also, the programs don’t really give the listener a feeling of having 
accomplished anything by listening. It may be slightly amusing to hear 
the personal correspondence of others, but what value a$ it? Maybe 
a little comment in connection with the reading of the letters might help, 
but I doubt it. The on© on Fitzgerald, is the better of the two, it seems 
to me, and is a well-told autobiography, but might be presented in a 
different manner. The other sample program, leaves the listener groping, 
for the first several minutes, wondering just what is going on, 

HAZARDS TO EDUCATION - U. of Chicago 
— YES - Primarily because I believe In the »guest speaker” type of 
program, so long as the speaker is a recognized expert in the field 
upon which he is speaking and delivers his material in an interesting 
fashion. Also, I think the network should try to offer shorter series 
than the conventional 13, when the subject matter warrants. There are 
many times that the program director is looking for good program material 
of shorter duration. Also, like to have some programs that can be used 
alone, as one-shots — these, I think, fill that bill, too. 
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WHAT WE LAUGH AT - U. of Chicago 
— NO - This idea is pretty good., but the presentation is rather deadly 
and Ifm afraid people wouldn*1 listen long enough to get interested* 
Prof. Blair doe© not get across the real ideas of humor that he is trying 
to explain. 

WHAT IS MODERN POETRY - U* of Chicago 
— NO - There is nothing particularly wrong with this series, but, in 
the first place, it is something that could be done equally well, and 
possibly better, by any college or university English department. In 
the second place, it i«n*t even original with the B. of Chicago, but 
is an adaptation of a BBC series. 

THE MEDIAN PEACE CONFERENCE - U. of Chicago 
— NO - This program, standing alone without any central theme, would 
not get many listeners* It might be all right as a part of a series 
trying to show something in particular, but not this way. 

ENCORE - U. of Chicago 
— NO - The readings are well done, but, here again, any number of 
educational stations can, and do, present this type of nshort story*1 
program* Also, the length*are so different as to present an almost 
insurmountable problem from the programming stand-point* As I have 
said so many times in the past, I do not feel that it 1® the function 
of the network to present programs which the member stations can do 
for themselves* I*m afraid we do this all to often, and we deserve 
to be criticised.*.*this defeat® the purpose of the network* 

STILE IN LITERATURE - B. of Chicago 
— NO - Same as above, except that the presentation is not so good. 

STORIES IN THE WIND - Radio House, B* of Texas 
—* YES - These are not all of equally good quality. However, I have 
always felt that there are not enough programs for children, and that 
should be scan©thing that educational station® should carry. This is 
a little ridiculous in places, and possibly adults would feel it was 
silly all the time, but kids seem to enjoy this type of thing, and I 
think we should make it available and then let the various static© 
program directors make up their ~inds, I ©specially like children* a 
programs that teach them something and yet main t& in interest — they 
von*t learn if they don»t listen. 

Well, there* s some more — 1*11 try to wind them all up within a day or 
two* 

Cordially, 

HEHijy 
cc* Mr. John Holt 

Harold E. Hill 
Associate Director 



August 16 , 1^54 

Mr# Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WU0K 
Univarsity of Michigan 
Ann Arbor,, Michigan 

Dear Waldos 

Herewith my votes on some of the thousands of programs that piled 
up for my audition while I was on vacation. I wer H be able to 
vote on all of ’em in this letter, but 1*11 get to ’em as fast as 
I can and will forward my votes to you promptly, though probably 

in small batches. 

THE WORLD WE WANT - Herald Tribune Forum - (I'm a little confused on 
this series, because I understand it had already been approved, with¬ 
out audition, last Spring, but now, with some tapes available, John 
has sent them around, and I guess we’re supposed to vote on them 
again* At least, that seems to be John’s opinion.) 
— NO - I don’t really have anything against this series - that is, 
anything important. It's just that it isn’t especially good and 
a similar program cou d be done by most of our larger universities 
by the use of their foreign students. Also, it is too timely, the 
moderator is not very good, the musical opening on some of the pro¬ 
grams is a little far-fetched, etc. I think we should only approve 

programs that will really &M something to the program fare of mem¬ 
ber stations - this doesn't do it in my opinion. 

INTERPRETATION - KPFA 
— No - I think the idea is excellent, but, for my money, it’s 
poorly done# No introduction to attract the listener? too much 
straight talk at the start? a discussion of all the examples be¬ 
fore playing any (it weud be better to have this come between 
musics1 examp'©s). All in all, I think such a program could be 
well done and thus be a valuable addition to the network, but not 
done as this is. 

IN THE BEGINNING - KPFA 
— NO - Here again, this could be good, but the accent, plus the 
manner of delivery would kill off the audience before they had a 
chance to get interested in what he was trying to say. 
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THE NEGRO SPIRITUAL - KPFA 
— YES • Maybe I*» crazy, but I like this. In spite of some of 
the shortcomings, such as poor quantity on some of the recordings 
and weakness of the narrator in places, I think this is an en¬ 
lightening and interesting study of on© of the most important 
forms of American music. It also shows for will in future pro¬ 
grams , they say) the direct influence that Negro spirituals had 
on the birth of Jazz, which is certainly entirely American in 
origin and growth. It may shock a few die-hards, including some 
music directors, but all for it. 

SAMPSON AGONIST ES - U. of Chicago 
— YES - True that this is a one-time shot and that the length 
will make it awkward to schedule, but I believe w© should have 
more truly cultural and educational programs of this sort. The 
introduction, though long, is well don© and pood background for 
the reading to follow. The reading is very we'1 done, and who 
can dispute the worthiness of the writing? True, probably only 
a minority audience, but isn’t our major purpose to serve those 
whose tastes are not served by any other broadcasters? 

TEE HOUR GAIJ - U. of Chicago 
— NO - This may be good literature, but I don’t think the pro 
duction is well done, and the listener will become so confused 
and bored that he will refuse to listen. The confused opening 
gets it off to a bad start and it never recovers. 

THE FOUR AGES OF JAPAN - U. of Chicago 
— NO - We should probably make an effort to know more about the 
Japanese culture, and a noted authority from Japan would certainly 
see® like a fine source of authentic information. However, the 
manner of presentation is so deadly that only the most avidly in¬ 
terested would bear with it to the end of the program, and even 
they would be hard put. 

THE EGOIST IN TRAGEDY - 0. of Chicago 
— YES - An interesting and educational subject, handled in a most 
stimulating manner. 

That’s at" for right now, hut I hope to get a chance to audition 
some more tapes and send you my votes within the next day or two. 

Cordially 

Harold E. Hill 
Associate Director 

HEHscp 

CCi John Holt 



haeb mmmtwt 
14 Gregory Hall 

TTrbaim, Illinois 

August 18, 1954 

Mrs, Cesdle 0, Halyard 
Mr, Korthrop Parson, Jr* 
Mr* Harold 0. Bill 

Cm and Gents* 

Miss Gloria tapper of tbs Hatienel Citiseas Coaaleaion for tbs Publie 
Schools inf'am® m that har organisation is experimc&ng difficultlos 
obtaining ds&rances for tbs series Poarwaar to the Future, The submission 
is, therefore, teaporarily withdrawn, 

Sincerely, 

Wi4r 

John Holt 
Wttomk Manager 



August 18, 1954 

Mr, Waldo Abbot 
Station VUQM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

And so on ad nauseum: 

THE POETRY OF THE 18th CENTURY ~ U. of Chicago 
— NO - This sounds like the first lecture in a class 
on 18th Century poetry. As such, it would be fine in a 
series of programs, possibly, but alone - like ham mit 
no eggs. 

THE INTELLECTUAL ADVENTURE OF ANCIENT MAN - U* of Chicago 
— YES - This is a very interesting short series of talks 
on a subject that the great majority of people would have 
little opportunity to know anything about.thus, they 
would be enlightened, and not in a boring, academic fashion. 
Although one of the programs is 18:00, John Holt has as¬ 
sured me that he feels it can be cut to less than 15:00, 
and then we*d have a series of three. Of course, a sta¬ 
tion could lump them all together, cutting out opens and 
closes, and make a single 45 minute talk — this is what 
I*d probably do if I were a program director. 

SOME AMERICAN WORTHIES - U. of Chicago 
—YES - I enjoyed these and think that it*s worthwhile 
to present the rather unusual little stories of four men** 
lives. The lengths are bad, but John tells me that he 
can probably do some editing without too much trouble, 
since they are so close to the right length. 

REFLECTIONS OF GEORGE ORWELL - U. of Chicago 
— NO - Although the subject matter is fairly interest¬ 
ing, I felt that the presentation was rather dull - as 
a matter of fact, I practically dozed off while audition¬ 
ing the tape. Also, the lengths are so different as to 
be incapable of adjustment. 
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ETHAN FRQME -8. of Chicago 
— NO - This is well-enough done, but almost any member 
institution has someone on the faculty that could do an 
equally good, or better, job of reading — and many of 
our stations do hare such readings of literary works* 

THE TURN OF THE SCREW - U. ©f Chicago 
— NO - Same as abore• 

SOME POETRY OF T. S. ELIOT - 0. of Chicago 
-- YES - Because, as I're said so many times before, I 
beliere we ought to carry programs that actually feature 
outstanding figures* 

MODERN FRENCH POETRY - U. of Chicago 
-- NO - To me the readings in French are truly beautiful 
(eren if I’m not sure what he’s saying), but I realise 
that this wouldn’t go orer rery well. Also, same com¬ 
ment as ETHAN FROM! abore, with the possible exception 
of the excellent French. 

CHICAGO POETS - U. of Chicago 
— NO - Unless, I’m badly mistaken, these are not well- 
known poets, therefore, the comment re T. S, Eliot does 
not apply. Without that redeeming factor, what do these 
hare? Nothing. 

TWO CREEK POETS - 0. of Chicago 
— MO - I enjoyed it personally, 
MODERN FRENCH POETRY abore. 

but see comments re 

THE EVE OF ST. AGNES - U. of Chicago 
— NO - I thought the interpretation of the reader was 
excellent, BUT —- see ETHAN FR0ME abore. 

ITALIAN POETRY - U. of Chicago 
-- NO - Although this is a little better, because the 
talent is actually Italian, it still falls in the same 
category as the French and Greek poetry programs abore. 

JAPANESE POETRY - U. of Chicago 
— NO - Ditto 

Of course, one comment that is appropriate for nearly 
all of these programs from the U. of Chicago is that the 
length of programs is so far from what we would consider 
normal. Eren those within the same series are widely 
different. As you’ll recall, we agreed at Columbus that 
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we would discourage the submission of programs of odd 
lengths. If we were to use many of the above, it would 
mean that Holt would have to edit nearly every program, 
and it would be literally impossible to have uniform 
lengths within some of the series. 

That takes care of every single tape that I have on hand 
so I’m completely up-to-date. 

Cordially, 

Harold B. Hill 
Associate Director 

HEHscp 

CC: John !1olt/ 
Camille Halyard 
Morthrup Dawson, Jr. 
Berten Hoimberg 



University of Minnesota j / i 

U 1?\TPD A T TT. VrP'PXTOTAAT UtVTOTAXT ' General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

August 20, 1954 

Mr. Harold Hill 
Radio Station WILL 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harold: 

In re our not commenting on the "YES" vcfbas fornetWork 
submissions, thought I should at le^at-4ro^you a Word in 

defense of same. \ \ 

I agree that it would be prefejtebl^ to have) comments both 
negative and positive :>n all submissions -f in faot^l 
conscientiously started that way an$ keht/it up thorough 
quite a few batches ofaudi-tion tapee./ / 

However, at the rat 
combined with the 
plain haven11 had 
we like. ^ 

On the votes, 
some ex]Aifclt re as 
their tapq s aren * t 

' the t^pe s \ar> 
2£sure of wor1 
nja to si\t aijd 

X 
coaling In these days, 
ad 1 and, Bert and I 
isbertate on the tapes 

stand it, Waldo has to have 
eythe submitters as to why 

Therefore, on the ”N0” 
hat function. But, from the tapes, |ouh comments se\ . _ _ __m_ 

submittersV point of, view, there*3 no need to comment 
further^ to\them ad ^he series we accept. 

For our CMmexc^<{ge of ideas, I agree that you're right. 
But at the rsEtTT we»re going these days, I just haven't got 
a heck of a lot of time. For which I apologize. 

That*s admittedly not an entirely satisfactory answer, but 
I thought I'd at least explain. Hope you're having a good 
and prosperous summer, and will further hope to bend a few 
elbows with you in New York in October. 

All the best. 

NDJR/pac 

CC: Waldo Abbot -X 
John Holt \X^ 

Northrup Dawson, Jr. 
Acting Manager 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

4/AM ~. L /I i 
(U~^ 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

August 20, 195k 

NA£B ^adquaMS 

m 23 1954 

1 1 

A M 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

Another batch of votes from yours truly and^Bort HojUiberg* 
First, the wind-up on the University of Chicago" a tuff: 

(1) Two ”YSS” votes apieee' for*: 

~\ \ 
"Japanese Poetry^ \ \ j \ 
"T.S. Eliot Reading !fis Poetry” \ 
”Poetry of the 18th dentdry/ 
” Intellectual Idea of\ Ancient Man” 
"Some Ap&rlcan ^o r£ hIes’V (Can we eh 
titl^or t>ii s ? )\ \ 

change the 

i Two /'NOr vote* apiece ;f\or: 

4 TuW of the 
"Ethan Frome” 

S t . YAgn^s * EXre 
”Chicago 
”ModerrU'Ece«t5n Poetry” 
”T won. Greek Poets” 
”Reflections on George Orwell” 
”Tj>ey&riter at Work” 

In the cas>'-a£-ja<*§t of these we voted down, we saw nothing 
unique or outstanding about the idea of simply having someone 
read someone else’s works. Any station could do that as well 
or better — in some instances, a lot better, with more re¬ 
gard for dramatic value and interpretation. Some of the 
reading was, in our opinion, very poor -- monotonous and 
doleful. Very little attempt to orient the uninitiated or 
potentially Interested listener or to encourage him toward 
further exploration of either the particular work or the 
author Involved. 

a? 
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As to the latest batch of KPFA tapes; 

(1) Two nYES” votes apiece for; 

”The Negro Spiritual” 
”Interpretation” 

(2) Two "NO” votes apiece for; 

”ln the Beginning” 

Dr, Gammoff writes interesting books on science for t he 
layman, but his voice and delivery are, we feel, detrimental 
to his subject material. 

What are the chances of digging up some transportation 
funds for members of the Acceptance Committee to get to N.Y, 
next October? We have the old problem again -- tight 
budget, and probably only funds enough to send one station 
representative, which this time will be Burton Paulu, Let*s 
hear if anything develops on this. 

All the best. 

CC; John Holt 

Northrup Dawson, Jr 
Acting Manager 

NDJR/pac 
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August 23, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
__NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 

Station WQM ... 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

Welcome back from your vacation, sir I I hope it 
was a good one. I intend to take part of mine next 
week. Going first to Chicago then to Fond du Lac to 
visit my parents. 

Right now Pm thinking about the convention. Any¬ 
thing youfd like done? Information? Research? Letters 
to be written? Arrangement s*> Or whatever.... 

You should know, I think, that there is a very slim 
chance I won’t be able to make it. (That’s one reason 1 
thought there might be something you’d want from me now.) 
Our travel funds have got quite skinny. However, Harold 
Hill tells me not to worry—the greatest odds are I’ll 
be able to go. 

How did you like that pile of audition tapes? The 
air around here has turned blue, and it ain’t cigarette 
smoke. It’s Hill inventing dirty words. 

I look forward to a Fort-Hayes-Restaurant-style com¬ 
mittee meeting in New York. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely, 

JH:cp 

John Holt 
Network Manager 
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B«dio gtotwcrti Attestmm Caaaittoo 

Mr* «dc Abbot 
Mr, Hcrthrop Itawooa* $r* 
Mr, Bare** E* Hill 
Mrs, Gwdlo «# Mpotf 
Mr* Bertoa a, MNMRf 

Cm aod (kmtes 

wmir* l m&t aok if m aro going to : 
viator (Jtsmiory, Chicago Koaidtaifla Coring viator (January, ^trta»y# mOM! 

1 lOready tmvo Harold f&tt*g wto m this, but no ©thor. Hi** 
got £h® viator olfericg out la ftoptoabor, if post&bloj aci^n 

and/cr 
1955* 

liba to 

vUl bo holpfUU 

^laeoroSy, 

^*Jr 

JoNiMLt 
rJotwartt Mao&gor 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

RADIO STATION KUOM 

SEP 1 1354 

i?i?!?lWM2|l|2|3|4|5$ 

L Mr, John Holt 
Manager, NAEB Tape Network 
14 Gregory Hall 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear John* 

Two quick votes from me and Bert Holmberg 
to continue Stories 'n Stuff and Chicago 
Roundtable during winter 1955. 

All the best, 

Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
Program Production Director 

NDJ/msp 
cc * Wa! Waldo Abbot 
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ANN ARlIoR 

* 

WHOM 
A/(cA ljs 

91.7 M.C. 

WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

E. G. BURROWS, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

August 30, I 954 

Mr . John Holt 
NAEB TapeNetwork 
University of Illinois 
Gregory Hall 
Ur ban a, Illinois 

Dear John: 

DECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

KUG 3 1 1954 
» M pffl 

?iMM1l1.2|l|2|3|4|6|(5 

l 
Here are my votes on various programs that 

should have been auditioned by me previously. I’ve been out of 
town on vacation in the northwoods where there was no tape 
recorder. 

DOORWAY TO THE FUTURE—These are excellent 
programs, well produced, very dramatic and they seem to have, 
what I would call a commercial flavor. I wondered about that 
and l looked up to find that they were broadcast over the 
American Broadcasting Corp. Network and I imagine largely 
written and produced by the ABC. They are so good that I feel 
educational broadcasters might be a little jealous of the job 
that was done by ABC, In one or two instances, there is a timely 
note injected into a program, such as; ” this week.1* Furthermore, 
some program content may hurt the feelings of some listeners. 
The anitit segregation bill which forms the basis of program No. I 
mightcause some stations to reject the series. Program No. 2 on 
compulsory education is just as good a program as No. I. I vote 
’’yes” for the series. 

For the second time I vote against this series. 
Herald Tribune Foams entitled THE WORLD WE WANT. It does not seem 
that the program brings to the University station anything that is 
different than can be produced by the University itself, if it has 
any foreign student enrollment. I donTt think it would add anything 
to our program schedule. There is too much talk by the woman 
moderator. The language dialectsmake the program difficult to follow 
and it does not hold attention. I think it is an excellent program 
for each station to put on itself. We have such a program here at 
the University but I do not feel that it is a network program and 
therefore, vote "no” for THE WORLD WE WANT. 

CONTOUR COUNTRY submitted by WOI #9—there is 
nice writing of introductory material and it is very well narrated. 
The program series might be of interest to schools and colleges 
having their interest in the field of agriculture. Program #9 

seemed to be rather slighting to the city wife. I don't think 
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Mr. John Holt 
August 30, 1954 

that it is particularly educational to learn that breakfast is 
served in the morning, with comments made in the interviews 
were not significant or important. And, the program material 
is localized to the farm and there is a great deal of Iowa in 
it. The program audited seemed to imply that the life.of a 
farm wife is very different from that of wives in villages, 
towns, or cities. It may be in details, but in all cases it may 
be s u mm ed up in one word ” w o r k • ” The quality of the recording 
is not smooth. I therefore, vote "no" for this series. 

STORIES IN THE WlND-University of Texas--The 
submission form says, 11 these radio stories are directed to pre¬ 
school and primary g-ade levels” and, that is perfectly obvious. 
I do not see why they should be submitted to our Committee, 
rather it seems to me that they should go to the School Tape 
Network Committee. The stories are very nice little stories, but 
they are obviously below the adult level—way, way below. I like 
them, but I would use them as stories coming from the School 
Committee. For use on the adult Tape Network Committee I would 
vote "no”. If I were on the School Committee I probably would 

vote “yes.” 

REASON AND DlSCQNTENT--The three talks by Dr. 
Lyman Bryson are adult, educational and yet thoroughly entertain¬ 
ing. As the first radio offering presented by the new 
Educational Television & Radio Center, with a promise of similar 
talks to follow each year, I believe it not only valuable but 
expedient to use this material. Lyman Bryson has charm and 
informality and delivery and if used within a reasonable time, 
I think his material is timely. You can’t hold it too long. 
I therefore, vote "yes" for this series. 

IN THE BEGINNING submitted by KPFA-- I don’t 
like the variation of eight minutes in length of the various 
programs in this series. It will make a difficult problem in 
editing. I think the subject matter would be of interest to a 
decidedly limited audience. The dialect of the speaker is not 
easy to follow, not smooth and l don’t think conforms with our 
general type of educational presentations. A great many techni¬ 
cal phrases are used but not explained to the layman. Finally, 
in casting my vote "no" for this series, f refer you to the 
final paragraph on the back of the first page of the submission 

form. 

NEGRO SPIRITUAL submitted by KPFA--I thoroughly 

enjoy this type of music. I think it would have a popular 
appeal. In some places I think the quality is a little bite 
off and I'm not sure whether we should submit it to the NAEB 
Tape Network unless we are sure that we have clearance upon 
all of the recordings used. On the whole I would vote "yes” 

for this series of programs. 

More to come! Hope I catch-up someday! 

Cor di a I I v, , ^ OlS.&T> 

Waldo Abbot, Chairman 



SCORE CARD - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE - DATE Sept, I, 1954 

mm OP PROGRAM 
MESS 

BY Halyard Abbot Dawson Hill Holmborg Pinal 

DOORWAY TO THE FUTURE i (wit hdr awn ) yes yes yes yes X 

THE WORLD WE WANT 
see Pr<3 vious vot 

el no .. no no 

CONTOUR COUNTRY 
no yes; no yes no 

STORIES IN THE WIND 

Refer t 
School 

o 

Comm life z 
no yes no no 

REASON AND DISCONTENT yes XKX yes ye s 

IN THE BEGINNING no no no no no 

NEGRO SPIRITUAL yes yes yes ye s yes 

.. \ 

NAE 
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.... M? 

HUU 0 . 
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ANN ARBOR W U © M 91.7 M.C. 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 
E. G. BURROWS, program director 

StP 1 iiJ54 

Mr• John Holt 

NAEB Tape Network 
University of Illinois 
Gregory Ha I I 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear John: 

We are going to use $ torie s rn Stuff and also 
Chicago Roundtable during the winter of"1955. This is 
inanswer to your note of August 26. 

Cordially yours. 

Waldo Abbot 

Director of Broadcasting 



ANN ARBOR WUOM 91.7 M.C. /I ' /*£ 
( 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

E. G. BURROWS. PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

RECEIVED 
NAEB HL\DQUARTLRS September I, 1954 

Mr. John Holt GhP 2 1954 
NAEB; Tape Network PM 

University of I I I i noi s ^|8|9jip^ll|12| Ij2i^|4l5l? 
Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois £ 

Dear John: 

Here is a score card on the University of Chicago 
submissions. I*m pretty thoroughly disgusted with this — 
they received their Grant-in-Aid in 1952 and signed the 
statement in their application that their project would be 
completed by July I, I 953 and then we don’t get the tapes 
on this project until 1954. One year after they were due. 
Furthermore, I’m thoroughly disgusted at any institution 
that would send in forty tapes all in a batch for auditing. 
Furthermore, most of the tapes are odd lengths, it is going 
to be a HELL of a job for you to try to edit these t apes 

ength for programs for the 
but I’m not putting down 

any comments. Those that I voted for I think are the better 
ones out of the forty. As I pointed out they are at odd 
lengths and odd numbers in the series. A great many of them 
I do not think would have much of an audience. They are on 
subject matter that would not greatly increase our listening 
publicjbut would raise, possibly^ the standard of our 
educational programs. They are all well done but as the 
University of Chicago does not own and operate it’s own radio 
station, it obviously pays no attention to the time limita¬ 
tion of individual programs. As far as I’m concerned you 
can make up one or two series (thirteen programs) out of the 
offerings from the University of Chicago...you may select 
what you please. None of them are outstandingly bad.. 

and try to make them J~he j;ight 

"Tape^ 

Cor dial Iy yours. 

Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
Network Acceptance Committee 

WA:mv 

l^OArf CX- VI. ^ 
l-cruj 

H-tyuo 

tj-c yidj vAjtA QaaJ&lA. cw q~Lsuz^~ 



"T^RTvERS 1 TY OF CHICAGO SUBMISSIONS 

SCORE CARD - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE * DATE 

HAMS OF PROGRAM 
Sferect 

B3f Halyard Abbot Dawson Hill Holmberg Pinal 

J apa ne se Poe try No Yes No Yes No 

T*S. El 1io 11 —His Poetry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Poetry of 18th Century No Yes No Yes No 

Intellectual Idea-Ancient Ma 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Some American Worthies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

The Turn of the Screw Yes No No No No 

Ethan F rome No No No No No 

St• Agnes Eve No No No No No 

Chicago Poe t s No No No No NO 

Modern French Poetry No No No No No 

Two Greek Poets No No No No No 

Reflection-Geo* Orwell No No No No No 

The Writer at Work Yes No No No No 

Encore Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Egois t in Tragedy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Four Ages Japan No tfes No Yes No 

What is Modern Poetry Yes Yes No Yes Yes 



UNIVERSITY OF CHICAO SUBMISSIONS-CONTINUED Page 2 

SCORE CARD - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE - DATE 

Mm OP PROGRAM 
mass 

BY I Halyard Abbot Dawson Hill Holmberg Pinal 

Hazards to Educ ation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Samson Agonis t es No No Yes No No 

Styles In Literature No No No NO No 

Melian Conference •No No No No No 

The Hour Glass No No No No No 

What We Laugh At Yes No No No No 

Stories and Stuff Yes Yes- Yes Yes 

Chicago Round Table Yes Yes Yes Yes 



HAEB Tape Uotunrk 
lU Gregory Hall 
Urbane, minds 

Septwrtwr 9, 195k 

fiMAiift Halyard 

Harold E. MU 
Berton Holzdberg 

Cm and Cental 

Here is a sute&aflion of Baas ?ortar«s aerlea Journeys Behind the 
Ifewa* Ife tunre already accepted a aerie© of 13 of tlsese programs md 
wHT begin distribution with Issue # Itf (Hour. 21). Ham la now sag- 
epating a corrtdmirt&an* Copies of Ms letter to m and »y reply are 
enclosed. 

See all of you and month? 

Sincerely* 

Joint Holt 
ttml-riin-Kifr ttnnuwm iieiarorK -nanager 

JHtcp 

End# 



ANN ARBOR WUOM 
{1// ' { I W 

91.7 M.C. 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

WALDO ABBOT, DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

E. G. BURROWS, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

September 13, 1954 

Mr, John Holt 
NAEB Tape Network 
14 Gregory Hall 
Ur ban a, Illinois 

Dear John: 

ORGAN MUSIC IN CENTURIES— I *ve listened to 
both organ tapes submitted to the NAEB for approval. I would 
say this: while the organist is not exceptional, he is quite 
good. The literature he covers in the 26 programs is compre¬ 
hensive, and well enough done* 

I don't think we would want to carry the 
series since we have such an abundance of fine organists here-- 
better organists than Putnam Porter. However, I imagine there 
are many other stations that would welcome such a series, and 
for this reason, I would vote for it. Yes! 

The quality of the first recording (#9) was 
good, but the second was pretty bad. It was full of wows, 
enough to make it unplayable. I don't know whether this 
occurred in the original recording, or merely in the process 
of dubbing* 

Cordial I y, 

l~-<S>cxJ2 d O 

Waldo Abbot 
director of Broadcasting 

WA:mv RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

SEP 15 1954 
Mf PM 

7|8|9|ip(ll|K|l|2|8|4|5|? 

i 



September 21, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbott, Chairman 
Radio Station WHOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo t 

Anent resubmission of Journey* Behind the Beve as a "continuous" program. 

Know ye by these presents that, as before, I am utterly, unalterablv, 
unadulteratedly, irreconcilably, imitigably, lrretrieVably, unsalWeably 

brt^ff«Ho"!*adf&Etly’ 3trongly' st*1«arUy, strenuously opposed. 

Pally dressed and in ay right mind, I remain. 

Cordially yours. 

E. Hill 
Associate Director 

P*S* Ve°S UWaTfiu^jf^?ft®r 1 “» ^ I —• 

HSHijy 
ec* Mr* John Holt ^ 

Mr* Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
Mrs. Caudle S. Halyard 
Mr. Berten A. Holmberg 



September 22, 19$k 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WHOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldoi 

Herewith my vote* on two aeriea, one of which you may not 
have received from John Holt yet. 

MAM wnH A mmm * American Foundation for the Blind, 
Inc. iouay orientation - we don*t know what we*re getting into. 
Mo openers or cloaere. Man who answers questions is introduced, 
all right, but whan It comes tine to answer questions, there*s 
his voice Ilk® a stranger from the night. {These comments apply 
to Kaltenbora tape, and I think the first in a aeries should do 
a better job of letting the listener know what he is in for. 
Hearing Kaltenboro is bad enough when you know what*a coming, 
let alone having him thrust upon you In such a manner.) Holt 
says now that he*a heard these tapes, he*11 plan to put on 
openers and closers. Personally, I think they would require quite 
a bit more informative and lengthy openers and closers than Met 
headquarters should be expected to provide. However, keep on 
reading, ’cause I*v© only heard part of one tape (quit on that 
one because of guest as referred to above) and after I*ve heard 
more, I may vote for this thing yet. 

!•» now listening to the Margaret Truman tape. It still 
bothers m that the two "men with the answers," though earlier 
introduced, are not identified by voice, so we don*t know who 
they are during the course of the conversation. The subject 
matter is interesting enough, I believe, and Miss Truman does 
a nice job. 

And now, Lowell Thomas - Here we don*t have much trouble 
with identification because these guys us® one another*s names. 

Altogether I*d say that Gregor has found a pretty good de- 
vice for presenting some interesting information about the blind • 
information that we should all be interested in. Realising that 
we won’t all be interested, the us® of well known personalities 
m IBeSe programs will undoubtedly result in a considerably lar¬ 
ger audience than could be obtained in any other way. I vote IKS, 



Mr. Waldo Abbot Pago 2 Septe?nfoer 22, 1?$* 

FRAHCE TODAY - mu 
Ia»»t It confusing to listen to the same program six time? Sorta 
makes you prejudiced, doesn't it? I won't worcy about the techni¬ 
calities —* that's John's department. Aiywsy, at first I thou^it 
that this was mother of those programs that could be duplicated 
by some wntbmr of the French department on any campus. However, 
after listening to this program (maybe it was the repetition) 
I don't think so. Seriously, though I did enjoy this program 
and doubt if it could be duplicated at many, if any, of the mem¬ 
ber stations. That is, presuming that the others in the series 
are as down to earth as this one. I vote YES* 

Harold K. Hill 
Associate Director 

HEHtcp 

CCt Dawson 
Holmbcrg 
Halyard 
Holt ^ 



September 24* 1954 

l&ss* ¥£f,§£m© Eferfir 
■; 15 Dfc 
losooisiloa far Sfiooetim kg’ Rsfiio4felovlstoa 

dqgtsa 5* I&sso&tI 

1 e<a sorry to pep&£i tb&t tfc® M Boerfi bos hssfi oonslfisr&biLe rsssmftioiMi 
about yo^r prop-oasl* ^ isfileatefi 1b year latter of Ssytaebor 14* Qieo&iBg ffcess 

*1 m e$;szm$ * houmr* to any egs>3£88 gr^ r*s*i®vtag 
program orite ittod to ’'-.-v HUB for possible ■ast«fQg& prezaaiatloiw* 

Ws 1 eppresie&o tbs spirit of .-tbs group? 1 ©s fgpsd to -vote 
©gainst It for ©©**» to ibs obvious mmzm9 o* g» © ^peup* bo B&ttor 
bow ci^wst tbsir interest* egy set ressosetOy b® . to twsm a? ml 
g&oorfiiag to the standard® of program c€ tbs MB; ..if for-so 
other rseaon tbs dijptleultlo® la Es^obaole© woalfi tefeld it*® 

rspsossatstiasQ ststloo personal am muvimg m e aovooalag uess&ttss 
k&@i& tb$a@ aeofis* lita?:lss* this tioold set bare tfcs t» 
mm&txtg stioks tdtb tMoh to work** 

It tbsrsfer© in sp 4*&y to mi to pc': o«r regrets ear inability to 
-soespt poor offs&r* £a tbs oonsidera&iaa gltaa it* taow* I fie ®gr©® idth tbs 
asjc^ity of tbs Btestes «ho folt that tbs bsskgreaBfi asasssiry to t*ata*sftsaft 
tbs various areas of roods* ©to** rscpatoa far closer work ulkb tbs MB tbea 
sap* ootaifis greop is l&fiy to bs®©» 

H<JS8ro 



tXAtPtl ♦»- - -- finoc&pnwTiiOSro 
Uto*wm imx 

Wxam, m Aneis 

Soptaobar 24, 1954 

Hr, ttaldo Abbot 
Hr, Jtortfrrop Ttoson, dF, 
Hr* Iteoid i. BUI 
Hra, Cavils a, K&2y%*a 
Hr* Barton A, ik&nbasg 

Can mad QmU$ 

Horevlth, flm audition pragmas torn ti» issrlna fern With A Qvzsaiitxu 
‘ hr tl» Aaarioan Fecundation for tin mud, JnooipomW, 

Frog*®® Ho, 1, 
2* 
5* 
I* 
9, 

H. F, K&ltmhom 
D«w% fhenpoon 
l*utiU time 
HB*aT*t ^«b 
Dr, Balpfc v* Bta»bo 

X hop* you all thoroughly enjoyed tfaa ffrapee Toto (UMA) audition but did 
not fool that yea had to play all air «S$35s STtKa mm pm*®* oen^ainly 
throat. Enough io mmsgh in enough in mmgb, no to spank. 

All of os, IneludSiJg the fallen that sands tho durlloation aaelers fro® tbs 
originals, worn under tbs illusion that vau bad mm% m 4 different pm- 
P«H« tholr mfcaisaiee fiooiMn eld v*r%lmt vhlah X*m a^ad then to 
thmr livag^aid that they mm sanding to all mmlttm aaoterr, 
Harold Hill had raoeimd nothing dinotly iroo VBU, so 0®stiny«a flat ham 
said "Claim, make aastors and duplicate the vholo ahafcahgl* 

And lot it %m* dona. 

Sam your cudgels, t Mil b* in Hon lost. 

Sincerely, 

iHtjjr 

John Mi 
itetmKfc Hi 



NAEB Headquarters 
Ik Gregory Hall 
Urbane., Illinois 

TO? program Planning Consittec 
_ 

Grant™in-Aid Caattri&toe 
John Holt 

BIFGMifXOi 00 Full Board - 

4(SM‘' 

mm :• Sept&:;bor 19SU 

areas in uhich prograus c-ra needs || . Th.’n refers particularly to 
radio* although 1 &a sure rscosnsi>iat.ion* will fca gladly received also 
for television. Would you therefore pleas© ecnd us, as scon as pos® 
eibl©, a ©tateiant of the types'of progress, or the- sre&s, in uhich the 
Center jrdgbt bo of bolp either in ~eiel rrsnts or other types of fi~ 

This material is urgently nsededo fleas© Is v ns l rn fro.-.. yon. 



University of Minnesota 

General Extension Division 

Minneapolis 14 

//A 

Radio Station KUOM 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

September 24. 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WTJOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Dear Waldos 

Am somewhat befeind schedule on the latest^batch of 
votes, and herewith apologise for the 4erfay*. 
the way it looks from here regarding the.Iasi 
batches of tapes we*ve heard: 

Ke 
twp 

*s 

(1) New England Anthology — Vfeb^U'wr 

The *ttvo audition tapes we received were fit Wallace^'' 
Stevens, and Richard Wilbur, respectively# 

Listened to Mr. Sterns first. He and I were ob¬ 
viously on two separate pJLane\£si hef way the Hell and 

up in the stratosphere somewhere. Couldn't 
3 discussdoh or\his poetry, and 
ity tone af yol<Se, I don»t think 

^r I (of ajiy potential listener) 
plenty' esoteric* 

Fared somewhat bet^r W^h^Mr. Wilbur. Ho had a 
good jvoice, and readhhf^'poetry well. But awfully 
solemn about the whole thing. 

This a mlggw/intelleetual series, and obviously 
a "pros't^ge" series, judging from the line-up of 
poets recoMSd — Frost, acLeish, etc. Have heard 
Frost speak a number of times, and I know he* a good. 
MacLeish also. 

gone 
understand either hi 
from his rather /haul 
he much /^fea % ye the 
undersfbod or no^. 

But couldn*t we cull some of the more evanescent 
poets? I think there are probably a few (Mr. Stevens 
for sure) who would do the cause of acceptance of 
modem poetry more arm than good. 

Bert and I vote *YSS" for Frost and MacLeish, and 
probably most of the series. But only if we can, 
without diplomatic repercussions, eliminate the 
super-esoteric representatives. 



(2) 11 Prance Today1 WBAA 

Ira alraid we didn»t enjoy this as much as Harold 
did. First of all, the guy was obviously reading, 
and he sounded slightly self-conscious. Nor was 
this anything a half-dozen U. of Minn, faculty mem¬ 
bers couldn•t do as well or better, and I*ra assuming 
the same would hold true for many college campuses. 
Two mN0m votes. 

(3) nHow»s the Family** -- ?SUI 

Script excellent, production satisfactory, acting 
slightly amateurish in spots. But the subject mat- 
erial is a well and subtly handled, scriptwise, and 
atl considered, the measage got across sincerely and 
effectively. Two "YES" votes from Bert and me. 

(k) Organ Music of the Centuries 

Acoustically speaking, these were fuzzy and booray in 
the forte passages. Undeniably, the organist was a 
good one, but don't we all have at least one good or- 
ganist .*hom we frequeMfty feature locally with just 
this type of program? Nothing unique. Two t,N0m 

That cleans us up for the present. Best regards to 
you, t’aldo,.and all fellow committee members by 
carbon copy. * 

-- 

NDJH/pac 

Northrup Dawson, Jr. 
Program-Production Director 

CC: Halyard 
Hill 
Holmberg 
Holt 



(2 ,JL> A';- ^ ^ A oa . \ 

September 29, 1954 

Hr. Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
NAEB Network Acceptance Committee 
Station WUCM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldoi 

By my count the Network Acceptance Committee has to date reviewed exactly 
100 submissions, including both one-shot programs and series. And that 
is a lot of tape. 

See you in New fork. 

Sincerely, 

JH»Jy 

John Holt 
Network Manager 



/j . (Lj—M 

September 30, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WHOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldot 

Don’t know if you’re planning to have a committee meeting at the convention 
or not, but if you are and if you should want me around, It would be 
better not to have it Wednesday night, October 27. Marguerite Fleming 
has already called an In-School Program Committee for that evening, and 
I’d have to shuffle back and forth* 

Hill says to tell you that if you are going to call a meeting, you should 
call it in your room and supply the liquor* 

In reply, will you dictate a reaction to this suggestion, or don’t you 
have a male secretary? 

Sincerely, 

John Bolt 
Network Manager 

JBijy 



U Gregory IIell 
NWSB Newark 

tMmm, Illinois 

September 50, 1954 

f5rv«0doTO«t 
Mr. Northrop Bauson, J*. 
Mr. Harold £. Hill 
Mrs. Candle S* Halyard 
HP* Berfcen A. Holabsrg 

Com and Cents* 

Hare are more tapes—and fomei—fron tbs i&dvereity of Chicago. These 
are not, X am told, Grant-in-Ald programs. Sow* other deal. 

A minimus of inforaatiom was sent with the feme, so her® Is a little ©ore 
that tfve dug out. 

The Faith of tho CtorA 

Prog. 1. Her. Clifford Stanley on "Revelation* 
2. leaser* frMa»ts Fall sad 
3. Her* Joseph Sitlsrs 11 Jesus the Christ* 
4* Dorman Fittengeri *lfce Atonement* 
5. Joseph ScxaethlngoroUjeri *Th© Resurrection" 
6. Rev. Daniel Jenkins* "The Christian Church* 
We are sending Programs £3 and 5 of the above* 

a& Haaate a£ MM Ja Baft — Charles Harshorue 

1# Cod as Object of Devotion 
a. two Arguments for Belief in God — The Moral Argument 
3* two Arguments for Belief in God — The Argument from Order 
4* fiatar and the Goodness of God 
We are sanding all of the above on two reels. 

Dhivaraitv $£ ChloagR Choir 

1. Horley* Agnus Dei 
Byxd* Haee Dies 
Byrd* Agnus Del 

2. Palestrinai Exultate Deo 
Palestrina* Super Flusdna 
We are sending Program #1. 



Radio network Acceptance Coocaltteo -2- Septeafcer 30, 1954 

Puritanism J2M 'IM inland — Alan Simpson 

X# The Puritan Thrust I 
2* The Puritan Thrust XX 
3* The Covenanted Coonaanitgr X 
4* The Covenanted Cocrmltgr XX 
5* Salvation Through reparation X 
6* Salvation Through Separation XX 
7# Saints in Alas X 
6, Saints in Alms XX 
9* The Bankrupt Crusade X 

1C* The Bankrupt Crusade XX 
11. The Puritan Tradition 
Ve are sending you Programs # 3 and 4* 

Other programs sent ares 
"King Loar-A Study" # 1 and 2 
"Matthias dor Mahler" 
"Htoodemus" 
"The Imitation of Christ" 

This makes a total of about 106 programs and series the ecwdttee has 
severed m far this year! 

Beet regards. 

Sincerely, 

aitjy 

John Holt 
Network Manager 



September 30, 1954 

Memo 2 

To: 

From; 

Res 

Station Managers 

Network Headquarters A 
Splicing and Rewinding of Tapes 

We quote from a letter by Mr. Robert C. Higgy, Director, WOSU, to 
Mr, Cecil S„ Bidlack, our NAEB Television Engineer; 

**We have been experiencing increasing difficulty with NAEB tapes and 
I thought you would be interested in knowing of the problem involved. As 
time goes on, more and more splices appear in the tapes being used by the 
network. These frequently cause difficulty in play back when they are 
improperly made and it seems like most of them are being made very poorly 
now. We had a tape recently which had many splices in it, most of which 
were made using ordinary Scotch tape would completely around the magnetic 
tap© including the side with the iron oxide on. These splices caused 
complete interruption in the program as well as gumming up of the play 
back heads. Apparently someone made these splices without knowing the usual 
recommended procedure of putting the tape on one side only and also trimming 
the width of the tape a bit* 

wThis problem will certainly be a difficult one to deal with and there 
is no easy solution. We inspect our own tapes regularly and made new splices 
using Scotch splicing tape No. 43., which is made especially for splicing 
magnetic tapes. A tape can be quickly inspected by holding the reel up 
to a bright light such as a window and most splices are clearly seen. We, 
of course, discard tapes when they have too many splices but we seldom have 
to do this.” 

As you well know, this same complaint has been made both to Headquarters 
and by Headquarters over the past several years, and we are sure you are 
tired both of mailing it and of hearing it* (We have previously noted having 
found tapes spliced with cloth medical tape 1 In fact, with everything except 
wornout barbed wire*..) Nevertheless, we must not default the Battle of 
the Tape Supply because of battle fatigue. 

We therefore requests That tapes returned to the NAEB have as few 
splices as possible. That splices be made in the orthodox manner with a 
splicing tape which is made for this purpose. 

We also request that, when possible, you do not rewind tape after play¬ 
ing it. Retain the original reel and return the take-up reel.* This will 
do away with the inevitable wear on tape caused by a fast rewind. 

Her© at Network Headquarters we splice tape only when we have to fill 
out a 11 short” reel. Editing is done by the wdubw method exclusively. Once 
more we are going to have to toss out a number of bad tapes—it is impossible 
to estimate just how many at this time. Please help us to keep the number 
of these toss-outs down to an absolute minimum. 

thank you for your attention. 



MEB TAPE NETWORK 
14 Gregory Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

Memos 
Tos 

Froms 
Res 

Station Managers 
Station Chief Engineers 
Network Headquarters x 
Duplication of tapes5 Half-trhok heads 

September 30, 1954 

As m believe most of you are now aware, tapes coining off of the NAEB dupli¬ 
cators are recorded by 90 mil (half-track) heads* These tapes can be played on 
either' half "track or full-track machines« 

Mr * Cecil S* BidXack, our Television Engineer, who has kindly consented to 
give Network Headquarters the benefit of his electronic experience , upon asking 
Mr* Francis Rawdon Smiths, the manufacturer of the electronic component of the dupli¬ 
cators., for the reasons for using half-track heads, received the following reply? 

r 1 

fd | uJ,dtK 

( ~lHC? **‘0 

vh~ — 

Mo.|f . 7>aaK 

( S o m i l) 

“lour query regarding the advantage of 90 mil recording heads will perhaps 
be answered by the attached rough sketch* This represents the inter-section of 
the gap in a playback head which is out of alignment (as will quite often be the 
case in radio stations using tape programs), and the magnetic pattern produced by 
a short wave length, high frequency sound recorded with a head in proper azimuth* 
The cross-hatched area represents the intersection of these two, and is proportional 
to the output of the head* If the alignment of the playback head were perfect, the 
entire 246 mil area would be cross-hatched* As shown above, 1/3 of this area is 
cross-hatched, though more than 2/3 of the area corresponding to a half-track (90 
mil) recording is cross-hatched. Accordingly, th© output from a playback head 
which is misaligned would be only slightly down, though the output from a full width 
tape would be down more than 10 db. in the illustration shown. 

“This advantage of reduded sensitivity to misaligned playback heads is 
offset by the slightly reduced output from the 90 tn-n tapes.” 

We hope and trust that this information will be of interest to you. 



REPORT OF THE NAEB ACCEPTANCE SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE RADIO NETWORK COMMITTEE 

October 1, 1956 

Since last year's convention, 92 series and single-shot programs have been 
referred to the Acceptance Sub-committee for approval. Of these, 62 have been 
approved for distribution, 18 have not received approval, and as of September 28, 
1956, there are 12 which have not been voted upon. The network is currently 
offering &J- hours of programming a week in its basic offering. 

The basic and bonus system which had been approved for this year was not as 
effective as it might have been for two reasons: 1.) because of the high number 
of the submissions which were accepted and 2.) because the network manager reported 
that he does not have tape reels available to make much more than Sg- hours availa¬ 

ble per wook. 

The network currently has a back-log of grant-in-aid programs which have not 
been offered and has enough other program material to cover offerings through 
April of next year. 

Auditing all submitted programs and determining their acceptability has 
progressed satisfactorily, and the committee notes here with satisfaction that this 
past year there were about 30 more submissions than over the same period the year 

before• 

Let's all try for even more submissions during the coming year. 

Respectfully submitted by: 

RADIO NETWORK ACCEPTANCE SUBCOMMITTEE 
Hugh Mix 
Edward J. Slack 
John Regnell, Chairman 

Copied at NAEB HQ, 10/3/56dc 



ANN ARBOR WHOM 9,7M.c. 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. E. G. BURROWS. PROGRAM director 

Mr. John Holt 
NAEB Tape Network 
Gregory Ha I I 
Ur ban a, Illinois 

Dear John: 

October 7, 1954 

OCT 8 1954 
Ml 

7l9|9|ip(U|12|l|2|3i4|6|9 

L 

received 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

Here are a few^/ords lacking wisdom 
concerning tapes# 

,rORGAN MUSIC” --1 've already reported upon 
in a letter,according to my records we’ve heard from Dawson, 
Holmberg, and myself# Account stands, 2 no, I yes. It is up to 
Hill and if he votes in favor of it, then we’ve got a tie and 
then.we leave it up to the fifth wheel—Holt. 

MHCWS THE FAMILY”—I think this is an 
excellent program idea, but I don’t like the way it was handled. 
It was too strong in its condemnation of parents. I thought the 
format was exaggerated. The message would have gone across 
better if the listener had not been forced to be so thoroughly 
disgusted with the parents. When the dramatic part had ended 
nothing had been done—not a constructive ending to the program. 
The music interludes were distorted on the tape that I listened 
to. After I had read Harold HI I I 1s comments--! think he express¬ 
ed his feelings better than I am able to. I don’t I ike the 
program itself, but I think its purpose, its idea is commendable 
and therefore, I’m going to go against my better judgment and 
vote ”yes" in favor of it. This leaves the vote for this: 3 in 
favor and I against, which means a final vote ”yes”. 

"INTERPRETATION”—I think it sounds like 
an announcer giving a talk—just, who was he? Why should he 
speak in the first person as authority? Tfaatehasn't been justified 
by any introduction. The program is not built as well as it 
should be. Here again, I have the opportunity of reading the 
comments of other members of the committee which I feel is very 
valuable because I don't have to write so much. I think Hill 
is right. It could be a very valuable program, if it were well 
done, and therefore, I’m going to vote ”no.” This again leaves 
the vote, Michigan and Illinois against the program, and the 
Siamese twins from Minnesota favoring it. So again, Mr. Fifth 
Wheel Holt you can decide. Although, at Columbus you said, that 

I should decide in case of a tie. If I had my way, I'd still 
say ”no” for the program. 



Page 2 

Mr» John Holt 

"NEW ENGLAND ANTHOLOGY" —I thought was 
stuffy. If you like this kind of a program it is just the kind 
of a program you would like. But, how many people have we got 
that would like it. The unfortunate part is, that three out of 
four on the committee like it — I don't! I never did understand 
poetry. I have met Sandburg, Frost, and a lot of others. I like 
their personalities but I don't like their poetry for any length 
of time. But, with three in favor and one against, I guess the 
final vote is "yes." 

"FRANCE TODAY"--l was bewildered by the 
fact that we had "pressed duck" twice in succession. It was a 
pretty good program the first time I heard it, but I lost my 
appetite and the bill of $30 kind of killed the second rendition 
of the same program. My feeling is at the present time we got 
just a little bit too much of France on the network and upon 
our station. I certainly enjoyed the meal, however, and think 
that there are opportunities in the program. I've always wanted 
some station to do something of the same sort from an epicures 
viewpoint of various sections in New York and in the United 
States. There are two votes against the program from Minnesota— 
Hill is in favor, of it. I generally agree with Hill, some how 
or other, but I'm afraid that this program would have a limited 
audience among educators, and those who listen to educational 
stations. A few of them are going to enjoy the great pleasures 
that are described in this series "France Today". So, I'll 
team up with Minnesota and make the vote "no." 

"MEN WITH A QUESTION" —Re I ies upon the 
big names of interviewers who contribute nothing but their 
names. One or two selected programs would be good but a series 
will not hold attention after the first one or two programs. I 
had to work like hell to drum up an audience for "Torchbearers." 
Wait awhile before we have another series on the blind. My 
vote is "no." 

The phrase, fifth wheel, has lost its old 
horse and buggy connotation.Today, the fifth wheel is in the 
automobile trunk. It is the most vital part of the equipment, 

*s a life saver, it brings you through. No one would start 
to try to go anywhere without a fifth wheel and that is why I 
refer to John as the Fifth Wheel. He is the sort of ex officio 
member of the Committee. I hope I see you all in New York. We 
will get together for a drink in my room, some time during the 
proceedings and be able to stay just as long as the old flask 
holds out. 

Your s, 

quzM-O 
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SCORE CARD - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE - DATE 

HAM OF PROGRAM 
EFfereS 

BY Halyard Abbot Dawson Hill Holmberg Pinal 

ORGAN MUSIC yes no no 

HCWS THE FAMILY yes yes no yes yes^ 

INTERPRETAnON 
no 

y-g«,„ no ILL Wo 

JOURNEYS BEHIND NEWS 
no 

no 

MEN WITH A QUESTION no yes 

NEW ENGLAND ANTHOLOGY 
no 

yes yes yes MO C 

FRANCE TODAY no no no ViO 



/VABft /VEfVotK 

Urbane, minds 

...^ October IX, 1954 

mam jm^MLmmm 

:%*. Kcrthrop Dawson, 4fr. 
Hr. Harold B. Kill 
Mrs. Caudle S. Halyard 
Hr* Barton A. KdUfcerg 

Casa and Gents* 

The Unisaraity of Chicago Choir program oast to you la mlelafcisd. the 
ml marked #1 should be Fart Xj #2 should be Fart II. The gent who 
made our dupUeating master thought the tao halrea ware to different 
programs for some obscure reason. 

Hareotar tha Hate of eelaetlons for thia two-program series are in¬ 
complete. Hara'a a complete Hating* 

Program#! 
X. Harleys Agnua Dai 
2. %rdt Haeo Dies 
3. Byrdt Annua Dal 
4. Purcells In tha Midst of Life 
5. Crotch* Comfort 0 Lord 
6. Vaughn Will leant fa Peua 

Program #2 
1. Palestrinas imitate Dee 
2. Palestrina* Super Flumlne 
3. SwMlineks Florify the Lord 
4* Sues! inch t 0 Seigneur Loro Sera 
5. Sehutai I Will Praise the Lord 

Beat regards. 

Sincerely, 

John Holt 
Network Manager 

atjjr 

P. 8. JUat discovered that tha Mteti an ^ Christ reel does not start 
until halfway through* Sorry. Brand-new help. Very brand. 
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October 12, lj>& 

Mr* Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WQM 
University of Michigan 
Aim Arbor, Michigan 

Bear Waldos 

TKE FAITH OF THE CH0KCH (0* of Chicago) 
To begin with, aort stations hare their own policies about how they han¬ 
dle religious broadcasts, daisy of them - as we did at VOL - sire all de¬ 
cisions regarding religious broadcasts into the hands of a owwdttee from 

tf ST* aM°°"*tion' or «r^ aa^Sn^r^t 
X^/Tv.r1^ W*y' cre“da btm 6 Tolc®. or delegated voice, and 
soaii^ihat of a balance can be maintained* ----- — * Of 

cwn^cresaltte !? **^®d b^thelr own coamlttee, or other method. However, these men are not mush outstand¬ 
ing «xpsrts in theology thet their efforts couldn't be duplicated by the 
ministers on the campus of any atafcsr station. Of course! I'vTalwirs been 

is H0tl8r’ **** *** TOry moh» ^ i“ Ti«»« of the above^reasona. 

UHITERSOT OF CHICAGO CHOIR (0. of Chicago) 
The length of 3100 ian't good, and we don't know how long the second pro- 

Q"f45' i“'t VBr’r 8°°“* Believe that we should be told whaT 
the first selection is before we hear It. Quality ian't too bad on low 
level response, but we get over-modulation apparently on the loader pse- 
sagss. While nice, the .music is not anything that couldn't be duplicated 
at noat stations, but the commentary is pretty good. True, others could 
do as well or better, but this guy does a good Job in ny opinion. Stm! 
song is even mushier, as to quality, than the first — also sounds like it 
was recorded clear at the back of the ohurch - a long ways from the choir. 
Would probably be for these shows if technical quality was batter, but it 
isn't so I Tots HQ* 

KIMQ mm - A STODX IH m GOOD mm. (0* of Chicago) 
Ball Is a little too dramatic for iqy mens/* Ibis is another om that X 
feal coaid be dims as sail or batter by s nsnafeer of the nglish faculty of 
»ny of cur Institutions, therefore 1 vote BO* 
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MATTHIAS HER KAHLKB (C. of Chicago) 
I suppose thie was n»re3y pulled out of & symphonic program, the way It 
open#. Moat of the male libraries mould contain this information, and 
moat of our stations hare similar coaraentaiy which they prepare for use 
with classical music. MO. 

IMITATIOH OP CHRIST (0. of Chicago) 
Bey, they really had religion this week didn't they? This might be a good 
tim© to comment that maybe the committee ought to make acme sort of policy 
regarding these one-program submissions. Chicago seems to have sent a lot 
of one and two shot stuff. Don't think this Ball has much on it, if you'll 
pardon me. I don't like his reading or interpretation. I'm beginning to 
be afraid that I'm unduly harsh with these 0 of C offering*, but I still 
hare to vote *3&% 

HICOIEM03 (0. of Chicago) 
Length of 21iJ0 ia not good. Too much similarity of voices. The acting 
ia pretty good, but I don't think many program directors would have much 
use for a single dramatic program, especially of this odd length. There¬ 
fore, even though 1 enjoyed listening to this, ay vote is MO. 

mmmm in old abb mew xwamd (a. of Chicago) 
Programs v«*y in length from 15*30 to 30*30 — this alone makes them diffi¬ 
cult to program and thus is a strike against them. On the other hand, I 
think that Simpson is a fine speaker. This is one case where I'm willing 
to let the individual program directors worry ebout how to program them, if 
at all, therefore I vote 188. HQWTfER, if approval of this series would 
preclude the inclusion of a series with more nomx program lengths, I 
would be willing to authorise Holt to delete it, but maybe it can be thrown 
in as an extra sine® probably not many will take it, due to the lengths. 

THE MMim OF BELIEF III 0GB (0. of Chicago) 
M0—se® first program series at start of letter. 

Will eee you in Mew York. Maybe we can get a vote out of Halyard there (Hi, 
Cam). 

Cordially, 

Harold B. Hill 
Associate Director 

HEHtcp 

GGt Members ©f Radio network Acceptance Committee 
Holt 



ANN ARBOR WHOM 
FLINT WFUM 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

October 25, I 

WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

E. G. BURROWS. PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

Mr, John Holt 
Tape Network Manager 
NAEB 
Gregory Hall 
Ur ban a , Illinois 

bear John: 

I hope that I will not give the impression of being 
an atheist in the way I consider the recent batch of programs 
received from the University of Chicago, In the years of broad¬ 
casting we've tried out many religious series and in every 
instance I've gotten into trouble. When we talk about some 
religious character I find a listener who is using a different 
Bible or belongs to a different faith who takes issue with the 
statemzits that are made on our program. When I broadcast a series 
of programs for a particular faith — all other faiths seem to think 
that they are in political fields and demand equal time on the air 
for their particular faith. Some years ago the University of 
Michigan tried to start a theological school but it resulted in so 
much of a turmoii that it had to be given up. Ministers represent¬ 
ing different religious faiths could not agree as to what was to 
be taught in the courses, Consquentiy, I am very cool towards 
programs of this sort. 

THE FAITH OF THE CHURCH--six programs. These talks 
are very nicely presented. However, I don't think that the 
Acceptance Committee should determine what is to be taught in the 
way of religion by radio stations of Universities, throughout the 
country. This idea of mine conforms with the efforts that have been 
made in various cities to teach the Bible in classrooms. So, I'm 
going to vote “NO.” 

KING LEAR--two programs. A very, very dramatic 
presentation. If it were part of an entire series by Shakespeare 

I would be more favorably impressed. I don't think that it would 
hold listener interest as presented, therefore, I'm goinq to 
vote ”NO.” 

MATTHIAS—one program. I don't know how the University 
of Chicago operates but they get such erratic timing on their 

programs. A program should be submitted for 14/30 or 29/30 but not 
for 12/10. This requires a great deal of filling. I think each 
station writes its own continuity to go along with a music program 
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We have a staff writer of continuity for music comments upon 
symphonic programs and operas. We have a very fine library, 
biographical and analytical material. I’d rather have it pre¬ 
pared in my own institution and I feel most other stations 
using such a program would feel the same. I therefore, vote 

"NO." 

IMITATION OF CHRIST--one program. It was my 
understanding with the Acceptance Committee that they would make 
an effort to select those programs submitted which cannot be cb ne 
as well as by local or individual member stations. I feel that 
l can get a man on the University campus to give as good a talk 
as the one that is given in this program. There is a place for 
one and two shot and even six shot programs in the NAEB offerings 
however, it would seem that these would have to be a lending 
library sort of an idea. So that when I needed a one shot or 
a fifteen minute program l could go and pull out something like 
this and use it. But, as an offering of the Network to be used 
and returned...I can’t see it. I’m not in favor of such programs 

My vote is ^NO.1* 

N1CCD EMUS--He re is another program with a peculiar 
timing--2l/30. It would require a great deal of cutting or of 
filling to make it useful. I’m afraid it is a mistake for a 
station such as the University of Chicago to submit to the 
NAEB Tape Network every program that it records. 1 think the 
station manager, Mr. Hunt should select those which he considers 
would be acceptable to NAEB and send only those in, rather than 
everything out of his file. I remember some years ago when we 
were considering the grants-in-aid of 1952 they had something 
like 15 programs from Fordham University, just about everything 
they had on the air. The number of programs overwhelmed the 
Committee with the result that Fordham did not get a grant. If 
a good program is selected and submitted, it will be considered, 
but where you just send in everything you got in the closet... 
I’m against it. 

PURITANISM IN OLD AND NEW ENGLAND--Here they go on 
their regular timing--some programs are 15/30 which is too long, 
others are 30/30 which is also too long...how do you schedule 
such a thing. I hate to repeat but ^NO.11 But, refer the 
acceptance to John Holt. If he can work Out the timing...it is 
the best of the whole darn flock of religious programs from the 
U of C. 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO CHOIR—I 'don *t think it is 
a bright scintillating program by any means. The comments were 
not significant. The quality was fair, although when themusic 
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was loud it was shattering* However, on the whole it is quite a 
good program* I * d be inclined to use it for filler and therefore, 
I *d vote " YES.‘* It is nice to put one "yes1' vote in on the 
University of Chicago batch* 

THE MEANING OF BELIEF IN GOD—I'm afraid these programs 
are so easy to create an unfavorable impression upon certain members 
of our listening audience* I'd like to steer clear entirely of 
religion and of politics. I think I wrote about this when we 
auditioned the program ‘'Judism11. I'm going to vote ‘'NO11 on this 

too* Sorry! 

I'll bring this list of rejections to New York, 
instead of sending it down to Urbana*..l,ll probably get to see 
you there sooner* We will get together as soon as I get in, so 
that you can give me some dope to present in an oral report 
on the Acceptance Committee. I donit seem to have much time 
to go over all of the programs that we’ve had this year and decide 
how many we’ve accepted and how many we’ve rejected. I’d kinaa’ 
like to ask for instructions on the matter of religious programs 
of the kind that are reported upon by me in this letter* 

See you and Hill there*....we’ll find a good place 
to eat. 

Yours, 

GlsuSLjq 

Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
Network Acceptance Committee 

WA:mv ** YtS 
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}mtvgrk acceptance committee 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Mr. Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
Mr. Harold X. Kill 
Mrs. Caalle 3. Halyard 
Mr. Barton A. Holnberg 

Can aad Gents i 

Sonatina ago w® received word Aron Eleanor Sangnr, Program Director of 
VK2XR, the N.Y. Tlaaa station, that she was sanding us a batch of tapes 
la a series called "The Human Side of the United Nations Around the World." 
We waited for >em. 

However, a batch of tapea celled "Other People's Business" did arrive, 
without correspondence, and eventually the similarity of the two titles 
convinced us there might be a connection. There was. 

To save time, I've put together what information X can, and we herewith 
forward it to you together with programs #2 and #10. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

Network Manager 

JH«Jy 
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November 15, 195U 

Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo and Johns 

Mv sincere apologies for being 'way behlhd on addition votes. 
Will try to get back on schedule thijs weelt, and meantime here 
are a couple of votes on the 1 a test, Aubm i as ions., \ 

First, I'm voting "YES" for continuation of "Children's Corner" 

\ \ / t \ / 

/V 

I'm also voting "YES" fort 

(1) "Other 

\ ) 
\ 

Other/FdopTe'3 'Business"' — WQXR. New York 

My one sm/lli critlCism\of this is that the interviewer, 
Alraa,TJ?tt?lng»r, is \a bit \on >he gushy side. 

However,il like the putpo^e and the general presentation 
/cyf the sefriesV I particularly like the idea of empha¬ 

sizing sonix or-th* lesser-known but constructive and 
difo£t«rof the United Nations — the 
that’a going forward without benefit of news- Pines. The guests on the two audition samples 
ent -- straightforward and sincere and un- 
ous. 

I think there’s a big need for this one, so it gets my 
affirmative vote. 

(2) "Citizens at Work" — NBC-Municipal League 

I like this even better than MThe People Act”, its ob¬ 
vious predecessor. Well written, produced, and acted, 
and effective in getting the idea of citizen-action 
across. 

One of the sample tapes dealt with Greenwich, Conn., 
a town I happen to know well. The description of the 
overall spirit and flavor of the town was right on the 
button, and so was the statement of the town’s political 
problem, so I’m sure these are thoroughly documented. 
Liked also the touches of humor and human interest. I 
think this is a top-drawer series. 



More votes later on earlier submissions, as soon as I can shake 
on© of our busy tape machines loose. 

NDJR/pac 

Best regards, 

Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
Program-Production Director 

CC: John Holt 
Harold Hill 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTEN S 11-1 *-■ 
BOX 845Q, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES 
RADIO STATION WUOT 

December 28, 1954 

Mr. John Holt 
NAEB Network 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear John: 

Sorry to be late in getting in my vote and the consenus 
of the subcommittee on CURTAIN GOING UP. I am sure, however, 
you understand at least a part of the reason. 

The subcommittee votes one for, one against, with Mix 
not voting. You have Slack*s letter, so you know his views. 

Though I think the idea is very good and could make a 
fine contribution to the network offering, I do not (thds 
program is one which will do it forthe following reasons: 

(1) Buell is too patronizing, and his effort at being 
informal shows. Informality is only as good as it is 
genuine. 

(2) There are unaccountable references and asides to 
the announcer who makes absolutely no contribution to the 
body of the program. And he is only an adequate announcer. 

(3) Partly because of no. 2, this sounds much like a 
television program taped for radio. Both media are unique 
enough to require certain unique techniques and treatments. 

(4) There is some possibility that portions of the 
series could become dated. In a sense it is somewhat dated 
from inception. (This is the least of my objections.) 

Carbons of this letter are going out as noted below. 

Sincerely yours. 

cc: Waldo Abbott 
Hugh Mix 
Ed Slack 

Jackr-'K. Westbrook (WUOT) 
Chairman, 
Acceptance Subcommittee 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION DF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX 8450, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES 
RADIO STATION WUOT 

January 10, 1955 

JAN 12 1965 
A M 
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TO : John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Ed Slack, Hugh Mix 

PROM : Jack Westbrook, Chm., Network Acceptance Subcommittee 

SUBJECT: "Contour Country" 

1* Subcommittee votes "no," two to one. Slack and Mix vote 
"no;" Westbrook votes yes. 

2. Views of Slack and Mix are already known to other people 
involved* 

3* Westbrookfe reasons are as follows: 

1) I vote yes mainly on the theory that "what happens 
anywhere else*....etc." 

2) While comparisons with past programming and similar 
efforts is not completely valid, I do think there is 
some value in making such comparisons. In this case, 
I think the program is equally as valid and as well 
done as other series offered on the net. It is in¬ 
finitely superior to a number of other "grant" series* 

3) Expanding reason number one, with a somewhat different 
angle—I think that, while the program is somewhat lo¬ 
calized, there are some lessons to be gained by people 
in other parts of the country. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION DF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX B45Q, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES 
RADIO STATION WUOT 

January 10, 1955 

TO John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Hugh Mix, Ed Slack 

PROM : Jack Westbrook 

SUBJECT: Chicago Roundtable, Stories ’n’ Stuff, Children1s 

Circle, and Schools Today 

3Lo I vote yes for continuing all fonr of these programs 
on the net. 

2. I am least satisfied with Stories ’n’ Stuff, which I 
feel talks down to the children frequently. However, since 
it is used by so many stations (including WUOT), I think they 
should continue to have it available. I think it could be 
improved easily by a more serious and a more genuinely friendly 
approach. 

3. Children’s Circle is excellent. 

ij.. Schools Today is a workmanlike, thoughtful presentation, 
though somewhat mundane presentation, of some vital aspects of 
the current educational program. It should be of interest to 
every station’s listeners. 

5* Actually, John, WUOT does carry Chicago Roundtable. 
We get it from the local NBC affiliate, running the week of 
the broadcast. 

6. I have not received the votes of Mix and Slack, but, 
since you will be receiving copies of their views, I thought 
this might speed up final decision on these programs. 

ack Westbrook 

L 
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TO Waldo Abbot, John Holt Lt, Ed Slack, Hugh Mix 

PROM : Jack Westbrook, WUOT,^Acceptance Subcommittee 

Subject: 1) American Traditions in Art 
2) Rare Editions 
3) Urey and UniY. of Louisville programs 

Herewith are my views and votes on acceptance of the 
above named program series: 

American Traditions in Art: Yes 

1* Yes, despite the fact the program, is not very ex¬ 
citingly presented* Mr# Rothschild does not exude a great 
deal of personality* 

2* This is a program that many or most of us could do 
if we had the staff time* But many of the smaller less-well- 
endowed stations (WUOT included) do not have resources to do 
such a program* The subject area is obviously significant# 

3* Though a difficult topic for radio, good judgment 
is manifested in the approach used# 

Rare Editions: No 

1. Were content of these ’’rare editions,” provided 
they were rare editions of any significance, given a sub¬ 
stantial consideration, I would vote “yes*” 

2. But the mechanics and statistics of ’’rare editions” 
appears to me to be of so little general interest as to be 
almost negligible. It could be properly noted as an appendage 
to the more important elements of content and ideas expressed 
in the rare editions# 

3* The program is satisfactory from a production^ 
standpoint. 

Urey Lecture and other Univ. of Louisville programs: Yes 

Obviously this sort of thing could be done on the net¬ 
work, but so far it hasn*t. Until we reach that point, the 
net should continue to offer the lectures of distinguished 
scholars and scientists. 



American Traditions, etc,, 2 

This g 
Traditions 

ives one "yes" an(i one ’’no" on both 
and "Rare Editions," Mix voting on 

"American 
January 21* 
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THE UNIVERSITY □ F TENNESSEE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX 8 4 5 0, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

EE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE5 

RADIO STATION WUOT 
February 19, 1955 

TO Waldo Abbot, John Holt, Jim Slack, and Hugh Mix 

Jack Westbrc iman. Network Acceptance 
Subcommittee 

FROM 

SUBJECT: REPORT FROM EUROPE and THE WANDERING BALLAD SINGER 

Well, there’s more agreement on these two submissions 
than any other pair we’ve had submitted before, I believe. 

REPORT FROM EUROPE gets three ’’yeses.” Slack’s views 
have been transmitted already. (Thatis, Mix* views have been 
sent already l) Slack says, ’’The idea has real charm and 
should reach a wide audience. I am ingeneral agreement with 
the views expressed by these gents. However, I would have 
preferredto audition what I judge to be a more representative 
program. (I question that the one on German Commercial Radio 
is very representative.) 

THE WANDERING BALLAD SINGER gets approval two to one, with 
Slack voting ”no.” Slack says, "...pace is rahher slow and 

dull.definitely not of network caliber.” Mix* views are 
known to all. I agree with both in that I think most of us do 
something similar and that a purpose would add immeasurably to 
the program. The rub is that most of us don’t do this sort of 
program, and, therefore, since I think the program is at least 
acceptably produced, I feel it should be offered. If something 
better comes along, I would recommend holding this program for 
a later or weaker offering. 



THE UNIVERSITY DF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX 8450, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES 

RADIO STATION WUOT 
March 2, 1955 

TO : Waldo Abbot, John Holt, Jim Slack, Hugh Mix 

PROM : Jack Westbrook, Chairman, Network Acceptance Subcommittei 

SUBJECT: MIND OP THE WRITER, AMERICAN FOLKSONGS and THE SOVIET SCENE 

We have two opinions on these three programs—Slack*s and West¬ 
brook* s—and, since they concur, we have a decision on this offering* 
Request that Mix give everyone carbons for their records, and would 
also request that Slack provide everyone else with carbons of his 
letter to me, so that his criticisms may be known* 

MIND OP THE WRITER—two ’’yeses.” I thought the program excellent. 

AMERICAN FOLKSONGS--two ’’yeses.” Generally very good and very 
interesting. However, I don't think the singing is in the most desired 
style. For example, I feel that Toelken on THE WANDERING BALLAD SINGER 
is the better balladeer. Otherwise, this program is substantially 
superior to the BALLAD SINGER. Would suggest that both these programs 
not be offered at the same time, using the better program with an 
otherwise weaker offering. 

THE SOVIET SCENE—two ’’yeses.” I am not so keen on this program 
as the other two. Unfortunately Mrs. Gasiorowgki is difficult to 
understand, though it should be noted that understanding increases as 
the program progresses. I object to dluch blatant uses of the propaganda 
techniques, for I feel they decrease the credibility of what she has 
to say. This is not to say that I don’t believe what she has to say, 
but I feel almost gullible if I accept what she says after such a 
patent presentation. Yet, because I believe the material is authentic, 
and because I believe there is a great need for this sort of thing, I 
vote a reluctant ”yes.” 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX B450, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES April 2 , 
RADIO STATION WUOT 

TO : Waldo Abbot, John Holt, Hugh Mix, Jim Slack 

FROM : Jack Westbrook, Chairman, _Network Acceptance Subcommittee 

SUBJECT: GREAT LAKES; WINDOW ON THE WORLD; SEVENTH CONTINENT; MAN1S 
RIGHT TO KNOWLEDGE; PURDUE BAND OF THE AIR; MORALS AND 
POLITICS; and REPORT ON EUROPE 

Like the other gents on this subcommittee, I too have been 
interfered with and/or retarded, one way or another, in getting around 
to auditioning these last few offerings. Not the least of the hindrances 
has been two out-of-town trips. 

We have three votes on the first mentioned program, and at least 
two votes of agreement on the others. 

GREAT LAKES—three ’’yeses.’’The views of the others are known, and 
I must report that my vote is a very reluctant ”yes.” I vote aye only 
because I think the basic material and ideas are very good, and, by 
comparison, the presentation is considerably better than most of us can 
do. Actually, I think WKAR should do much better. When I look at the 
notes I made on the program, I wonder if I shoudn’t change my vote. 
The narrator is' awful. He’s too much interested in golden pear-shaped 
tones, and not enough interested in a first-rate job of interpretation. 
The dramatic sketches are poorly presented, as is the music poorly 
played. (All of this is relative, of course.) Moreover, there are 
many overt propaganda pitches. The propaganda effect is inevitable, 
of .course, but it should be only that by-product that obtains from an 
objective presentation* I am very much at a loss to understand wh/y 
this program should receive yes votes, when CONTOUR COUNTRY was re¬ 
jected. 

WINDOW ON THE WORLD—Yes by Westbrook and Slack. I feel it is 
always useful to know the views hold of us and of world affairs. And, 
of course, this program contributes to international understanding. 

SEVENTH CONTINENT—-Yes by Slack and Westbrook. Generally very 
good. Audition programs sound like good material and good purpose. 
The program is produced in the best ’’commercial style,” such* as using, 
unfortunately, an organ. I think the gimmicks and the so-called or 
intended dramatic effects often deter from the serious purpose and 
educational value of the program. 



GREAT LAKES et al 2 

MAN'S RIGHT TO KNOWLEDGE--two "yeses*" Significant lectures by 
outstanding scholars and/or renowned personages. WUOT is already 
airing this series* 

PURDUE BAND OP THE AIR—rechecking my notes and correspondence on 
this program, I find I do not have enough agreement for the final 
decision. This will be reported later. (I find this method easier 
than re-typing the whole letter l) 

MORALS AND POLITICS—two "yeses." I feel that, with the exception 
of about three summer months perhaps, we should always have a "Cooper 
Union" series going* A substantial sggment of our audience are faith¬ 
ful listeners to these programs. 

REPORT 0 EUROPE—both Mix and I feel this series should be 
continued beyond the original 13 offered if Purdue feels it can 
continue the offering* 



THE UNIVERSITY □ F TENNESSEE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX S 4 5 □ , UNIVERSITY STATION 
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RADIO STATION WUOT 
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naeb headquarters 
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TO : Waldo Abbot, John Holt, Jim Slack, Hugh Mix 

FROM : Jack Westbrook, Chairman. Network Acceptance Subcommittee 

SUBJECT: PURDUE BAND OP THE AIR, LOS CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, 
ROOTS OP JAZZ, and AMERICAN ADVENTURE 

PURDUE BAND OP THE AIR—Yes by Mix and Westbrook. No by Slack. 
The production of this program is satisfactory and the recording good. 
Obivously this is a better band than many or most NAEB members can 
boast. Actually the program Is nothing any competent producer could 
not turn out, and it is probably unnecessary to say that the content 
is of no significance at all. However, many stations may not have the 
time and facilities to produce something like this and they can use 
this to fill some vacant 15-minute slot. The views of Mix and Slack 
are known. 

LOS CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE—Yes, unanimously. Slack and Mix 
have transmitted their views. These are very charming and worthwhile 
for the Intended audience. I would guess that some of the value of 
the programs are lost in the recordings, for these seems to be some 
references to visual material or events not readily apparent from the 
audition programs. 

ROOTS OP JAZZ—We have two positive votes on this offering. 
Slack's views being known, I agree with his general reaction to the 
program(s) dealing with slavery, though I doubt the Indictment is 
unnecessary. The program appears to be extensively documented, and 
covers a pertinent period of cultural history. Actually, I feel 
the series is concerned more with__s ocial problems than with jazz, 
and, if this is the intent, then I feel such intent is poorly ar¬ 
ticulated. Certainly, I would assume the presentation could be 
brightened up considerably, and the recordings I received were 
inferior. Nevertheless, since jazz is an important and legitimate 
category of music in our culture, I feel it will be a worthwhile 
program for distribution. WUOT is already airing a substantial 
amount of jazz (for the sake of jazz alone) each week. 

AMERICAN ADVENTURE—Two yeses. Slack's and my views coincide 
almost completely. I would add that the production is good—tho 
I have personal prejudices and ideas that would altered it had I 
been the director-producer—and the recordings I received were at 
best mediocre. 



THE UNIVERSITY DF TENNESSEE 

DIVISION DF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

BOX 8450, UNIVERSITY STATION 

KNOXVILLE 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE5 
RADIO STATION WUOT May 20, 1955 

TO 

PROM 

: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Hugh Mix, Jim Slack 

: JAck Westbrook, Chairman, Network Acceptance 
jk&t/' 
Subcommittee 

SUBJECT: JAZZ IN TRANSITION inquiry 

Here are the reactions I jotted down as I auditioned these 
possible grant programs; 

1* Poor recording. Poor production, 

2, Personalities, particularly Gordon*s, leave something 
desired, 

3. Program sounds scripted, 

ij., A good idea which may be a duplicate of Henthoff *s "Evolution 
in Jazz," a fact which, though not necessarily bad, makes the series 
less desirable, 

5. The piano playing is awful, 

6. Too much music appreciation and too little music. Too much 
verbiage. Would make a better half-hour program. While the series 
may have direction, the two audition programs seem to have little 
internal direction. They "jump around." 

7. Some pertinent questions: Are Miller and Gordon sufficiently 
qualified for such a series? Ifi this is questionable, are not there 
legitimate jazz musicians around who might do such a series? (Some 
jazz musicians are music tqachers.) Is this a sufficiently signi¬ 
ficant subject area to warrant making a grant from our limited funds? 
(Personally, I think it probably is, but in such event I should like 
to be assured of an authentic, well-done series.} 

Looking at this list of reactions, I would conclude that I 
would not be in favor of making a grant for this particular series. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TE 

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY 

BOX 3450, UNIVERSITY 

KNOXVILLE NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE 
RADIO STATION WUOT 

TO 

PROM : Jack Westbrook, Chairman, Network Acceptance 
Subcommittee ^$4/ 

SUBJECT: TOM SAWYER, DYNAMICS OP DEMOCRACY, THE AGING 
IN EUROPE 

1. TOM SAWYER—yes, two to one* You know the views of 

the others* I am persuaded "yes,” for I believe the 

production to be good and the interpretation sufficient¬ 

ly good to make this a worthwhile addition to the Net*s 

offering* 

2. DYNAMICS OP DEMOCRACY—Yes. (It*3 Cooper Union, 

isn* t it?1) 

3* THE AGING IN EUROPE—We have two positive votes on 

this one. Slack*s having been transmitted earlier* I 

had a difficult time with this one for a myriad of 

reasons. In the final analysis I decided yes because 

of the significance of the topic covered and because 

of the dearth of programming available to this audience* 

4* I shall shortly discontinue my association with WUOT, 

and, therefore, the NAEB. It has been a pleasure serving 

on this committee and working with each of you. I am 

this date advising Schooley of my action. 



14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 
November 15, 1954 

RADIO NETWORK SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
John Henderson, WBAA, Chairman 
Acceptance Subcommittee 
OTa ftiller,“WEBE, Vice~Chairman 
J. J. Stillinger, WBOE 
Arlene McKellar, WHA 
Program Planning Subcommittee 
Marguerite Fleming, KSLH, Vice-Chairman 
M. McCabe Day, OTSH 
Marie Scanlon, WBGO 
George Johnson, WFIU 
Vernon Bronson, WTHS 

Dear NAEBer: 

Please accept this as a personal letter. Without 
use of this duplicating process the 100 letters going out 
this week would be much latere. 

Listed above is your name on one of the important 
NAEB committees. I trust you’ll be willing to serve. I 
assume you will, and thus you won’t need to reply. 

There’ll be work for your committee to do shortly, 
and within the next week or two I111 be writing your committee 
with suggestions. Meanwhile, if you have suggestions for 
your committee work, or for any other committee, I’ll be most 
happy to hear from you. 

Frank E. Schooley, 
President 



RADIO STATION KUSD 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
VERMILLION 

690 KILOCYCLES 
lOOO WATTS 

r 
December 6, 195*+ 

Mr. Frank Schooley 
President, NAEB 
1^ Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Schooley: 

I am very happy to note that a KUSD 
staff member has at last been made a member 
of one of the many NAEB committees. My 
radio career, until recently, did not include 
educational radio. For that reason, I am not 
familiar with the work required of a member 
of the Acceptance Sub-committee. Perhaps, you 
would be kind enough to take the time to 
enlighten me. I will be happy to do all I 
can for NAEB as a member of this committee. 

JS/eg 

Sincerelv, 

l —- 
/Jim slack 
Manager, KUSD 



December 17, 1954 

Mr. Waldo Abbot, Chairman 
Network Acceptance Committee, NAEB 
WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo: 

I am going to ask Jack Westbrook, WUOT, to 
replace Bun Dawson. This puts Wright and Westbrook 
from the same institution as your two sub-chairmen, 
but that may be for the good instead of the bad. I 
hope so. 

For your general information I am attaching 
a copy of an inquiry made to Board members simply 
to indicate to you how I am trying to check before 
making announcements. 

I trust you’re well, happy and sober. Best 
regards to Em. 

Sincerely, 

Frank E. Schooley 
President 

FES:ftah 

Enel 



ANN ARBOR 91.7 M.C. WUOM 
FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

December 10, 1954 

WALDO ABBOT, DIRECTOR of broadcasting 

E. G. BURROWS. PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

Mr* Frank E# Schooley 
President NAEBi 
14 Gregory Ha I I 
Urban a, Illinois 

Dear Frank: 

I have a copy of a letter written November 23 
to you by Bun Dawson# This leaves the Network Acceptance 
Committee without a Ctra~rrma n or Subchairman* 

Have you considered a new appointee? 

Your s, 

Waldo Abbot 
Chairman Network Acceptance 
Commit tee 

WA :mv 



COPT 

November 16, 195U 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUOM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Waldo* 

Since we promised John Holt that the old committee would continue to func¬ 
tion until a new one is appointed, here is my reaction to the one series 
that hasn’t as yet been voted upon. 

OTHER PEOPLE’S BUSINESS (WQXR - New York Times station) 

Reference to 2*30 is bad, of course. The gal is a little too coy at times. 
These programs claim to deal with the human side of the UN, but it doesn’t 
seem so to me. As a matter of fact, in general I’d say that these interviews 
cover subject matter that is better covered, and in a more listenable way, 
by the programs put out by UN itself. Apparently, too, these programs are 
of varying length, though I didn’t time the two audition programs, and John 
makes mention of this in the data sheet. The second program (that is, #10) 
is actually more on 11 the human side" than the other program was. Of course, 
the second guest does a much better job than the first. These two factors 
combined make the program rather listenable. However, I’m afraid that, with 
a series of this kind and a moderator like this one, there would likely be 
more programs like the first (bad) than like the second (good). Therefore, 
based on the two programs I heard, I’m afraid that I’ll have to vote NO. 

Sincerely, 

Harold E. Hill 
Associate Director 

HEH*jy 

CC* Radio Network Acceptance Committee 



DON T WAIT 
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JOHN HOLT 
=NAEB TAPE NETWORKSGREGORY HALL URBANA ILL= 

EKTER AN AFFIRMATIVE VOTESFOR CHILDRENS CIRCLE= 

- THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 



University of Minnesota £ 

General Extension D-ru-ism-w 

Minneapolis 

[f T)tvtst<ynt 

Radio Station KUOM November 18, 19% 
770 ON YOUR DIAL 

Mr. Waldo Abbot 
Radio Station WUGM 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

<‘7 
Dear Waldos 

l 
Just a month late, I'm catching up on some earlier audition tapes thjfet have been 
sitting on ray desk with mute accusation md reproof. Herewith my Sincere apologies 
for not getting the votes in sooner. < ; f 

I still have two boxes to go, from the earlier ^batches,"hut will hope to clean tern 
up this week. / ^—- \ \ " 

< \ \ ! \ \ 
At any rate, I vote "NO" oni \ \ ) / \ > 

! / 
My reasons are about the seme. a# Harold1e on this one. The sample 

lectures were well pp sented, very learned aid sincere. But I don't 
think there 's anything here that jcouldnVt pretty near be matched by 
many communities? locklly. I] tod, Would prefer a religious series 
that represented! all creeds 4- if weaver decide to launch religious 
broadcasts on th* Hftfe Network. Personally, I think this is an area 
that the individual station? should take care of in their own way, 
according to the needs and^resources of their particular community. 

Which, again, is not to say that this isn't a very worthwhile 
series for the U4 of Chi. to broadcast for their listimers, and I'm 
sure it Was wej£ Received, 

(2) U^^-eMfcAOO CHOIR »•> U, OF CHI. 

The "nothing that can't be duplicated at home" routine is getting 
to be a cliche among us, but it still holds true here. Nice choir, 
poor mike pick-up. We've got half a dozen choirs in the Twin Cities 
that could match this one, and I'm sure many other NAEB Stations could 
claim tlie same. 

(3) PURITANISM IN PUD AND NEW ENGL/ND (U, OF CHI.) 

First, I don't like the varying lengths. Second, I think this la 
a rather specialized topic to be presented alone — i.e., not in re¬ 
lation to, and in sequence with, a broader historical survey of Am¬ 
erican philosophical thought. I didn't like Simpson as much as 



-2- 

Harold did — very smooth, articulate and erudite, but my impressions 
was that he was talking down his scholarly nose at the wcommon people" 
a little. Maybe just my impression at the moment, so don*t count that 
criticism for much. But I think the subject is too limited to be pre¬ 
sented as a series per se. 

More later, and again, ray apologies for the delay on these. 

Best regards. 

Northrop Dawson, Jr. 
Program Production Director 

NDJtdg 

CCi ohn Holt 
Harold Hill 



ANN ARBOR W U O M 91.7 M.C. 

Y, 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN WALDO ABBOT. DIRECTOR OF BROADCASTING 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. E. G. BURROWS. PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

November 19, 1954 

Mr. John Holt, Manager 
NAEB Tape Network 
Gregory Hall 
Urban a, Illinois 

Dear John : 

I think that I reported to you previously that I am in 
favor of acceptance of the series of programs ,fCitizens at 
Work'1 submitted by the Nat ional Municipal League. I think 
it is an excel lent series despite the fact that the programs 
have local flavor. The problems are universal in every town. 
It is very well written, interesting, well produced and very 
fine acting. I am in favor of them fairly. As I understand, 
Harold Hill and Bun Dawson have also favored this series with 
the result that you can go ahead with it. 

”Other Peoples Business” is not quite as good. I don’t 
like the woman who does the interviewing. I think that in 
the program I heard there is a reference to a definite hour 
and the timing was not 14:30 or 29:30, still the content was 
interesting, well done and a little bit different from any¬ 
thing I have herd on UN• I’d be inclined to vote in favor 
of this series, also. In this program Hill has voted No and 
Dawson has voted Yes. That makes a two to three vote in favor 
of its acceptance, which as I understand it permits you to go 
ahead with the announcing that the series will be available. 

I think Frank Schooley is going to do something about the 
Network Acceptance Committee. I hope he does it in the near 
future. In the meanwhile, we will continue to hold on with 
what amounts to a three man committee. Hill, Dawson and myself. 
With three people I don’t see how you can get a tie vote, which 
is a very good idea. 

Cordially yours. 

UXP aJlSo 
WaI do Abbo t 

Director of Broadcasting 

v/A: dmw 



NO LONGER ACTIVE, AS OF DECEMBER 1, 1954 - after the 1954 convention, 



1954 REPORT - NETWORK ACCEPTANCE COMMITTEE 

Since the last Convention the Network Acceptance 

Committee has audited 148 submissions* running from a single 

program to four programs in each submission. According to my 

records we have approved of 52 submission. I do not guarantee 

this number to be c omp lete because ^ f-h-e— 

oT-ff-fcj there were many tie votes which were referred 

to John Holt for a decision. Out of the 148 submissions one-third 

or 52 talk programs or series came from the University of Chicago, 

twelve from KPFA, nine from WNYU, thirteen from non active members 

and national organizat ions• Twenty seven member stations submitted 

programs or series of programs. 

The present committee 1953-54 voted upon 112 series 

casting four votes out of a possible five for each series. The 

Committee has been most efficient and cooperative. Each member 

gave reasons for either his rejection or acceptance of each program. 

There were no backlogs, all programs being auditioned and reported 

upobj ororrptly. Mr. Holt at Headquarters was excellent in providing 

information concerning each series and informing all applicants 

of the Committee’s action. 

This leaves the desk clean ...every submission to 

date has been acted upon. 





/ 
/ 

REPORT TO* Vice Chairman of NAE^Hetwork Acceptance)Committee 

FROMi Hugh M. Mix, Member of the Committee 

SUBJECT* Curtain Going Up with Don Buell, Produetion-WKAR, Michigan State 
College, East Lansing, Michigan, 

DATE* December 9, 195b 

Curtain Going Up is neither an original type of program, nor is it 
originally presented. There is every likelihood that every university 
or college owned radio station has a program much like it. The same 
is probably true for many of the municipally owned stations, 

I would like to see a program of this type originated from some place 
that was prepared to do the Job more along the interview format with 
play authors, producers and actors as guests. Well known names in this 
field would provided more of an audience draw than the type of program 
represented by Curtain Going Dp. 

However, it is unlikely that such a show will be presented in the near 
future, and until such is the case, I vote in favor of making the pro¬ 
gram, Curtain Going Up, available on the tape network on three counts, 

1. There is a need, as already noted repeatedly in the past by John 
Holt, for shorter programs within the fifteen and thirty minute 
time segments, 

2* There are probably many small station operations where faculty 
members are unable or unwilling to do a program of this type. 

3. Mr. Buell undoubtedly has a style and personality containing high 
listener interest. His presentation is both entertaining and 
informative, and he obviously speaks with authority. 

cct Abbot, Holt 



December 29, 

RADIO RRTWOE3E AGCEPTMCK 5U2Cm'lTtm ROT 

PHjOQHAMs Contour Country 

SUBMITTED BYi WOI, Ames, Iowa 
Mr* Waldo Abbot 
Mr* Jack Westbrook 
Mr* Edward J* Slack 
Mr. John Holt -7 

It seems to me the people who did this program were much too modest* The 
two programs I heard and the program titles I saw embraced aspects and 
problems of far* life that certainly are not confined to the midwest. 
Statistics on farm life generally are available for the country as a whole* 
In most instances, I think, the progress could be broadened with no more 
than a change of title for the series and a near introduction for trie 
programs* 

I have the feeling that the very introduction for the program would make 
the program uninteresting for listeners in the southwest end* I suspect, 
for other people in various geographical sections of the country outside 
tl*e com belt. 

And the program could have been wad® more national In scope with so little 
extra work on the part of the writer—perhaps with no extra work at all 
in some Instances* The interviews and statements by various "guests” on 
the program are appropriate enough. Except for the title ana introduction 
on the second program in the series, *8£x to Sixty,” I would have thought 
I was listening to a program discussing a nationwide educational problem* 

If the personnel at IrfOX will revamp the series to give it more general 
interest it will get my vote* Otherwise the vote is no* 

Sincerely, 

Uugn W* Mix, Director 
Educational Broadcasting Services 

HMK191 
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TO: 

FROM: 

John Holt, Waldo Abbot, 
Jack Westbrook, Ed Slack 
Hugh M. Mix 

DATE: January 19, 1955 

SUBJECT: Chicago Roundtable, Stories 'n 
Stuff, Children’s Circle and 
Schools Today, 

I vote "yes" for all four series to be distributed on the network. I regret 
to say we are discontinuing Stories ’n Stuff for the time being, but hope 
to reinstate it as soon as we find a place in the schedule. Children’s 
Circle has also been discontinued, but will be included in the schedule as 
soon as time is available. 

Schools Today is scheduled for four months beginning in February, and like 
you. Jack, we take Chicago Roundtable from our local NBC station, 

A special word about Children’s Circle, We have found that to be an excel¬ 
lent program for pre-school children. And don't think they don't listen to 
the radio. The week after we took it off the schedule, one of the mothers 
in town called us and told us she was very sorry we had stopped broadcasting 
it. Her little boy, three years old I think, listened to it religiously and 
cried the day he tuned it in and couldn't find it. You think my conscience 
didn't bother me? Still does, for that matter. 

Sorry my votes are a little late arriving, but I've been out of town a good 
deal in the past weeks. 



TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Jack DATE: January 21, 195>5> 
Westbrook, and Ed Slack 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix, 1 SUBJECT: American Traditions in Art 
and Rare Editions 

As a new member of this committee, I think it would be helpful to have 
some definition of the criteria to be applied in judging the fitness of 
programs for the NAEB network. It seems to me that, not only resources, 
but the application of those resources in producing a program are im¬ 
portant. 

The two latest programs submitted to the network, "American Traditions in 
Art "and "Rare Editions", are two cases in point. 

The latter program, "Rare Editions", while rather dull and uninteresting to 
me personally, was at least presented with some imagination. The people 
in charge of the program were not satisfied to let the Evanston book col¬ 
lector carry the program alone, but drew in others of note interested in 
the collection and publication of rare books. For my money, this is an 
example of going beyond the absolute minimum effort required simply to 
get a program on the air, and for this reason I vote yes on "Rare Editions." 

"American Traditions in Art," however, was presented with as little effort 
and imagination as possible, short of having merely dead air. While it’s 
true that a recognized authority on art presents the program it doesn*t 
mean very much. In the first place, the person speaking is not even 
identified. This is a smaller matter, of course, and can be easily re¬ 
medied. The important thing is that we can do a better job here on our 
own staff. We have announcers who read better than Mr. Rothschild and 
are more pleasing to listen to, and all the material he has we can get 
from the library. In short, the program offers nothing that is not avail¬ 
able anywhere. My vote on Art: no. 

HMMsln 

NAEB HEADQUARTERS 



A/C^ i\ c-e- S 

TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Jack DATE: 
Westbrook, and Ed Slack 

f 1 ■ I 

January 2k, 1955 
fill fip 

FRCMt Hugh M. Mix, WNAD SUBJECT: Dr. Harold C. Urey (WHAS, 
Louisville) 

Please send more speakers of the competence and renown of Dr. Urey if 

you can get them. 

While talks of this length are not always in the best commercial radio 

taste, when they are well delivered as this one by such an illustrious 

figure as Dr. Urey we can always make room in the program schedule for 

them even on an every-now-and-then basis. 



January 26, 19$$ TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Jack 
Westbrook, and Ed Slack 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix, WNAD 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: Report on Europe (WBAA) 
The Wandering Ballad Singer (KVSC) 

My vote is "yes" for both series. 

The program from WBAA is especially good, at least the one I heard. Here 
is an example of the kind of thing I mentioned in my last letter. How 
easy it would have been for Mr. McMahon simply to sit in front of a micro¬ 
phone and talk. But he does nothing of the kind. The effort made here 
is imaginative and all out with plenty of on-the-spot material to make 
the program authentic, informative and entertaining. We need more programs 
lil® this one. 

The KVSC program is not so good, but nevertheless acceptable. To mention 
the least important thing first, the announcing could be improved on a 
good deal. Aside from that, however, the program seems to need some more 
definite theme or motif. We have done two series similar to this one here 
at WNAD. We found that adding purpose to the program by careful selection 
of ballads building a theme or thread of continuity makes the program. The 
KVSC program is more a random selection of folk tunes with nothing to hold 
them together. I would much prefer asking KVSC to build the series along 
this line before final submission to the network if the committee agrees. 



TO: Ed Slack, Jack Westbrook, Waldo Abbot 
and John Holt 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix 

DATE: 

B „ si ED 
MAEB headquarters 

March 1, 19$$ 
i\iiixu 4 bob 

SUBJECT: THE SOVIET*^CEHE. TIE 
THE WRITER] I'MticSONGS' 
LAKES i 

Concerning the latest package of audition programs, these are some of the finest I have 
heard so far* However, I would like to break down my remarks program by program be¬ 
cause there are some reservations to be noted. 

THE SOVIET SCENE (WHA, University of Wisconsin) - Although Professor Gasiorowski has 
a very heavy accent, the overall quality of her voice is good* And once you get used 
to hearing her, what she has to say is very interesting* The only serious question 
about this program is whether or not it will be outdated before it can be distributed 
to the network. For example, in the third program particularly, and to a certain extent 
in the second one, she contrasts what life in Russia is really like with Malenkov*s 
plan for more consumer goods and a better existence for the Russian peasant. Now, as 
we all know, Bulganin has succeeded Malenkov as premier and has reportedly junked the 
former regime’s plan for one emphasizing heavy industry at the expense of the consumer. 
I would vote "yes’* for the series, but only after it had been re-evaluated in the light 
of this factor of dating. 

THE MIND OF THE WRITER (WHA, University of Wisconsin) - Without doubt, this is an excel¬ 
lent program. Professor Glicksman is convincing and authentic as an authority, and the 
acting is top notch. An enthusiastic "yes.” 

FOLKSONGS (WHA, University of Wisconsin) - This, too, is a fine program. The reproduc¬ 
tion is excellent, and the singer, Ed Sprague, has a good personality as well as a 
fine speaking and singing voice. I would like to follow the suggestion in this matter. 
This program is far superior to the one on folksongs submitted earlier called THE WANDER¬ 
ING BALLAD SINGER. I vote ’’yes” on the Wisconsin program and propose that the previous 
one be held for possible later release in favor of American Folksongs. 

GREAT LAKES (WKAR, Michigan State College) - In some ways this is the weakest of the 
present offering, next to THE SOVIET SCENE. This observation has nothing to do with the 
quality of the program. Reproduction and production are good. And Tom Waber, on whom 
most of the weight of the program falls, is up to his usual top standard. My only 
objection to the program is that it is in many ways a promotion piece for the Great 
Lakes region. This doesn’t necessarily rule it out. However, since you’d have a hard 
time convincing an Oklahoman that the Great Lakes had anything to do with his economic 
well being, I’m not sure we could use it here. Oklahoma is plugging for industry, and 
I’m sure we’re not the only ones who are. But the program should find wide acceptance 
in the middle west. Consequently, millions of people will benefit from it. To avoid 
being narrow minded on the subject, I vote ”yes" for this offering also. 

HMMtln 



/ 
TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Jack DATE: March 21, 1955 

Westbrook, Ed Slack 

Hugh M. Mix FRCM: SUBJECT: REPORT ON EUROPE 

By all means let Purdue continue this series. It has been a good one, 
and one which I believe will find wide acceptance on the network. 

Unfortunately, I have not been able to find time to audition the latest 
batch of tapes sent out by John Holt. But I hope to be able to do so 
in the very near future. The flu bug knows no favorites. 

Hang on for a while longer, and you'll be hearing from me again in a 
few days. 

HMM:ln 



TO: Jack Westbrook, Ed Slack, DATE: April lj, 1955 
John Holt'and Waldo Abbot 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix SUBJECT: Man’s Right to Knowledge, Window 
on the World, The Seventh Con¬ 
tinent, Morals and Politics, 
Purdue Band of the Air, Children’s 
Concert. 

Since these are long overdue, I will abbreviate my comments on these 
series. I must say that the dubbing on the music programs is very 
acceptable. Dubbings of music always leave much to be desired, but 
these are as good as any I’ve ever heard. 

As for the series listed above: 

Man’s Right to Knowledge Yes 

Window on the World Yes 

The Seventh Continent Yes 

Morals and Politics Yes, although I must admit I'm not a fan 
of hour long lectures. 

Purdue Band of the Air Yes 

Children’s Concert Yes. 

i 'si'ii'di Wfcj 

5561 9 Nd\f 
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TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, Jack 
Westbrook, Ed Slack 

DATE: April 20, 1955 

NAEB headquarters 

am 2(1 baD 

7mi0111,12,1,2,8,4,5,; 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix 
/•Jy^ 

SUBJECT: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 
American Adventure, Roots of 
Jazz, Carl Sandburg (one program), 
Man With a Question. 

Adventures of Tom Sawyer - I am forced to disagree with Ed on this one. Of 
course, the actors are not boys. They don’t pretend to be. Still I felt 
the interpretation was good and the overall effect was entertaining. At 
times I even found myself transported back to the days when I actually 

read the adventures of Tom Sawyer. I’ll vote yes. 

American Adventure - This one is barely under the wire for my money. Except 
for one or two characters, the acting was very strained at times. A good 
many of the parts were actually miscast through a use of college students 
where a more mature person, or at 3.east voice, was called for. Experience 
was definitely lacking, although the second program was better than the 
first. I found that the tapes sent to me were noisy. On the theory that 
this was not the universal experience of the committee, I’ll vote yes. 

But as I said — just barely. 

Roots of Jazz - This program was not nearly so good as it might have been. 
I found three things wrong with it, primarily. First, the programs seemed 
to have no logical progression from one program to another. That is, they 
were neither a history of the music in a chronological sense, nor were they 
an analysis of the development of jazz from its basic elements to the 
present day complexity of schools and types. It was simply a hodge podge 
of information. Second, the narrators are so melancholy. This is ap¬ 
propriate when talking about spirituals, but not when talking about bop 
and bogey. In other words, there was no variety. Third, the programs 
lacked quality in a technical sense. They were mushy. However, this 
may not be the fault of the original recordings. Still, I vote yes on 
the basis that jazz is increasingly being recognized as a legitimate and 
typically American type of music, and there is a great deal of interest 

in it. 

Sandburg - An unqualified yes. 

Man With a Question - On the basis of the informational content alone, yes — 
although I think the program could have been presented more attractively. 



RECEIVED / 
WATQ mTAnmiAOTL-nP / NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

MAY 2 7 1955 

TO: John Holt^ Waldo Abbot, Jack 
Westbrook and Jim Slack i 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix PROGRAM SERIES: Jazz in Transition 

I was just looking at Jack’s reactions to the program, JAZZ IN TRANSITION, after 
having auditioned the tapes. In general I agree with his. general criticisms, 
although not necessarily with his final conclusion. 

Personally, I liked the over-all effect of the show. It appeared to me that 
Miller and Gordon know as much about jazz as do the two gentlemen who did 
Roots in Jazz. Also I like the idea of giving live piano illustrations in 
addition to the records, something which the other two did not do. And if the 
reflected personalities of Miller and Gordon leave something to be desired, so 
also did the personalities in the ’’Roots” program. In fact, I prefer Miller and 

Gordon. 

Back to the piano—that always creates a problem. The piano is the hardest single 
instrument to record and even harder to dub. It has a greater tendency to flutter 
than anything else except perhaps the violin. This is one problem that should be 
solved, if possible, before the series is approved (if it is). 

In addition, the voices sound muffled which also shows poor reproduction. It might 
be a good idea never to approve a music program for distribution on the network 
except those we know can be reproduced adequately. I don’t know about that. 

Over and above this, I must admit that the first thought of a full hour jazz 
program left me a little cold. Many people, you know, don’t even like jazz. I, 
myself, am one of those who like it, but only in small doses. However, once I 
started listening to the show I couldn’t leave it. And I think that is primarily 
because of the last thing Jack objected to: namely, the program doesn’t limit 
itself to any one thing in a single time allotment so you have no chance to get 
tired of it. To put it in Jack's phrase, "They jump around.” In my opinion 
this is what makes the program far superior to "Roots'! "Roots”, for me got pretty 
dull after the first ten minutes. 

On "Transition” though there was some Jelly Roll Morton, Glenn Miller, Benny 
Goodman, George Shearing, some vocals, etc. And the idea of using Handel to 
illustrate Woody Herman (that isn't exactly what they did, of course) fascinated 

me. 

If the reproduction problems can be worked out I would like to see some way 
gound to do this series. 



DATE: September 26, 1955 John Holt, Waldo Abbott 
Ed Slaek, John Regnell 
Hugh M. Mix, WNAD SUBJECT: Psychological Problems of 

Daily laving 

One more "Yes" vote for the Cooper Union series on "Psychological Problems 
of Daily Living." 

Hi, John. Welcome to the club. (Regnell, that isl) 

RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTER^ 
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TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot, John DATE: October 6, 1955 

Regnell and Ed Slack 
FROM: Hugh M. Mix SUBJECT: Tales of the Valiant 

Tales of the Valiant I vote "yes". 

On the newest ten one hour Cooper Union Forums I vote ”yee*i 4-9 Xun 
consecutively with series previously voted on. 

NAEB headquarters 
I will vote on the other grant-in-aid series as soon as possible. 

QC J o 1965 
A M 

i 

HMMsln 



TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot 
John Regnell, Ed Slack 

DATE: October 12, 19# 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix SUBJECT: Unfinished Business, They Bent Our 
Ear, Music in the Making 

Had a little trouble auditioning these grant-in-aid tapes because of the blank 
spools. In fact both spools were blank on Unfinished Business.” Can't give 
a vote on that, unless, of course, there should happen to be two "yes” votes 
from the other members of the committee, in which case you can count me as 
being agreeable. 

"They Bent Our Ear”: one of the spools was blank on this series, but it didn't 
matter. This, as was obvious from the second submission, is an excellent 
program and gets my "yes". 

"Music in the Making": This program again demonstrates, I think, the kind of 
thing you run in to when a grant of money is made to a group that doesn't have 
a radio station of their own. They quite often come up with a program they think 
is great but which is actually nothing more than the educational stations, operating 
on maximum time, do every day. You sometimes wonder what they spent the money for. 

Aside from that, however, the actual quality of the programs was very bad. The 
music was subject to flutter and was distorted. I know they used a new magnecorder 
and good mikes, according to their submission form, but the state of repair of 
a recorder is a lot more important than brand names. 

The illustrations used on the violin program were rather poorly chosen, to my 
way of thinking. On the average radio receiver the non-musical listener can't 
tell whether you use a bow or a yard stick in the playing of a violin. Since 
the illustrations didn't come through they actually helped to disprove what 
the participants were trying to prove. 

On the Beethoven program, the woman was very hard to understand. Just when I 
would get to the point where I thought I was getting used to the sound of her 
voice and her enunciation, she'd go back in the mud again and I'd have to start 
all over straining ray ears to hear her. 

I may be over-critical of this program. I only heard the two programs listed 
above. Again the tape with the programs on choral music and Italian opera was 
blank. But on the basis of what I heard, I'd have to vote "no". 

HMM:Ln 
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John Holt, Waldo Abbot, John 
Regnell and Jim Slack 
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DATE: November l£, 1955 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix : ’ •’ 12* * ' SUBJECT: The Child Beyond, UNESCO GIFT 
Coupon Program, Homage To Poets, 
American Adventure, New World of 
Atomic Energy, Urban Frontiers, 
Monitor-New World, Vistas of 
Israel, Panel on Columbo Plan 

The Child Beyond: In spite of the fact that the dramatic scenes in these 
programs are over-produced to a great extent, and in spite of the 
fact that they are, as Regnell says, corny, I feel that they have 
some good points “which in a certain measure overshadow these in¬ 
adequacies, I vote ■yes". 

UNESCO Gift Coupon Program: The level on this program was very low, but I 
am assuming this happened in the dubbing room and is not true of the 
original programs. Vote "yes". 

Homage To Poets: A half hour seems a long time for a poetry program, and 
though this may sound like blasphemy to poetry fanatics, I think the 
program could stand a little more production. And yet I find the 
programs entertaining even though I am not a devotee. I'll vote "yes", 
and give them a try, 

American Adventure: I don't quite see how the same title fits this new series, 
but the programs are good. Vote "yes". 

New World of Atomic Energy: Good program. Vote "yes". 

Urban Frontiers; I hate to see a good idea go down the drain, but here's 
another example of Grant-in-Aid money being spent with little visible 
(or audible) result. As a true documentary, this could have been a 
good series. As it is, it fits into the category of amateur dramatics. 
Doesn't a college this size have any mature voices who can say a line 
without sounding like they're reading? It just doesn't sell the idea.^ 
What about research—they certainly didn't have to do much on this series. 
Vote "no". 

Monitor—New World: "Yes". 

Vistas of Israel: I am not clear on whether this is a series or a one shot 
program. It is well done, of course, but I would like to know more 
about it. My impression of the program is that it presents only in 
a superficial way facts about Israel along with a health serving of 
propaganda—emotional propaganda at that, since it compares present 
day Israel to frontier America. Any programs on Israel that went on 
this station would have to be more meaty, dealing with some of the more 
serious problems of Israel and their solution, her relationship with the 
United States, Britain and her Arab neighbors. Vote "no". 

Panel on Columbo Plan: This program was recorded at such a low level that 
I wasn't able to get much out of it. In fact, I only heard about two 
thirds of it. I would like to withhold my vote until the other two 
members of the committee are heard from. 
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TOs 

FROM: 

John Holt", Waldo Abbot, 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

Hugh M. MiXyt^ 

DATE: November 30, 1955 

SUBJECT: To Make Men Free, The Fourth R, 
The Playroom 

TO MAKE MEN FREE: I feel it is unfortunate that this program takes so 
narrow a view of the Civil War. I know the point is made in the application 
that the Southern viewpoint is represented, and I think this is probably 
true. Nevertheless, the very fact that it is clearly announced at the 
beginning of the programs as Michigan*s story of the Civil War will prejudice 
many Southern listeners. I just don*t think the setting for the program 
is right for a program of national scope. Otherwise it is excellent. 

Vote ’’no’*. 

THE FOURTH R: One of the most fascinating programs I have heard in a long 
time. The guy who does the program is absolutely right. I wonder if it 
would be possible to do a series of fifteen minute programs in this vein. 

Vote "yes**. 

THE PLAYROOM: This program is too "loaded.” Sound effects dominate through¬ 
out to the extent that it*s distracting even to an adult. I'm sure that 
children would lose interest in the program before it was five minutes old. 
The show is neither original enough nor imaginative enough to offset the 

poor production. Vote "no”. 



TO* Waldo Abbot, John Holt*' 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

Pbbruary 23, 1956 

FROM* Hugh K. mx^ 

SOUND TRACK* Hendrichs says in his outline of the series that his ia an 
intellectual appeal* I think it would be more accurate to say It in snob 
appeal* But above and beyond that the program was very dull* Hendrlehs 
made it so with his long, complex sentences which he doesn’t read too well 
and his frequent us of "quote** and "unquote," These latter are the prop 
of people who don’t read well enough to get a quote across through changes 
of inflection, pacing and other means of voice control* They are inappro¬ 
priate in a man of Hendrichs* talent. Was he just trying to kill time 
with his playing of Dietrichs * record? It was coa^letely beside the point, 
since the voice similarity was obvious* Vote no* 

POETRY HI SOHO* Vote yes on basis of last series* 

CURTAIN GOING UPt Vote yes for renewal* 

MEW DIRECTIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE* Vote yes* 

BOOKS AND ABOUND* Absolutely not. I can not tell from the submission 
form whether this is a school program or not* It doesn’t really matter* 
The program format is a take-off on another MAEB program and not nearly 
so well done* It is trivial, eondenseending and takes in far too wide 
an audience range* The program I heard could not possibly interest 
junior high school listeners, and there is some doubt in my mind that it 
would interest fourth graders* 

PATTERNS Of THOUGHT* A very interesting and challenging program* 
Informal without etumbling* Vote yes. 

F EB 2 7 1955 
PW 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 
NORMAN • OKLAHOMA 

RADIO STATIONS WNAB AM—64O KC 

fm—go.9 MC 

March 8, 1956 

TO: John Holt, Waldo Abbot 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix 

RE: Special farm series from WOI. Vote yes. 

fi EC El V ED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

MAR 1 2 1956 
AM P t5 
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TO: 
J 

Dick Underwood, Waldo Abbot, 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

March 19, 1956 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix 

THE PEOPLE TAKE THE LEAD: A very good show, well written with good acting 
and production. The second of the audition programs, however, brings out 
a fault too often found with groups fighting for a cause. They pick the 
wrong thing to fight for. Why could not the program have been centered 
around a committee to implement the Bill of Rights in the United States 
Constitution (which is a clear cut statement of human rights) rather than 
the U.N. Covenant of Human Rights (which is, in large measure, a hypocritical 
compromise between ourselves and nations that don’t even believe in inherent 
individual rights)? However, since it does set forth a legitimate point of 
view, I accept it even though I don’t agree with it. Vote yes. 

ART IN CHANGING AMERICA - - yes. 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT - - yes. 

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT - yes. 

V, 
AR. 
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March 22, 1956 TO; Dick Underwood, Waldo Abbot 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

FROM; Hugh M. Mix^vv 

U. S. College Education^ British Students; Since this is a one-shot 
deal and not a series, I vote no on the ground that it isn't worth the 
trouble, I don't see that the program has any particular significance, 
merely opinions are expressed and not necessarily informed ones. The 
program is in the mud most of the time because it is recorded at too 
low a level and because all the panel members have a tendency to mumble, 

MESSAGES AND MEN; Vote yes. 

BRITAIN TODAY; Vote yes. 

f 

St d j^j y 
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TO: Dick Underwood, Waldo Abbot 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

March 28, 19$6 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix 
/<**< 

HELLO NEIGHBOR: This program did not sell, so far as I was concerned* 
The acting was too amateurish, the voices too young to be convincing. 
The production, at least in the first program, left much to be desired* 
The background sound was entirely too loud* The voices couldn*t, or 
didn*t, carry over it. Particularly bad was the voice of the girl nar¬ 
rator in the first program. She had an authentic accent, it’s true, but 
that*s all she had. Vote no. 

GEORGETOWN RADIO FORUM: We have long needed a replacement for the Chicago 
Roundtable. I think this is it. Vote yes. 

LIVELY ARTS: This might be a good program if I could tell what it was all 
about. There is no introduction, no setting of the scene, we don*t even 
know who the speaker is. With these three elements the program might make 
sense. Without them it is a meaningless jumble of phrases. Apparently 
there is no uniformity of time from one program to the next. Vote no. 

RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
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TO: Dick Underwood, Waldo Abbot, DATE: Hay 17, 1956 
Edward J. Slack, John Regnell 

/ 

SUBJECT: Network programs 

Chalkdust: Yes. 

2000 AD: Yes. 

Hodding Carter Lectures: Yes. 

San Francisco: No. 

Carnival of Books: Yes. 

Kind David: The quality of this recording is one of the best I've 
heard so far as the frequency response of the tape is concerned, the 
lack of flutter, wow, etc. However, the studio quality is not good. 
The balance between orchestra and vocalists, particularly the soloists, 
is bad. The main value of a recording of this kind can be realized 
only if stations can keep it in their permanent music library, and this 
recording isn't good enough for that. Vote no. 

1 9 loo J 
A M 
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TO: June 25, 1956 Dick Underwood, Waldo Abbot 
John Regnell, Jim Slack 

FROM: Hugh M. Mix . 

SOUTHEASTERN COMPOSERS* FORUM: Yes. 

THE ORGAN ROOM: Yes. 

LIPSCOMB CHAPEL SINGING: Yes. 

SOUNDS IN YOUR EARS: Yes. 

RHYME AND REASON: Yes. 

DAVID RANDOLPH SHOW: Yes. 

VARIATIONS ON A THEATER THEME: Yes. 

HOKE, WHERE IS IT? This might be a good show. But I would like to hear it 

again in polished form. 

RECEIVED 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
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Mr. Northrop Dawson 
Manager, KUOM 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota <\ 

Dear Mr. Dawson: 
I * 

I have auditioned a tape srei^-fee- bv the NAiSB, 
featuring Don Buell of WKAR. I wlllri/iote a definite 
»yes« for Mr. Buell*s show, although I abapnot entirely 
pleased with it. I belieydPQtat his charming discourse 
for the series 11 curtain JSolng cm" tends to ramble in 
a rather disbuted manner occasijojtially. Certainly, 
Mr. Buell is knowledgeable andklais comments have both 
wit and substance. 1^1, however, that he often 
digresses from a point hfx wishes to make and that the 
listener may wel>-ba^confus4d by the time he returns 
to it. May I suggest, \tiraorous soul that I am, that 
Mr. Buell block out hi\Ncommeots more carefully in 
advance, so that he is rot constantly preyed to all 
sorts of new ideas that/a**© suggested to him by any 
word or phrasehe happehs to ad lib. 

I" have sent a copy of this letter to John Holt 
at headquarters. I must confess that the NABB 
Directory, whibh listed me as a new member of the 
Acceptance SubfCommittee, has been mislaid. I hope 
that my memorir is right when it says that you are the 
chairman toy4mom I am to submit a copy of my report. 
Incidentally, if there is a standard report form, I 
have not received it. 

j t ..rtl€ 
RECEIVE.-.' 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

DEC 1 G 1954 
• m p* 

18S 9,10 (111121112t 3,4| 5,9 

December 14, 195^ 

Sincerely, 

JS/eg 
cc: John Holt 

Jim Slack 
Manager, KUSD 
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